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Editor's Notes 
At its annual meeting in March 1994, the South Carolina Historical 
Association decided to change its approach to the content of The 
Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association. In the 
past, all papers presented at the annual meeting were published 
automatically. 
Starting with the 1995 issue, only those papers are published that the 
editorial board deems suitable. Some papers may appear as abstracts. 
The 1994 issue of The Proceedings should have contained the 
following disclaimer to the article "American History in the Schools" 
by Robert P. Green, Jr.: 
This essay is drawn from two previously published papers, "American History 
in the Schools" (with Richard L. Watson) in Virginia S. Wilson, James A. 
Litle, and Gerald Lee Wilson, Teaching Social Studies: Handbook of Trends, 
Issues, and Implications for the Future (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood 
Press, 1993) and "Reconstruction Historiography: A Source of Teaching 
Ideas" in The Social Studies, Vol. 82, No. 4, July/August 1991, pp. 153-157. 
Portions reprinted with permission of the authors in the first case and, in the 
second, the Helen Dwight Reid Eductional Foundation, Heldref Publications, 
1319 18th Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036 
The Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association is a refereed journal that contains selected papers 
and abstracts of papers presented at the annual meeting. The editor and the Executive Board will serve as the 
editorial board. The editor of the Proceedings disclaims any responsibility for the scholarship, statement of fact 
and opinion, and the conclusions of the contributors. 
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The Southern Historian 
In the Modern World 
Charles Joyner 
During a recent visit at the University of Sydney I was asked (in an interview to be published 
in the Australasian Journal of American Studies), "What are the difficulties of being a southerner and 
writing southern history?" I responded that I thought of it less as a difficulty than as an opportunity. 
Of course all history is difficult. The great French historian Marc Bloch said that history is 
impossible. And there are particular hazards in writing the history of"Ourselves," whether we define 
"Ourselves" in national, regional, ethnic, racial, or gender terms. If we confuse history with 
hagiography, if we write history to glorify "Our" ancestors, we are likely to write some pretty bad 
history. But there are equal hazards for those who specialize in writing history of the "Other," the 
history of those who are postulated to be "different." I think any history studied only by insiders --
or any history studied only by outsiders -- is only half studied. As we say here in the South Carolina 
Lowcountry, we need both "binyas" and "comeyas." 
In any event, for good or ill, I am a southerner who writes of the South, of his own native 
region, often of his own native state. I am of the South, and I love the South. That cannot help but 
show, in some way, in my writing. But I am also part of the modem world; and I cannot help but 
hold the South and the modern world up against each other in mutual comprehension and in mutual 
criticism. Comparisons with other parts of the world inevitably illuminate the present of many parts 
of the modem world. To take just one example, when I was at an international congress a few years 
ago in what was then Yugoslavia, it was inescapable to notice that the country was coming apart. 
I asked Croat friends if they were not afraid they might destroy the union. "Well," they exclaimed, 
"we certainly hope so!" I ventured that perhaps we should discuss this further, since I am from South 
Carolina and we have had experience in such matters. I told them that I come from a long line of 
secessionists, and that I have studied secession's causes and consequences for most of my adult life. 
I told them I did not see much to recommend it. I warned them that they might be in for trouble. 
* * * 
I love the South, but I reject the notion that the test oflegitimacy is filiopietism. When the 
folly of our forefathers in breaking up the Union brings down pain and poverty upon three generations 
of their posterity, historians do not serve the region well by praising them for it. My response to the 
southern past is hardly unique. Southern writers have always had ambivalent relationships with the 
region -- and the region with them. Thomas Wolfe wrote that "you can't go home again." Truman 
Capote wrote that all southerners go home sooner or later, even if they go home in a box. That is 
the way they took Thomas Wolfe home to the North Carolina mountains. His six-foot-six frame was 
too big for any storebought coffin, so they had to build one for him. The same town that reviled him 
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sixty years ago now considers his tomb -- with the homeward-looking angel on top -- the most 
noteworthy tourist stop in Asheville. 
Thomas Wolfe went home to the mountains in a box. I am more fortunate to have been able 
to come home to the coast in a chair, in the professorial chair endowed by Henry Burroughs in honor 
of his parents Franklin and Viola Burroughs. Of course much of what I knew as home in Horry 
County of the 1940s and 1950s is hard to find today. Time has done its work too thoroughly for that. 
But when I speak of home, I am not speaking merely of a place; I am speaking of roots. My 
people settled and helped found South Carolina and Horry County. On my mother's side, my family 
has been in Horry County for more than 300 years. My father was a Mississippian whose grandfather 
had moved his family from North Carolina to Alabama in the 1850s. My father came to South 
Carolina as a young engineer to build highways in our state's great road-building efforts of the 1920s 
and 1930s. Until World War II we lived all over South Carolina, wherever highways were being 
built. I sometimes describe myself as the universal South Carolinian, because I have lived in every 
section of the state, and in practically every town. 
Born and bred in South Carolina, I absorbed its traditions and its beauty even as I witnessed 
the changes wrought by my father and the bulldozer revolution he was a part of. I look back on my 
childhood through the haze of memory: time has made poetry of it by now. I remember as a boy in 
Myrtle Beach listening through our open windows to the sound of waves crashing on the shore (as 
I tried to fall asleep in those days before air conditioning). I was certain that somehow those sounds 
held the secret of life. Some people believe the sea divides, but I knew somehow that the sea 
connects. I knew that the waters that washed our shores connected me to people across the ocean 
whose shores were washed by the same waters. I knew that coastal people are different, that their 
horizons are farther. As a boy I stood at the edge of the sea and thought to myself, "straight across 
there is Europe." But of course Europe is not straight across from South Carolina: Africa is. Even 
today, when I walk on the beach with my son Wesley, these waves he surfs often seem like the same 
ones I swam then, the same ones that blew across the Atlantic from Africa when I was a boy. 
My parents were part of that southern generation that grew up on farms and moved to the 
towns. I was a town boy, in a Myrtle Beach of approximately 4,000 year-round souls, but I looked 
forward eagerly to the summers when I visited my cousins on my uncle's tobacco farms at Bucksport. 
One spring during a freshet ( or flood) my cousin Laird and I built a raft so we could paddle out and 
hang fishhooks in the trees to catch mudfish. Our raft was more or less like Huckleberry Finn's, 
except that ours was smaller. And ours tipped over. That is when I learned to swim, not in the 
Atlantic Ocean, but in a flooded swamp. 
At harvest time (or "putting in," as we called it) I drove crates among the rows of tobacco 
as the croppers loaded it with leaves of tobacco carefully picked, or "cropped," from the very bottom 
of the stalks. I learned that cropping tobacco, bent double in the hot sun picking unbelievably sticky 
tobacco leaves with one hand and stuffing them under the other arm until one could hold no more, 
must surely be the hardest work ever devised for human beings. My job was to guide the mule (who 
seemed too stupid to tell "gee" from "haw") back to the barn and to unload the tobacco for the 
stringers, who attached the leaves to sticks to hang in the curing barn. I always marveled at the speed 
with which the stringers could fill a stick with tobacco. 
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Now I know that the crop we grew was poison. Now I understand why King James I called 
it " the stinking smoke" (at least, that is the King James version). I quit smoking more than thirty 
years ago, but I have never quite been able to withhold my sympathy from those hard-working 
tobacco farmers. They are as enslaved by "the stinking smoke" as are tobacco' s addicts. 
I am still haunted by the physical sensations of the various places I have lived. I think there 
may be something particularly southern about this. I think this may be an example of what Eudora 
Welty calls the southern sense of place. According to her, we southerners feel "passionately about 
Place. Not simply in the historical or philosophical connotation of the word, but in the sensory thing, 
the experienced world of sight and sound and smell, in its earth and water and sky and in its seasons." 
Sense of place may be an elusive concept and difficult to measure, but I know it is as real as love. 
The southern land of my childhood evoked powerful emotions in those who lived there. Within our 
southern place there existed a sense of shared experience with the other southerners--black and white 
--around us. 
In Myrtle Beach, the town of my childhood, I recall most of all seeing the lights of Chapin 
Company glowing through an evening fog as we returned from visiting my Aunt Bess in Charleston. 
In Clinton, the Upcountry town of my college days, I remember best the old plaza at Presbyterian 
College, with the red bricks of Neville Hall and its venerable and stately dome. In Columbia, the city 
of my young manhood, it is the view from my dorm window of the grand old South Caroliniana 
Library on the horseshoe of the University of South Carolina. And I took southern habits north with 
me. In Philadelphia, I recall most Locust Walk through the stately campus of old Ben Franklin's 
University of Pennsylvania. And in Cambridge I remember best the lovely view from the steps of 
Widener Library across the Harvard Yard to Memorial Church. 
I grew up thinking that "Yankee" meant anything north of Charlotte. But when they said 
"Yankee" at Penn they meant New Englanders. And when they said "Yankee" at Harvard they meant 
someone from Maine (or at least Vermont). I suppose "Yankee" is a relative term. When they say 
Yankee way down south--in Cuba--they include me! In any event, when I would meet a fellow 
southerner in Pennsylvania or Massachusetts we would swap tales of people and places, of family and 
mutual friends "down home," sharing some profound and unfathomable regional kinship. This ritual 
was not confined to southerners who were the same color that I am. I met black southerners up 
North who were more like me in speech and background and tastes--especially tastes in food--than 
the white Yankees I saw every day. They had been as irritated as I by the condescension and 
arrogance of the "culturally superior" Yankees; and we would reflect on our shared homeland, where 
one could buy Moon Pies and Nehi Orange, and where people spoke the English language in such 
a way that you could understand it. 
Over the years I taught at St. Andrews College in North Carolina; at the University of 
California, Berkeley; at the University of Mississippi; and at the University of Alabama. From our 
academic exile my wife Jeannie and I watched our hometown, Myrtle Beach, grow from a sleepy little 
hamlet to an overcrowded metropolis. People came to Myrtle Beach as tourists and returned as 
residents, fugitives from the congestion and clangor of the frost belt. Despite their best intentions and 
their best efforts, each by his coming added to the congestion and clangor. And the waves of people 
kept coming as relentlessly as the waves of the sea. Eventually we came too, returning natives drawn 
to the seat of our deepest feelings . For there, after all other places, lies the heart. 
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"Time is very important to us because it has dealt with us," Eudora Welty writes of the South. 
"We have suffered and learned and progressed through it. " Time has certainly changed my home--
Horry County, South Carolina--almost beyond recognition. There are things there now I think my 
grandfather would find unbelievable. Henry O'Neal Paul was born in 1881 and died in 1940. Ifhe 
could step out of his grave in the old cemetery at Waccamaw Presbyterian Church near Bucksport 
and come over to Myrtle Beach, I think he would be astonished by what he could see. Ocean 
Boulevard would surely leave him bemused, with its gaudy neon, its traffic snarls, its condos, and its 
minimal beach attire. All around him he would discover a world he never knew, a world he never 
imagined, all growth and golf and hustle and bustle, everything touched with the Yankee dollar. And 
rarer and rarer is heard on the Grand Strand an accent that sounds like my grandfather. 
Yet if my grandfather could have been with me one morning not so long ago, as I drove over 
the county's back roads from Myrtle Beach through Homewood to Green Sea/Floyd's High School 
( with a sentimental detour past Joyner Swamp) he would have revisited many of the scenes of his 
memory. Away from the highways, away from the nostrums of the New South, he could still have 
found something of our remembered world, the world of my childhood, where fading advertisements 
for Groves Chill Tonic still adorn the sides of fading tobacco barns, and fading old men in fading 
khakis still drink RC Cola and play checkers in the shade of crossroads stores. This must be what the 
poet Allen Tate was thinking of when he wrote of"the sense of the past in the present." 
Back in the county time often seems not to have moved; and my grandfather would have 
found many things as he knew them in 1940. Back in the county there are still unpainted cabins 
leaning precariously toward unplanted fields . The very land itself seems to be in mourning for the 
abandoned tenant shacks set against the pines. Poverty, now as then, is no respecter of color. But 
poverty, now as then, falls heaviest on black southerners. My grandfather lived in an age when mules 
were silhouetted against the sunset in these fields. Now tractors have displaced most of the southern 
farmers from the land, and my Uncle Ernest Harper tells me the days of the small family farm may be 
over. You either become a big farmer or an ex-farmer. A way oflife is being lost. My grandfather' s 
farm was tiny and technologically primitive. It never made much money, but it did support the family. 
The complex and computerized agribusiness plantations of the modern world fail to support their 
stockholders. Many of them are losing money. Food prices are high, while farmers are losing money. 
An economist might be able to explain this farm situation to me, but I doubt it. My Uncle Ernest says 
if all the economists in the world were laid end to end, it would be a good start. In many ways it 
sounds like what I have studied of the period just before the Great Depression. While the economy 
booms around them, southern farmers are going broke. I remember a farmer telling me when I was 
a boy, "We had a Depression here before the Depression." Another farmer told me recently "my way 
of making a living is still a Depression." I think something like that must be what William Faulkner 
had in mind in Requiem for a Nun when he has his character Gavin Stevens say, "The past is never 
dead. It's not even past." 
* * * 
The South has been a complex society that has kept much of its folk heritage well into the late 
twentieth century, along with a sense of continuity, a sense of the enduring past and the flow of the 
generations, an awareness in our bones that history happened here, that history is not just something 
unpleasant that happened someplace else. There is something that matters a great deal in such a place 
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The Southern Historian in the Modern World 5 
as this, a place that elicits from its sons and daughters of both races, wherever they live, such 
emotions of fidelity and rage and love. 
William Faulkner, the great novelist and chronicler of the South, understood how deeply we 
southerners care for our region both because of and despite what it has been and still is--both because 
of and despite the gulf ( at times) between our manners and our morals, both because of and despite 
the extraordinary conjoining of our kindliness and our violence. As a boy I was touched with the tacit 
knowledge that we southerners were different, that we had a darker and more profound past than the 
one portrayed in Mrs. Mary C. Simms Oliphant's short and charming school history of our state, or 
Professor David Duncan Wallace's long and turgid college history of our state, neither of which 
included one word about my home county. 
Ultimately I went away to college. Nobody in my family had ever graduated from college 
before. But summer jobs driving a dump truck and operating a motor grader made it possible for me 
to pay for my entire first year of college, and about half of each of the other three years. I went to 
Presbyterian College, where I majored in history and English. 
After college I went to the University of South Carolina to study for a master's degree in 
history. USC started its Oxford Visiting Professor program the year I arrived, and I was able to study 
Tudor-Stuart England with a distinguished senior Oxford professor, David Ogg. I recall Ogg 
responding once to a question as to whether they celebrated Thanksgiving in England. "Oh yes," he 
said, "we celebrate Thanksgiving--every fourth of July!" The following year I studied the French 
Revolution with an up-and-coming young Oxonian named John Roberts, who has since become the 
master ofMerton College and a famous "telly don" on the B.B.C. In American history I studied,with 
William Best Hesseltine, who was visiting from the University of Wisconsin. To say that Hesseltine 
was eccentric is to understate. He had no respect at all for teaching, only for scholarship~ · If a 
graduate student asked him to direct his dissertation, Hesseltine had a stock reply: "I don't direct 
dissertations. Can you write a book?" Among his Ph.D.'s were such noted historians as T. Harry 
Williams, Richard N. Current, Frank Freidel, Kenneth M. Stampp, Benjamin A. Quarles, and Stephen 
M. Ambrose. Hesseltine believed in "publish or perish" even for high school teachers! It is perhaps 
ironic that he was not an extraordinary scholar, but he was an extraordinary teacher. He would 
deliberately lie in his lectures, and woe betide you if you didn't challenge him! 
I was drafted into the Army in 1958. As an enlisted man who had to clean officers' latrines, 
I learned some things I found very useful later on when I embarked on a study of slave life. Because 
I had a master's degree in history, I was assigned to a team writing a history of the Army Chemical 
Corps in World War II. There was no chemical warfare in World War II, but by the end of my two 
years, we had published two volumes and were well into a third. Cranking out the "official version" 
of Chemical Corps history struck me as the historian's equivalent to prostitution. 
* * * 
When I returned to graduate school in 1960 to work on a Ph.D. at USC, I studied with Avery 
0 . Craven, visiting from the University of Chicago. Craven was then the country's leading scholar 
of the corning of the Civil War. Opposed to war on principle, Craven had found the Civil War 
eminently "repressible." He was already in his 70s, well past normal retirement age. But intellectually 
he was not only still alert, he was growing, still a hands-on historian, still researching in the archives. 
And he was rethinking the implications of his having earlier minimized the role of slavery as a cause 
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of the Civil War in the light of what was taking place in the world around us, especially the Civil 
Rights movement. I shared with Craven a sense of being caught between conflicting values. One was 
a kind of pacifism that recoiled at the sheer bloodletting of the Civil War. The other was a 
contradictory sense that, horrible as war is, some causes are worth fighting for. I had responded to 
my army experience with an outburst of anti-militarism. And I was already involved head over heels 
in the Civil Rights Movement. 
It was not until I was in the army that I actually knew any black people on racially equal 
terms, that I was able to form any real black fiiendships. Two of my three closest friends in the army 
were black, and I played piano in an interracial jazz combo that played gigs around Washington and 
suburban Maryland and Virginia. When my army term was up in 1960, I returned to the South to 
pursue a Ph.D. program. But I brought a lot of new experiences and new insights back to the South 
with me. I was now eager to do my part in the new movement that was trying to do something about 
the social system that had held my native region back for so long. 
When I returned to my native South Carolina, the official policy of my state was still a harsh 
racism so thoroughgoing as to be scarcely believable in retrospect. The caste system of segregation 
branded all black South Carolinians as racial inferiors, reflected in the disenfranchisement of black 
citizens and in the systemic separation of the races in schools, in jobs, and in public accommodations. 
The only authorized associations of blacks and whites were in the roles of subordinate and superior. 
Blacks were relegated to Jim Crow schools, to the back of the Jim Crow bus, and to the Jim Crow 
balcony at the movies. This caste system was the result of an official state commitment to white 
supremacy and to a pervasive distrust of democracy. Democracy, as the word was understood 
elsewhere, had not yet been embraced by the government of my native state as late as 1960. 
The Jim Crow laws were unconstitutional on their face. But segregation involved the 
inequitable enforcement of other laws and the discriminatory administering of services as well . As 
a result, in 1960 black Carolinians had less than half the chance to finish high school as white 
Carolinians and less than a third the chance to finish college or enter a profession. On the other hand, 
black Carolinians had the prospect of earning less than half as much as white Carolinians, were twice 
as likely to be imprisoned or unemployed, and could look forward to a shorter life span. 
As an idealistic young graduate student, fresh from two years of integrated experience in the 
army, I became deeply involved in the quest for racial equality, deeply involved in organizing a state-
wide biracial student movement. Perhaps because I had a guitar and knew more freedom songs than 
the others, I was elected first state president. I shared an apartment with Selden Smith (now 
Professor of History at Columbia College), Hayes Mizell (now a foundation executive in New York), 
and Dan Carter (now Mellon Professor of History at Emory and President-elect of the Southern 
Historical Association). Our apartment became something of a crossroads of the movement in South 
Carolina, host to various members of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), the 
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), and others as they came through the state. We engaged in long 
passionate discussions with Ella Baker, the first executive Director of Dr. King's Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC) and the unofficial godmother of SNCC. I was her chauffeur when 
she was in Columbia, and I learned a great deal while "driving Miss Baker." We also had long 
passionate discussions with Andrew Young of SCLC, Will Campbell from the Committee of Southern 
Churchmen, Connie Curry of the National Student Association (NSA), Tom and Casey Hayden of 
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Students for a Democratic Society (SOS), Modjeska Simkins of the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), and that wise and wonderful Old Testament Prophet, 
James McBride Dabbs. 
As the movement grew, sit-ins and other anti-segregation protests intensified across the state--
in Columbia, in Greenville, in Orangeburg, in Rock Hill . The segregationists mobilized for all-out 
resistance. Red-baiting was organized on a statewide scale by such groups as the Citizens Councils, 
the John Birch Society, and something called Operation Alert. SLED (South Carolina's version of 
the FBI--or KGB) was called out to investigate the so-called "subversives." The telephone in our 
apartment was tapped. Our friend (and later roommate) John Edmunds, who worked in the 
governor's office, saw our pictures on the governor's desk. Hayes Mizell and I lost our teaching 
assistantships at the university. Ella Baker urged us not to be cowed by the red-baiting and 
harassment. "The problem in the South is not radical thought, or even conservative thought," she 
said, "it's lack of thought. We've got to break that pattern, and we can't do it by letting the 
opposition tell us whom we associate with." 
The segregationists called for order, as though order without justice were not tyranny. The 
segregationists called us extremists, but they were the extremists. The Civil Rights movement offered 
an alternative to the extremes of insensitive complacency on the one hand and senseless violence on 
the other, the one a failure of the heart, the other a failure of the mind. The segregationists called us 
traitors to the South, but the black and white southerners of the movement were the most truly loyal 
southerners the region has ever had, most loyal to the truest things of the South. The racists 
represented our state at its worst: ignorant of the past, fearful of the future, and dangerous to the 
South they claimed to love. But we understood the resentment of the racists; we understood their 
hostility and frustration; we understood their need for someone to blame. 
But they hated the movement, because we preached justice when few white Americans were 
prepared to grant justice to black Americans. They persecuted us and reviled us. They rebuked us 
and they scorned us. They cursed us--and they killed some of us. But they never stopped us. We 
used to sing, "Ain't gonna let nobody turn me 'round, turn me 'round, turn me 'round. Ain't gonna 
let nobody tum me 'round, gonna keep on a-walkin', keep a-talkin', marchin' up to Freedom Land." 
The sit-ins lasted four years and involved thousands of students in scores of cities and were 
supplemented by boycotts against downtown stores that practiced discrimination. In the end the 
movement changed South Carolina for the better. The first battle of Columbia had been fought with 
General Tecumseh Sherman and had left the city in smoking ruins. The second battle of Columbia 
was fought with a group of non-violent students, who left the city more open and more democratic 
than they had found it. 
* * * 
As a young southerner during the Civil Rights Movement I came to consider it a moral 
imperative to re-examine the history of my native region. James McBride Dabbs helped me to 
understand the South in a much broader sense than the term usually meant in those days. Journalists 
typically depicted "the South" in monolithic, all-white terms: "the South" versus "the Civil Rights 
Movement." That was not completely wrong, of course, but it would have been just as accurate to 
say "the South" versus "the Racists." Southerners did not all come in one color, nor were 
southerners all of one persuasion. Dabbs helped me to understand "the South" as the aggregate of 
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all its people. That enabled me to perceive that, even as our politicians had been trying to preserve 
a social system that had separated the southern people, there was nevertheless a shared southern 
culture of incredible richness that had been created by the interaction of all the southern people, black 
and white alike. Not all southerners recognize, even yet, the extent to which we share one culture. 
But there are more now than there were. 
I began in those years consciously to try to teach myself what would later come to be known 
as African-American Studies. There was no such field then. I read fiction by Ralph Ellison and 
Richard Wright, and folklore by Zora Neale Hurston, and history by W.E.B. DuBois and Carter G. 
Woodson and Benjamin Quarles and John Hope Franklin. I read jazz criticism by Ellison and Le Roi 
Jones (years before he became Amiri Baraka), and listened to Bird and Diz, and Bud and the four 
M's--Monk, Miles, Mingus and the MJQ, as well as the great blues artists such as Muddy Waters, 
and Bessie Smith, and Howlin' Wolf So the informal part of my graduate education--to an even 
greater extent than the formal study--gave me a somewhat broader approach to African-American 
history than I might otherwise have had. 
I met John Hope Franklin in 1963, in my first year of full-time teaching, and he had a very 
important influence on me. He was the first person to treat me as though I had the potential to be 
a historian, rather than just a history teacher. We have remained good friends for more than thirty 
years. A year or so later I met Willie Lee Rose and her mentor, C. Vann Woodward. Willie had 
recently published her Rehearsal for Reconstruction, a pioneering example of the kind of history I 
have come to call "exploring large questions in small places." She and I soon became close friends, 
but it would be another decade before Woodward called me "Chaz" --and still another decade before 
I would presume to call him "Vann." 
Shortly after finishing my Ph.D. I discovered the Federal Writers Project interviews with 
living ex-slaves (or Slave Narratives) in the Library of Congress. They included interviews in 
Murrells Inlet and Pawley's Island, in Georgetown County, not far from Myrtle Beach. The 
interviewer, Genevieve Willcox Chandler, was still living; and soon I was driving into her yard full 
of questions about Hagar Brown and Ben Horry and the other ex-slaves she had known. Through 
her I came to know the children and grandchildren of those ex-slaves. She and they became my 
teachers and fiiends. I thought that ifl could put her interviews together with my own interviews and 
with census and other records it might make an interesting article. I little knew that it would become 
a book, or that it would consume most of my time for the next fifteen years. 
I was already trying to use folklore and anthropology to enhance my understanding of 
southern history. Feeling the need for more systematic study than I could do on my own, I went back 
to graduate school (this time at the University of Pennsylvania) for a second Ph.D. Supported by a 
sabbatical leave and a grant from the Social Science Research Council, I had only a year to do the 
course work. It was a heady experience. I studied cultural anthropology, sociolinguistics, African 
folklore, and ethno-musicology, in each case with one of the world's leading scholars in the field . 
Each reinforced my conviction that anthropological approaches would be useful in the kind of history 
I wanted to write, but each also opened new ways for me to think about history as well . Once I 
began the study of slave folk culture, I knew I had an epic story, one that would call upon everything 
I ever knew and (as it turned out) a great deal more that I would have to learn. Like Willie Lee Rose, 
I tried to combine the anthropological preference for holistic study of a small place with the 
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historian's commitment to examine change over time. After finishing my Ph.D. at Penn, I held a joint 
appointment in history and anthropology for several years, and I was a visiting professor in the 
anthropology department at USC as well . I have drawn on anthropological theory and method in 
most of my writing ever since. 
After Penn, I did post-doctoral study in Comparative Slave Societies at Harvard with the great 
Jamaican sociologist Orlando Patterson. His preference for broad macro-studies confirmed my 
preference for micro-history; but it also broadened that preference to give a new and comparative 
dimension to my studies of small places. 
The book that I was working on drew heavily on such jargon-heavy disciplines as linguistics, 
anthropology, and folklore . As I set out to write a final draft (to translate the jargon into English), 
I came to understand that there is no such thing as an "audience" for a book. Reading a book is a 
solitary activity. I decided to rewrite it for one reader, my daughter Hannah. She was sixteen then, 
and I tried to write the new draft in such a way to explain all I had learned from this interdisciplinary 
research and analysis to her. I knew she was intelligent enough to understand the ideas but I also 
knew she was not so experienced as to know the jargon. Each day, before I began to write, I would 
spend about half an hour reading from one of the great classical historians (Tacitus, Thucydides, 
Gibbon, etc.) before I began to write. I suspect it had little if any direct effect on my writing. But 
it did remind me that writing history can be (and should be) as artful as writing fiction, and it did 
make me want to try. My daughter Hannah has now finished all the course work for her own Ph:D. 
in history at the University of Pennsylvania and is cramming for her comps. I'd like to think the book, 
which became Down by the Riverside, played a part in improving my prose. 
* * * 
Thinking back, it is easy to see that my participation in the Civil Rights Movement and my 
study of southern history both sprang from the same impulse. I was a young southerner· coming of 
age at a time when circumstances and human values were changing all around me. I was almost 
literally forced by what was going on in the world around me to re-evaluate most of what I thought 
I knew. From James McBride Dabbs I learned not to think of the South as consisting of just one 
color or ethnic group. And from John Hope Franklin, I learned to think of my field as southern 
history rather than black history. It was an exciting intellectual awakening, and I found it mutually 
revealing to apply new insights from the world around me to the history I was studying while at the 
same time applying new insights from history to the world around me. 
I never thought that I was doing anything especially dangerous, but in the comfort of hindsight 
I realize it was more dangerous physically than it seemed at the time. I guess I just didn't get the 
message. I had no sense of being in danger, so you might say that, even though I was fearless, I was 
not really brave. In one sense I may have been a little bit brave. I really did believe that what I was 
doing put my future career as an historian at risk, but I knew that it was important for white 
southerners to link arms with black southerners and stand up for justice in our native region. So I 
did it anyway. Now in retrospect I can see that not only did that involvement not endanger my 
career, it made me a better historian. So I was wrong on both counts. I didn't think I was in physical 
danger, but I was . I did think I was putting my career at risk; but in the long run I was actually 
enhancing my career. If anyone had told me then that I would later become a Ford Foundation 
Professor at the University of Mississippi, and that I would have been chosen at least partly because 
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of the Civil Rights Movement, I would have laughed. If anyone had told me then that I would ever 
have wanted to teach at Ole Miss, I would have cried. And yet it happened. Ole Miss is a university 
that I came to love dearly and to respect greatly, in large part because of the way it has helped the 
state of Mississippi face up to its own past. 
And so I think my involvement in the Civil Rights movement was the defining moment in my 
life as a historian. Because we knew the solid rock of brotherhood as well as the quicksands of racial 
injustice, because we knew the sunlit path of racial justice as well as the dark and desolate thickets 
of segregation, because we knew the beauty as well as the tragedy of the human spirit, for a brief and 
shining moment in the early 1960s we shared the dream, we really believed we were going to change 
the world and achieve the redeemed co~unity. We won the battle of the lunch counters. We won 
the battle of school desegregation. We won the battle of voting rights. But we didn't change the 
world . Perhaps the world changed us. We lost the dream of redeemed community. 
I know that we have come a long way since 1960. Some have dragged their feet all the way, 
but they have come. Some say there has been no progress, but they have forgotten where we started. 
Some would stop here, for they cannot see how far we still have to go. 
I know the dream is not dead when I see black and white schoolchildren playing together, 
laughing and running like the brothers and sisters they are. I know the dream is not dead when I see 
black and white co-workers eating together, sitting together at the table of equality, laughing and 
joking like the friends they are. I know the dream is not dead when I see hundreds of black 
legislators, and sheriffs, and judges in the South. Who could have dreamed in 1960 that there would 
be black mayors in Tuskegee, Alabama and in Fayette, Mississippi, and in New Orleans, and in 
Atlanta, and even in Bull Conner's Birmingham? And black congressmen from Talmadge's Georgia--
and Eastland's Mississippi? 
But a dream deferred is a dream denied. And I know the dream is deferred when I see the 
destruction of an ancient and precious black culture in the South Carolina Sea Islands as black 
landowners are forced into selling out and the islands are "developed" into resorts for rich whites. 
I know the dream is deferred when I see the concentration of black southerners in low-paying service 
jobs. I know the dream is deferred when I see the growing army of unemployed black southerners. 
I don't know how long the South will continue to be symbolized by retrogressive politicians, 
irreligious evangelists, and Confederate battle flags waving defiance above the region's state capitols. 
But I do know the South will never reach its potential until we can accept the past as it really was and 
then put it behind us. Jack Burden, the protagonist of Robert Penn Warren's All the King's Men, 
tells Anne Stanton "how if you could not accept the past and its burden there was no future, for 
without one there cannot be the other, and how if you could accept the past you might hope for the 
future, for only out of the past can you make the future." Southerners, like other Americans, have 
tried to move into the future without having faced up to the past. Defeat and social upheaval have 
fostered decades of self-destructive alibis, political and economic Snopesism, and moral stagnation 
in the South; but confronting the tragic past also has the potential to impart a deeper and more 
compassionate understanding of the modern world, of the universal human condition. 
The great black southern novelist Ralph Ellison acknowledges being motivated by what he 
calls "an old slave-born myth ... not the myth of the 'good white man,' nor that of the 'great white 
father,' but the myth. secret and questioning, of the flawed white southerner who while true to his 
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southern roots has confronted the injustices of the past and has been redeemed. Such a man, the myth 
holds, will do the right thing however great the cost . .. and will move with tragic vulnerability 
toward the broader ideals of American democracy. The figure evoked by this myth is one who will 
grapple with complex situations that have evolved through history, and is a man who has so identified 
with his task that personal considerations have become secondary." That is the kind of southerner 
who has gone back into the South's tragic and enduring past and confronted both the myths of 
Confederate nationalism and the realities of racial and class injustice. That is the kind of southerner 
who has recaptured the fading dream of the redeemed community. That is the kind of southerner the 
region needs now. That is the kind of southerner each of us--whether southerner by birth or 
southerner by choice--needs to become. 
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'A Courageous Little Band' of Campaigners: 
Women For Hughes in 1916 
Molly M. Wood 
In January 1917 New York City social worker Frances Kellor looked back on the 1916 
presidential election when she and about two dozen other women actively campaigned for Republican 
candidate Charles Evans Hughes. She recalled a "courageous little band of independent women" who 
solicited the vote for their candidate and sought to establish a foundation for women's national 
political work within the Republican party.1 These women chose a "whistle-stop" campaign train to 
promote Hughes and to introduce politically active women to the American public. Undertaken well 
before most American women had the ballot, this campaign was an unprecedented episode of 
feminine political action on a national level. These women had various reasons for supporting Hughes 
in 1916, but shared a similar perception of women's role in national politics. The women's 
expectations and motivations must be analyzed in light of the degree of success they enjoyed, and the 
reaction of the American public to them in the social and political climate of early twentieth century 
America. 
In the summer of 1916 the Republican Party welcomed former Progressive and current 
independent voters back into the fold so that they might form an "alliance'' to endorse Hughes against 
the incumbent Woodrow Wilson. At the same time, Republican and former Progressive women 
formed a Women's National Committee of the new Hughes Alliance. Among those who assumed 
leadership roles in the new organization, most had worked actively for the Progressive Party in 1912, 
all were respected in their fields and, since they had enjoyed considerable success in a male-dominated 
society so far, fully expected to be taken seriously as campaigners. The issues they espoused came 
directly from their career experiences in the area of progressive reform. Frances Kell or, who was 
chief organizer of the women's train, was a social worker. Katherine Davis was the first woman 
Commissioner of Corrections in New York City. Author Mary Antin was an advocate for the 
immigrant and Margaret Dreier Robins was current president of the National Women's Trade Union 
League. Journalist Rheta Childe Dorr penned daily pro-Allied articles in the New York Evening Mail 
and Edith O'Shaughnessy, a former diplomat's wife, denounced Wilson's Mexican policy. All in all, 
their support of the Republican candidate stemmed from their previous involvement in the area of 
progressive reform, their satisfaction with Hughes's earlier record as Governor of New York, or their 
1 Frances Kellor. "Women m the Campaign," Yale Review 6 (January 1917): 237. 
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rejection of the Democratic administration. These women simply believed Hughes would make a 
better president. 
By September 1916 the women had taken great steps to turn that belief into a reality. The 
committee had financed and completed all arrangements for a women's campaign train--the first 
political tour of its kind undertaken entirely by women--to travel across the country. Even 
Republican National Committee Chairman Willcox welcomed the "splendid cooperation" of the 
women, noting that a number of the participants were women recognized for their "social and civic 
work."2 
Since the Hughes Alliance billed itself "an organization of voters," the committee would have 
to follow different strategies in suffrage and non-suffrage states. 3 The women would visit twenty 
states on their tour, nine of which already had passed woman suffrage. In the suffrage states, the 
women would devote their efforts to winning votes, primarily women's votes, for Hughes, and would 
maintain formal affiliation with the men's section of the Hughes Alliance. In non-suffrage states, 
committee members would concentrate their efforts on advancing education about campaign issues 
and spreading Hughes propaganda, in the belief that women could influence the vote without actually 
voting. In the non-suffrage states, the Women's Committee would remain separate and autonomous 
from the men's organization.4 By this arrangement, the women who worked for the Hughes Alliance 
in non-suffrage states ( such as Kell or and her fellow leaders of the campaign, most of whom came 
from New York) would enjoy more freedom of action, even though they were still denied the vote-, 
than those in suffrage states. Clearly, women in non-suffrage states had the more challenging and-
fulfilling job of education and persuasion, while women in suffrage states could do their part simply 
by voting.' 
Woman suffrage itself, however, would not be an issue the women would promote during the 
campaign. They stood by their decision that the train should have only one purpose--the promotion 
of Hughes--even though candidate Hughes had recently come out in favor of a national suffrage 
amendment and Wilson had yet to do so.6 Voteless women, the campaigners believed, could play a 
vital role in education and publicity. By avoiding the suffrage issue the women showed a solidarity 
for Hughes that was not based on his lukewarm commitment to suffrage, but rather on his attention 
to other issues that affected the entire nation. 
'New York Times, 17 September 1916, 1, 5:2. 
3 Minutes ofthe Women's National Committee, 7 July 1916, O'Shauglmessy Papers, Box #5, New York Public Library. 
' New York Times 8 July 1916, 5:5. 
' Davis stated that women who do not vote must do the job of education while "women who vote could do their part by voting." New York Times 4 
August 1916, 5:6. 
• S.D. Lovell, The Presidential Election of 1916 (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University, 1980), 73. In 1916, 12 of the 48 states pennitted women 
to vote. 
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The assertion that the train would represent a "union of anti-suffragists and suffragists" met 
with some skepticism.7 Mrs. Alice Hill Chittenden, President of the New York State Association 
Opposed to Woman Suffrage, wrote an open letter to Keller, printed in the New York Times. "I have 
carefully read the list of women who are advertised as going on this train," Chittenden wrote, "but 
I fail to find any members of our Association from this state or others. In fact, the names read 
considerably like a roster of a suffrage meeting. "8 Alice Chittenden had a point. Only Edith 
O'Shaughnessy was anti-suffrage at the start of the trip, while the others had made their support of 
suffrage public before the campaign began.9 The women, however, stuck fast to their decision not to 
address suffrage. 
This commitment did not prevent them from being challenged by the public on the issue, 
however. Upon arrival in Buffalo, New York, there were only twenty Hughes supporters at the 
station to greet the incoming train. A local leader told Keller that all arrangements had been made 
for a larger group to meet the women, but that the previous night someone had telegraphed members 
of the greeting committee, informing them that the train was "loaded with suffrage orators." Since 
the greeting committee members were largely anti-suffrage, only twenty showed up. 10 Davis, 
undeterred by the paltry reception, addressed the small group who did show up to greet the women, 
plus a number of trainmen who had been working at the station. She noted in a brief speech that the 
object of the women's campaign was to "get votes for a man [Hughes] and not for women."11 
In New York many women (and men) remained anti-suffrage, and the women campaigners 
did not want to alienate potential anti-suffrage votes for Hughes. On the other hand, in many of the 
western states the campaigners would soon visit, women already had the vote, and the Hughes 
campaigners needed to solicit those votes. In a delicate no-win situation, the women made the 
political choice to avoid addressing the issue, hoping to win the support of suffragists and anti-
suffragists for Hughes. 
These women were not fighting the suffrage battle in this campaign. Rather they believed 
power and influence in politics was about more than just getting "the vote." In this era of suffrage 
parades and protests, however, the American public was most accustomed to defining politically 
active women as suffragists, and suffragists only, not as campaigners for other issues. Yet people still 
came out to see and hear the so-called "feminine orators," which seemed to make their education and 
propaganda strategy viable. Many large crowds, often present by invitation only, were friendly to the 
orators. At early public street meetings, however, shouts of "We want Wilson!" filled the air and 
' New York Times 17 September 1916, I. S :2. 
' f/,1d .. 24 September 1916, I. 7:3. 
' For OShaughnessy's views on suffrage, see San Francisco Examiner 18 October 1916, 7:6. For Davis and Kellor see for example Ellen Fitzpatrick, 
Endless Crusade: Women Social Scientists and Progressive Reform (New York: Oxford University Press, I 990), 119 and 148-9. For Dorr's views see 
Dorr. A Woman of Fifty (New York: Funk and Wagnalls; reprint, NY: Arno Press, 1980), 288. For Robins see Mary Dreier.Margaret Dreier Robins: 
Her Life, Letters and Work (New York: Island Press Cooperative, I 9SO), 89 and for Antin see Oscar Handlin's foreword to Antin, The Promised Land 
2nd Edition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969), xiii . 
10 New York Tunes 4 October I !i 16. 4:6. 
II //,id. 
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many of the speakers were rudely heckled, an early and unexpected warning of things to come.12 
Subsequent meetings were attended mostly by men who "hurled question after question at the 
speakers," interrupting them and not allowing them to continue with their prepared remarks. 13 
Both Kellor and Davis proved adept at silencing hecklers and often finished the speeches of 
other women who became flustered or could not make themselves heard over the crowd. In Chicago, 
when many began to call for the police to quiet a rowdy crowd, Kellor shouted, "Police--what 
nonsense! The men will listen. They believe in fair play in this campaign," and the crowd quieted 
enough for her to speak. 14 On many other occasions, Kellor met interruptions with a smiling good 
nature and patience that eventually won her the attention of the crowd. 1s 
Davis also handled crowds well . In Cleveland, for example, all the speakers (including 
O'Shaughnessy and Antin) became flustered and unable to finish when challenged by a large group 
of men. Davis, however, "withstood taunts and answered sharply." She addressed each question, 
one by one, finally asking the "tormentors" to leave the meeting so that she could talk about the issues 
in which she specialized. Some left and others quieted enough for her to continue without further 
interruption. 16 Davis's experience in the bruising and male-dominated world of New York City 
politics and her work in the penal system had likely prepared her to handle outbursts and direct 
challenges from a male crowd. 
Davis also was a creative leader and motivator. Outside of Salt Lake City a train wreck 
delayed the Hughes women at the small settlement of Downey. Led by Davis, three of the women 
from the train set out on foot to "find some voters." They walked until they found two small boys 
who took them to the General Store. There, the proprietor played a trombone while Davis rang a 
low bell to lure people to the store. When about twenty-five people showed up, the women made 
speeches for twenty minutes, then hurried back to the train.17 
Although the women used every possible opportunity to publicize their candidate's agenda, 
they faced an uphill battle. In Toledo Kellor addressed shop workers at the Overland auto plant. The 
crowd was "anything but friendly," shouting, "You represent Wall Street," and "The Republicans 
never did anything for labor. "18 The reception by workers was even less cordial in Chicago where 
"work-a-day Chicago laughed at the 'women of Wall Street."' At the train station, a delegation of 
women workers waited, holding huge banners with slogans such as "Go back to Wall Street," "We 
" Ibid .. 3 October 1916, 10:6; 4 October 1916, 4:6. 
" Ibid., 4 October 1916, 4:6. 
" Chicago Tribune S October 1916, S:S. 
" See for example San Francisco Examiner 18 October 1916. 
" New York Times 4 October 1916, 4:6. 
" Ibid., 24 October 1916, 4:S. 
" New York Times S October 1916, 3:3. 
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want Wilson!," and "Welfare work won't do; we want Wilson and the 8 Hour Law." 19 Both Kellar 
and Davis touted Hughes's record on labor as the fonner Governor of New York, to no avail. In Los 
Angeles Davis attacked Wilson for his "indifference" to young working women and generally 
defended Hughes's record on labor. Kellar often spoke about Hughes's labor legislation as Governor 
ofNew York, noting that he instituted a "real" eight-hour day in New York, not a "nostrum" like the 
Adamson Act [Wilson's Eight-Hour Day for train workers]. 20 
It was not until October 9, when the women arrived in Fargo, North Dakota, that they 
discovered what they took to be the source of such hostile attitudes from labor and the press. Davis 
discovered that the Democratic National Committee, working through its branch organizations, was 
wiring dispatches containing information about some of the women of the Hughes Alliance to local 
Wilson leaders ahead of the train. A telegram from the Working Women's Wilson Independent 
League, for example, stated that the committee in charge of the train included such members as "Mrs. 
Stotesbury, whose husband is a Philadelphia partner of Morgan and Co., " and Mrs. John Hays 
Hammond, "wife of the multi-million dollar mining man. "21 Although the writers of the telegram 
acknowledged that women making the trip were largely professional women, they were still indignant 
that the women who financed the train included "Mrs. Daniel Guggenheim of Smelter Trust" and 
"Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt, who reputedly inherited millions in railroad capital." The train was 
widely attacked as the "Women's Billionaire Special. "22 
The Democratic National Committee derived its ammunition partly from coverage in 
newspapers such as the New York Times that revealed some of the early financial pledges to the 
Women's Committee. Large sums such as $5000 were contributed by some committee members. 
Moreover, the first meeting of the committee was on a grand scale--a luncheon held at the country 
estate of Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney--and was covered in the Times as an "important social event on 
Long Island as well as important politically." The "uniformed attendants, iced tea and smart frocks 
showed that politics was fashionable. "23 This kind of coverage contributed to the perception that this 
was no more than a group of fabulously wealthy but bored women who wanted another excuse to 
become involved in important affairs, get their name in the paper, or use their money to influence 
politics. 
It was Davis who responded to the Fargo telegram attacking the women's wealth. "The 
Democratic National Committee is laboring under a delusion," she told a New York reporter, "as to 
the train's backing and personnel." She acknowledged that women of wealth and social position were 
indeed members of the train committee, but also noted that there were wealthy women who 
supported Wilson. (For good measure, she named a few: Mrs. William Randolph Hearst, Mrs. J. 
" Ibid .. 6 Octob.!r 1916, 4:2. 
" Ibid .• 21 October 1916. 11 :3; Chicago Tribune 6 October 1916, II, 1:S. 
" Ibid .. 10 October 1916, 11 :3. 
" Ibid.: see many examples of"Billionaire Special." includingMargaret Dreier Robins, 130. 
,., New York Times 3 July 1916. S:S; 8 July 1916, S:S. 
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Borden Harriman and Mrs. August Belmont.)24 Although a few organizers of the train received pay, 
she continued, the speakers were not only giving their time without remuneration, but also 
contributed to the expenses of the train. The only motive of the speakers, she maintained, was 
patriotism--the "same motive that impels men to go out on countrywide tours. "25 
The Women's Committee, moreover, needed to rely on the generous monetary gifts of 
wealthy women since it received no financial support from the National Hughes Alliance or from the 
Republican National Committee.26 Davis and the others rightly resented the false depiction of the 
train as a "Billionaire Special." But they also raised a larger issue: a double standard for campaign 
financing. Wealthy contributions by men would be taken as a matter of course in politics, but the 
press translated extensive monetary contributions by women into tales of women campaigners 
wearing huge diamond rings, ball gowns from Paris, and traveling with French poodles and 
hairdressers--an image sure to disgust many women (and men) across the country.27 
In addition to the divisive issue of wealth and influence, many western women reserved special 
criticism for the campaigners from the East. In Helena, Montana, the wife of Democratic governor 
Sam V. Stewart remarked: "It is ridiculous for these women, who haven't a vote, to come all the way 
out here to tell women who can vote how to do it." In Portland, 3000 women of the local Wilson 
Women's League registered disapproval of the "Eastern women's vote-getting invasion," referring to 
the campaigners as "impertinent" and "silly. "28 The western women assumed that since the eastern . 
women did not vote, they knew nothing about politics. 
Western dissatisfaction with the Republican women probably also had something to do with 
the women's stand on the preparedness issue. Somewhat like suffrage, "preparedness" for possible 
involvement in the war in Europe was another political minefield in 1916. The Republicans had to 
have a stronger policy than the Democrats in order to distinguish it from the Democratic policy ( and 
to please Teddy Roosevelt), but preparedness was a patently unpopular position, especially in the 
West.29 Although they did not emphasize this issue in their speeches, as with the suffrage issue, many 
of the women had already expressed their support for the stronger "preparedness" stand of the 
Republican party. Frances Kellor, for instance, had called for a "thorough-going policy of national 
preparedness to insure national unity." 30 
Women had become involved in the public debates over war, peace, and preparedness around 
1915 when Jane Addams founded the Woman's Peace Party. Women's work in the area of peace 
., Ibid., 10 October 1916, 11 :3. 
"Ibid. 
,. Kellor, "Women in the Campaign," 238-40. 
" See for example New York Times 20 November 1916, 8:1. 
" New York Times 12 October 1916, 24:2; 1.5 October 1916, 8 :1. 
" Donald Bruce JolulSon and Kirk Porter, eds. National Party Platforms, 184()..1973 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1973), 20.5; Lovell, 
Election of 1916, 7-10. 
30 Frances Kellor, "What is Real Americanism?" The American Review of Reviews .54 (September 1916): 327. 
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became popular, since it "fit" the stereotype of women as mothers and nurturers, and therefore most 
likely to promote peace at all costs. 31 So, not only was preparedness an unpopular subject in the 
West because that region was so resistant to war--it also was unpopular because no one expected 
women openly to support the slightly more militaristic policies of the Republican party. 
Whatever criticism the women received during the trip, however, would pale in comparison 
to the reaction that set in after Hughes lost the election. The women arrived back in New York City 
confident that they had aided the Republican campaign. But regret soon replaced confidence as 
opposition mounted to the whole idea of women campaigning nationwide for a presidential election. 
Noted suffragist Ida Husted Harper articulated the mounting gloom concerning the women's train. 
It "was a mistake from start to finish," she stated. "It was a train financed by Eastern millionaires, 
and while there were as many millionaires financing the work of Democratic women, they kept it 
quiet." Finally, she concluded, it was absurd for women who did not believe in woman suffrage to 
ask other women to vote for a specific candidate, echoing the views of some western women. 32 The 
fact that most of the women on the train were, in fact, in favor of suffrage did not seem to impress 
Harper. 
The New York Times offered another assessment: "It is obvious ... that the interest they 
excited was not in what they said, but in the fact that they said anything. "33 Indeed, although some 
votes may have been cast in "resentment" of the women's train, it was much more likely that the train 
had little effect on voting patterns one way or another because the women campaigners simply were 
not taken seriously. Certainly the women believed that their audiences were listening to what they 
were saying, and not just listening because they were saying anything at all, but the reaction to their 
tour suggests otherwise. 
The novelty of women campaigning probably did account for the large crowds they 
encountered, but still did not explain the hostility they faced. That, quite simply, was the result of the 
gender stereotype of the day, of which the New York Times provided an example when it editorialized 
that the hostile reaction to the campaign was "inevitable." Although the women were undoubtedly 
intelligent and well-informed, the "discourtesy" to which they were subjected was only natural. "We 
feel somehow that women should not invite insult or unnecessarily expose themselves to it and that 
when they do we have a just grievance against them," one editorial explained. 34 · The media justified 
the heckling, then, because the women "asked for it," by speaking in public on matters of politics. 
Although the public was beginning to accept women who spoke out on "women's issues" such as 
suffrage and peace, the presidential election was another matter. This editorial, and others like it, 
also reflected the important role that the media played in the public's perception of the women's train. 
" See Marie Louise Deg,:n, The History of the Women's Peace Party (Baltimore: The Jolms Hopkins Press, 1939). For the subject of women and peace 
see for instance Rosemary Foot, "Where are the Women," Diplomatic History 14 (Fall 1990). 
" New York Times, 16 November 1916, 10:7. 
" Ibid .. 6 November 1916. 10 4. 
" Ibid. 
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Much coverage was delegated to the society pages, in local papers as well as the New York Times.35 
Kellor, for one, noted this lack of serious coverage, interpreting it to mean that the "American press 
does not yet regard women as a real factor in national political life. "36 Much of the media coverage 
was both sexist and sensationalist, pandering to the perception of the train as a "Billionaire's Special." 
The Times reported that en route from Rochester to Buffalo the campaigners spent time preparing 
speeches and, although noting that "this is unofficial," reported that the women also took great care 
in "deciding which gown to wear to greet the committee of two hundred men and women expected 
to be on hand to greet the train. "37 Although the women certainly wanted to present a suitable and 
agreeable image, it was difficult to imagine women such as Davis and Kellor agonizing over clothing 
and accessories. The Times speculation merely reflected the premise that even women who cared 
about politics would naturally be as concerned with their appearance as with their speeches. The 
Times also reported that there would be no luxuries on the campaign train, not even a ladies' maid. 
"The Republican women," the article continued, "will have to look after their own manicuring, facial 
massage and shampooing. "38 This bit of news was not on the society page, although it belonged 
there. 
Resistance, then, to the "women campaigners" was intense. According to the Times, the 
women had been treated "with a discourtesy and unfairness quite without precedent in American 
political history. "39 They were objects of a "special irritability" and "special animosity" not because 
their speeches were poor or because they represented the wrong candidate (the papers constantly 
pointed out that men were never heckled this much) but because people resented the "intrusion of 
women as active and audible participants in an important election. 1140 
On this superficial level, the women's train was a failure . They were not accepted as serious . 
campaigners in an area that did not include "women's issues" exclusively. Kellor, however:, reflected 
on the campaign trip more optimistically. Each woman had sound reasons for joining the Hughes , 
campaign, she argued, and each spoke intelligently about important issues. At least the women made 
the effort to be heard on an equal political footing with men. By sticking to national issues, and 
speaking competently on those issues, they refuted the notion that women could speak knowledgeably 
only on women's concems.41 The great significance of the women's campaign train, then, was simply 
that it addressed national affairs, and not women's issues. The women campaigners would have to 
wait until the American public recognized their ability to contribute to a national debate on this level. 
" See for example San Francisco Examiner 18 October 1916, 5:2 and Chicago Tribune 6 October 1916, 14:5. 
36 Kellor, "Women in the Campaign." 239. 
' ' New York Times 4 October 1916, 4:6. 
" Ibid., I October 1916, I, 7 :2. 
'
9 Ibid .. 20 October 1916, 8:4. 
40 Ibid., 6 October 1916, 10:4. 
41 Kellor, "Women in the Campaign." 240. 
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Beyond "The Politics of Color": Opposition to 
South Carolina's 1952 Constitutional 
Amendment to Abolish the Public School Srstem 
David G. Blick 
V. 0. Key, Jr., in his classic study Southern Politics in State and Nation (1949), astutely 
described the political environment of the South in the first half of the twentieth century. In his 
insightful chapter on South Carolina, Key characterized Palmetto state politics as "the politics of 
color" because race remained the central issue among politicians over the decades. Race stifled 
serious political competition within the state and diverted the people's attention from substantive 
issues. 1 As some critics have pointed out, however, Key was more successful in interpreting the past 
than in predicting the future. For example, Key depicted South Carolina's political environment as 
multi-factional and concluded that it would persist. By 1950, however, a bifactional system, 
consisting of "national" and "anti-national" Democrats, emerged. 2 Scholars have clearly noted that, 
in the late 1940s, a major transformation of southern politics began, which included bipartisan 
competition, black political participation, and a radical realignment of the national political parties. 3 
South Carolina provides an interesting setting for examining the transition from the old to the 
new southern political environment. Scholars have thoroughly demonstrated the emergence of the 
Republican Party throughout the state and region in the 1950s, particularly in national events such 
as presidential elections, but they have generally overlooked the small but emerging faction of the 
electorate that operated outside "the politics of color" and focused on more important issues such as 
education.4 This group of racial moderates, whom Senator Edgar Brown later called "conspirators 
' V.O. Key. Jr., Somhern Politics in State and Nation (New York: Vintage Books, 1949), 130-155. 
2 Luther B. Faggart, "Defending the Faith: The 1950 U.S. Senate Race in South Carolina," M.A Thesis, University of South Carolina, 1992. 
'WilliamC. Havard ed. TheChangmg Politics of the South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1972); Jack Bass and Walter DeVries, 
The Tran~(onnation o(Southern Politics: Social Change and Political Consequence Since 1945 (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1976); Earl Black and 
Merle Black. Politics and Society m the South (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1987). 
• Two exceptions are Morton Sosna, Jn Search of the Silent South: Southern Liberals and the Race issue (New York: Columbia University Press, 
I 977). and Anthony P. Dunbar. Against the Grain: Southern Radicals and Prophets, 1929-1959 (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1981 ). 
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of peaces," consisted not only of newly franchised African-Americans, but also of white educators 
and women. 
In 1952 a faction of white racial moderates in South Carolina opposed a scheme to close the 
state's public schools in order to avoid integration. Although only a small minority in the early 1950s, 
these racial moderates were an important aspect of the southern political transformation. They 
represented a constituency that, in an era of significant Republican Party gains, remained loyal to the 
political agenda of the national Democratic Party. They also symbolized an element of dissent which 
operated under the surface of a racially conservative state dominated by "the politics of color." 
In the special referendum of November 4, 1952, the people of South Carolina voted 
overwhelmingly in favor of abolishing their statewide public school system. The final vote was 67% 
for the amendment, and 33% against. Proposed initially by Governor James F. Byrnes in March 
1951, he labeled the school amendment a "preparedness measure" for the state to circumvent an 
anticipated United States Supreme Court ruling against segregation. The "Byrnes amendment" would 
allow the state legislature to repeal, when it deemed necessary, Article XI, Section 5, of the state 
constitution that established a free, statewide school system for children aged six to twenty-one. 5 
Although a large majority favored the school amendment, a substantial minority of voters 
opposed it. Five of the state1s forty-six counties, all located in the "Upcountry," rejected the 
amendment. Four other counties in the same region passed the amendment with only a smalf majority 
of votes, providing further evidence of a strong element of opposition. Besides the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), whose actions historians have 
thoroughly documented, 6 several predominantly white social and professional organizations 
throughout the state vigorously participated in opposing the "Byrnes Amendment." Two of these 
groups included the South Carolina Education Association and the League of Women Voters of 
South Carolina. They held open meetings on the issue and released various public statements against 
closing the schools. Although unsuccessful in "mobilizing the reserves of voters"7needed to defeat 
the school amendment, South Carolina's racial moderates organized in the face of overwhelming odds 
to battle one of the state's most popular politicians of the twentieth century. 
In his inaugural address on January 16, 1951, Byrnes made education a priority for his 
administration. He recognized the immediate need of upgrading the state's school system, but at the 
same time he clarified to the people his position on the "separate but equal" doctrine: 
' Howard G. McClain, "South Carolina's School Amendment," New South 8 (February, 1953): 1-5 and 8. 
• Richard Kluger, Simple Justice: The History of Brown vs. Board of Education and Black America's Struggle for Equality (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1977); Mark V. Tushnet, The NMCP's Legal Strategy against Segregated Education, 1925-1950 (Chapel Hill : University of North Carolina 
Press, 1987); Barbara W. Aba-Mecha, "South Carolina Conference ofNMCP: Origin and Major Accomplishments, 1939-1954," Proceedings of the 
South Carolina Historical Association 1981, 1-22. 
' Havard, Changing Politics, 28. 
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One cannot speak frankly on this matter without mentioning the race problem. It is our duty to provide for the 
races substantial equality in school facilities .8 
As part of his education plan, he proposed a 3 percent sales tax to generate revenue for a massive 
school equalization program that included improved facilities, transportation, and a more equitable 
salary scale for teachers of both races. Relying on his knowledge of the U.S . Supreme Court, Byrnes 
believed that such a plan was the right course of action to avoid integration. "[If] .. . there is shown 
an honest effort to provide substantial equality of facilities, it will favorably influence the opinion of 
the Court. "9 Governor Byrnes, despite his enormous popularity and political clout, never intended 
to change the state's racial situation. 
The most drastic measure adopted by the governor was a proposal to abolish the public school 
system all together. On March 16, 1951, at the sixty-third annual meeting of the South Carolina 
Education Association, Byrnes warned the group that if the schools did not remain segregated, then 
legislative action would close them.10 This stance received immediate support from many of the 
state's largest daily newspapers. The Columbia Record stated that the NAACP would ignore the 
warning. 
The promoters of the anti-segregation suits may work havoc on South Carolina Negroes, but they do not care. 
The doctrine of gradual gains, achieved through education and mutual respect, is now in disrepute. It is all or 
nothing .... The abolition of public education ... is the last resort of the South .... 11 
Charleston's News and Courier, self-proclaimed as II South Carolina's Most Outspoken Newspaper, 11 
strongly voiced its support for a public school amendment. 
Positively, unqualifiedly, The News and Courier commends the declaration of Governor Byrnes that South 
Carolina would abandon the public school system if it could not continue to separate white and negro students. 
12 
The editor staunchly concluded that 11 [separation] is the right of both races." 13 
'Inaugural Address, 16 January 1951, "General Subjects 1951-1952," James F. Byrnes Papers, South Carolina Department of Archives and History 
(SCDAH), Columbia. SC (hereafter cited as JFB Papers): Columbia Record, 16 January 1951. 
• Ibid. 
'
0 Program of the 63rd Annual Meeting, March 1951, in Programs, South Carolina Education Association, 1931-1956; Columbia Record, 17 March 
1951. 
" Columbia Record. 21 March 1951. 
" (Charleston)News and Cour'er, 18 March 1951. 
I) ]bid. 
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On January 8, 1952, Byrnes officially recommended that the General Assembly submit a 
resolution to the people proposing the repeal of Article XI, Section 5, of the state's constitution.14 
Two days later, in accordance with the governor's wishes, Senator Marion Gressette, chairman of the 
Education Finance Committee, introduced Senate Bill 462, better known as the "Byrnes 
Amendment." On February 5 the Senate unanimously passed the bill on its third reading and sent it 
to the House of Representatives for approval. At its second reading in the House the bill received 110 
votes, well over the two-thirds needed for approval. But four representatives, including three from 
the Upcountry and one from Richland County, voted against it. 15 
One of the bill's most vocal opponents in the House was Earle Morris, Jr. of Pickens County. 
He worried that the privatization of the state school system would "reduce education to a prerogative 
of a privileged few. "16 He also objected to the bill since the legislature had not discussed any 
alternative plans to educate the state's children. 
The purported abolition of the public schools is a calculated risk that I could not conscientiously support unless 
I was assured that a satisfactory method of educating our children would replace the system of free public 
schools.17 
Tench Owens of Laurens County and William Nicholson, Jr. of Greenwood County also argued 
against the bill during the House debate, but to little avail. The few opponents of Senate Bill 462 
failed to sway the House as most state legislators adhered to "the politics of color." On February 19 
the state legislature, in joint session, ratified the bill. Senate Bill 462 thus became a proposed 
constitutional amendment that required approval from the people by means of a referendum vote. 18 
By November 1952 the school issue had gained enough support in the state to pass the 
referendum easily. A closer look at the election returns reveals that the strongest support for the 
school amendment came from the state's black belt region). The counties of Allendale, Bamberg, 
Calhoun, Edgefield, and Hampton voted over 90 percent in favor of the amendment. In Clarendon, 
Dorchester, Lee, Marlboro, Saluda, and Williamsburg, the amendment received over 85 percent of 
the vote. The voting behavior in these counties supports Key's observation that "the presence of large 
numbers of Negroes is associated with intense political consciousness" among whites.19 African-
" Annual Message of Governor James F. B),mestothe South Carolina General Assembly, 8 January 1952, File "School Amendment, 1951-Aug. 1952," 
League of Women Voten; of South Carolina Papers, Modem Political Collection of the South Caroliniana Library (SCL), Columbia, SC (hereafter LWVSC 
Papers). 
" Journal of the Senate of the 2nd Session of the 89th General Assembly of the State of South Carolina. 1952 (Columbia, SC: State Budget and 
Control Board, 1953). 93, 299-300 (hereafter Senate Journal. 1952); Journal of the House of Representatives of the 2nd Session of the 89th General 
Assembly of the State of South Carolina, 1952 (Columbia, SC: State Budget and Control Board, 1953), 510-513 (hereafter House Journal. 1952); 
(Columbia) State, 3 February 1952. 
"House Journal, 1952, 512. 
" HouseJournal, 1952, 513. 
" Senate Journal, 1952. 541. 
" Key, Southern Politics, 517. 
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Americans heavily outnumbered whites in each of these counties (see US. Census Data). Whites, 
however, had for decades effectively kept blacks 
from the ballot box through intimidation and various Jim Crow laws, such as a poll tax and literacy 
requirements.20 The white minorities in the South Carolina black-belt counties, regarded as some of 
the state's strongest racial conservatives, felt most threatened by integration. They clung more tightly 
to the traditional ideals of segregation and white supremacy and were thus more likely to support any 
measure that guaranteed the racial status quo . 
Pro-Referendum Counties 
fu ~ 
# % # % 
Allendale 991 91.0 98 9.0 
Bamberg 1,524 90.2 166 9.8 
Calhoun 1,287 95.6 59 4.4 
Clarendon 2,426 87.3 352 12.7 
Dorchester 2,383 86.8 361 13.2 
Edgefield 1,920 92.9 146 7.1 
Hampton 2,059 90.9 205 9.1 
Lee 2,056 86.6 317 13.4 
Marlboro 1,995 88.5 259 11.5 
Saluda 2,465 87.1 364 12.9 
Williamsburg 3,213 89.6 374 10.4 
Source: Numan V. Bartley and Hugh D. Graham, Southern Elections: County and Precinct Data. 1950-1972 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1978), 212-213. 
Anti-Referendum Counties 
fu ~ 
# % # % 
Abbeville 1,002 40.4 1,479 59.6 
Anderson 4,067 32.9 8,310 67.1 
Cherokee 1,732 42.9 2,301 57.1 
Greenville 17,124 51.8 15,953 48.2 
Oconee 2,075 52. l 1,910 47.9 
Pickens 2,444 48.l 2,636 51.9 
Spartanburg 13,282 49.7 13,463 50.3 
Union 2,866 56.7 2,186 43.3 
York 4,878 52.9 4,345 47. l 
Source: Bartley and Graham, Southern Elections, 212-213. 
"' William J. Cooper, Jr., and Thomas E. Terrill, The American South: A History, Vol. II (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1991), 697-698. 
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On the other side of the issue were the few counties that rejected the school amendment or 
showed it was at least a close race. South Carolina's Upcountry was traditionally a white majority 
region with a strong industrial orientation. Its white inhabitants never felt as deeply threatened by 
racial integration as did their counterparts in the black belt. In the 1952 referendum vote, the counties 
of Abbeville, Anderson, Cherokee, Pickens, and Spartanburg defeated the "Byrnes Amendment." 
And in four other counties, Greenville, Oconee, Union, and York, the amendment passed by only 
small margins. The Upcountry returns are a clear indication that a small, yet vocal faction of racial 
moderates existed in a state dominated by racial conservatives. 
Shortly after the 1952 election and passage of the public school amendment, some Upcountry 
voters contacted Governor Byrnes to express their disappointment and concern over the referendum 
vote. E .M. Moore, a distraught father in Anderson County, wrote: 
[What] alternative plan, if any, do you have which would enable our children to get an education? If you have 
such a plan, I think it is high time that you let the people ... know about it. 21 
Another concerned citizen, Helen E. Atkins, told the governor that the school amendment was an 
issue "important . . . to Jots of other thinking women of South Carolina. "22 She complained that those 
in power pushed the amendment past the people without providing an adequate explanation of the 
consequences. She concluded by urging Governor Byrnes to face the inevitable future: "I believe that 
those of us who think at all, must sooner or later face the fact that segregation of the races will no 
longer be permitted by the highest courts of our land. "23 The governor responded to his constituents 
in a form letter justifying his support for the school amendment. He also blandly recognized their 
concerns by stating: 
I cannot believe that anyone in South Carolina actually wants to see our public schools closed .... You are 
concerned over the problem of continuing our schools should segregation be banned. So am I. And I hope that 
every citizen of the state gives the problem prayerful thought. 24 
Byrnes clearly was unwilling to face up to a political dilemma which he had helped to create. 
Individual constituents who openly questioned Governor Byrnes' stance on the public school 
amendment after the election were only representative of a larger faction of people and organizations 
in the state who, in the months prior to the November general election, sought to defeat the 
amendment. Not only did the state chapter of the NAACP campaign against the amendment, but 
" E.M. Moore to Governor James F. Byrnes. 5 November 1952, JFB Papers, Box 3, Miscellaneous Subjects (1951-1955), File "Constitutional-
tetanal Amendment Re: Schools ... " 
" Helen E. Atkins to Governor James F. Byrnes, 5 November 1952. JFB Papers, Box 3, Miscellaneous Subjects (1951-1955), File "Constitutional 
Amendment Re: Schools ... " 
"Ibid. 
,. Governor James F. Byrnes to E.M. Moore, 18 November 1952, JFB Papers, Box 3, Miscellane<'US Subjects (1951-1955), File "Constitutional 
Amendment Re: Schools .. . " 
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white educators and women's associations did as well. Their collective goal was to educate the public 
about the need for a constitutionally mandated public school system. They also voiced their concerns 
over the manipulation of the schools by a small minority at the State House. A close examination of 
some of the white "anti-referendum" organizations clearly reveals that an element of society in South 
Carolina had the ability to see beyond "the politics of color" and focus on issues that were important 
to it. 
The South Carolina Education Association (SCEA), founded in the 1850s as the state's all-
white teacher organization, had for one hundred years advocated the need for an adequate system of 
education across the state.25 So it is no surprise that this organization felt compelled in July 1952 to 
lead the opposition against the school amendment. In this respect, however, it faltered badly. In 
March 1951 it was the first group to hear Governor Byrnes mention the idea of closing the public 
schools, but failed to develop an immediate response on the issue. For fifteen months, the association 
ignored the governor's warning despite it being a direct threat to its jobs. During this period of time, 
the SCEA was more enthusiastic over the increase in school funding which depended on the 
continuation of the three-percent sales tax. 
Beginning in November 1951, the SCEA's monthly publication, South Carolina Education 
News, focused on supporting Byrnes' education plan without ever mentioning his warning of closing 
the schools. The editors placed the maintenance of the sales tax as the top priority for the 1952 
"education" legislature.26 In March 1952, one month after the General Assembly ratified Senate Bill 
462, the editors noted that "[t]he 1952 Legislature . .. is on the verge of adjournment without making 
any harmful change in . . . " the governor's education plan.27 Clearly, the SCEA chose not to oppose 
the governor and legislature who had supported the sales tax and continued the school funding. In 
essence, the SCEA refused to bite the hand that fed it. 
In July 1952 the SCEA finally composed a set of resolutions outlining its opposition to the 
school amendment. The executive committee of the SCEA recommended that the association oppose 
the repeal of Article XI, Section 5, of the state constitution for several reasons. It stated first of all 
that free public education was a fundamental basis of democratic society. If it became subject to 
annual discussion and approval in the General Assembly, public education in South Carolina would 
suffer greatly as every legislature would be different. Secondly, it objected to the fact that the 
legislature had proposed no alternative plans for educating the state's children. 28 The executive 
committee finally stated that 
" Judy Derrick, Director of the South Carolina Education Association, interview by author, 5 April 1993, Columbia, South Carolina. 
" South Carolina Education News, November 1951. 
11 South Caro/ma Education News, March 1952. 
21 
"Resolution Proposed to Council of Delegates South Carolina Education Association," 2 July 1952, LWVSC Papers, Box 9A, File "School 
Amendment, 1951-Aug. 1952." 
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[t)he teachers of S.C. naturally are the people who should take the lead in opposition to the proposed amendment. 
... They should work strenuously to see that the proposal . .. is defeated in the election in November.29 
In mid-October the members of the SCEA finally approved the resolutions and released them 
to the media. At the same time, however, the SCEA's Council of Delegates and president, Gladys 
Robinson, "went on record as favoring segregated schools. "30 Despite the association's desire to lead 
the opposition against the school amendment, the SCEA suffered from a conflict of interest between 
its core members (i.e., the teachers) and its executive leadership. The SCEA president and governing 
body sought to remain on fiiendly terms with the governor and General Assembly, who proposed and 
allocated school funds, while the teachers were perhaps driven more by concerns over their jobs. As 
a result, the SCEA did not serve as an effective leader against the school amendment. 
The SCEA was not alone in its endeavor to oppose the highly popular governor. By April 
1952 women's groups in South Carolina also assumed a more active role regarding opposition to the 
school amendment. The Young Womens Christian Association (YWCA) was one of the first groups 
to announce its opposition. Laura Smith Ebaugh, chairperson of the state YWCA, wrote the president 
of the League of Women Voters of South Carolina that the YWCA "went on record against the 
proposed change and will urge all YWCA members to vote negatively. "31 Sne further encouraged 
the League to get more involved: "[We] .. . urge you and your group to take the initiative to inform 
citizens so they will vote against such a backward step. "32 These two groups began a cooperative 
effort in the summer of 1952 that culminated in a "town hall meeting" held in late October, just before 
the election. 
The League of Women Voters heeded Ebaugh's advice to get more involved. By the end of 
May, a League delegation had met with Governor Byrnes to discuss its concerns over the proposed 
school amendment. In the meeting, the governor gave a general explanation of how the state 
constitution operates, an unsavory depiction of the U.S. Supreme Court, and then defended his stance 
on the school amendment. 33 This left some of the League delegates unsatisfied. 
All the way home I kept thinking of the interview, and no matter how you cut it the plan is still one to circumvent 
the possible ruling of the Supreme Court. Of course the Gov. gave us a picture of the Supreme Court, with the 
"Ibid. 
30 News clipping. n.d, LWVSC Papers, Box 9C. File "School Amendment: Sept. 1952 - Mar. l 9S4, n.d. "; South Carolina Education News, November 
1952. 
" Laura Smith Ebaugh to Mrs. Albert Simons, 22 April 1952. LWVSC Papers, Box 9A, File "School Amendment, 1951-Aug. 1952." 
n Ibid. 
D "Report on Conference with Governor James F. Byrnes (May 28, 1952)," prepared by LWVSC Resource Conunittee. July 1952, LWVSC Papers, 
Box 9A, File "School Amendment, 1951-Aug. 1952." 
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idea of their rulings being governed largely by political expediency .. , which makes you feel that perhaps .. . we 
. . . do not have to have much respect for their opinion. 34 
The conference with Governor Byrnes did not enlighten it as much as it had hoped, so the League 
continued investigating the issue. 
The state board of the League of Women Voters courted legislators from both sides of the 
issue in order to develop a clear understanding of the intent of the amendment. Representative 
William Nicholson, Jr., who had voted against the "Byrnes Amendment" in February, spoke to the 
League in July, reaffirming his stance. 35 The board also contacted Senator Marion Gressette of the 
Education Finance Committee, who did not attend the July meeting. Instead, Gressette notified the 
League on August 1 that his committee had unanimously favored adoption of the school amendment, 
but provided no explanation. 36 A few months later, after the League had publicly announced its 
opposition to the school amendment, Gressette refused to participate in a League-sponsored debate 
because he felt it would be a "waste of time. "37 
The League of Women Voters was an extremely effective coordinating agency. Not only did 
it make contacts with state legislators, but it was also in touch with other local organizations such as 
the SCEA. By July these groups worked together in developing a plan to oppose the school 
amendment. Even before the SCEA had officially approved its set of resolutions, it had forwarded 
a copy to the League to aid in a discussion at its July meeting. 
In early October the four largest local branches of the League polled their members on the 
school amendment. Together, the Charleston, Columbia, Greenville, and Spartanburg branches 
recorded 177 votes, or 76% of those polled, against the "Byrnes Amendment," while 18% were 
undecided, and 6% were for the amendment. 38 On October 9, the League officially released a 
statement to the press outlining its opposition to the closing of the schools.39 Noting that all 48 states 
had constitutional provisions for public schools, the League believed that public education should 
not be "left to the discretion of shifting legislatures. "40 As a negative approach to solving educational 
problems, the League compared the amendment to the privatization of the state Democratic Party, 
" Mrs. Albert Sirnom, PresidentofLWVSC, to Mrs. Martin D. Young, 30 May 1952, LWVSC Papers, Box 9A, File "School Amendment, 1951-Aug. 
1952." 
" "Summary ofNicholson Discussion of the Proposed School Amendment, Before State Board, July 2, 1952," LWVSC Papers, Box 9A, File "School 
Amendment, 1951 • Aug. 1952." 
,. Senator Marion Gressette to Mrs. Martin Young. 1 August 1952, LWVSC Papers, Box 9A, File "School Amendment, 1951-Aug. 1952." 
31 Marion Gressette to Mrs. Martin Young, 13 Octob.:r 1952. LWVSC Papers, Box 9C, File "School Amendment: Sept. 1952-Mar. 1954, n.d." 
" "Summary of Report of S. C. Leagues in Regard to the Public School Amendment," n.d., LWVSC Papers, Box 9C, File "School Amendment: Sept. 
1952-Mar. 1954. n.d." 
,. (Columbia) State, 9 October 1952. 
"' "Why the League ofWomen Voters Opposes the Proposed Constitutional Amendment...," n.d., LWVSC Papers, Box 9C, File "School Amendment: 
Sept. 1952-Mar. 1954, n.d." 
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which the federal courts had recently struck down. Finally, the League felt that public education was 
"the best means to insure the progress of the state. "41 
In a last effort to reach the South Carolina electorate, the Columbia League of Women Voters 
sponsored a radio-broadcast "town hall meeting" on October 30, but unfortunately encountered a 
number of problems in Columbia. In order to give a balanced presentation, the League wanted a 
panel of speakers both for and against the school amendment. It contacted the governor's office 
about getting someone from Richland County to speak for the amendment, but encountered delay. 
As the Columbia branch leader noted, "We were deliberately stalled and smothered and false-
promised until it was too late to do anything! And we did not realize what was happening to us until 
it was too late. "42 The Columbia League, a day before the town meeting, sent the local newspaper 
word of the delaying tactics exercised by the governor's office. Although the Columbia League 
usually received good press coverage, its story never appeared in the following day's paper. 43 
At the live broadcast of the town hall meeting, the debate degenerated into a race-baiting 
fiasco. Representative Tench Owens of Clinton forcefully spoke out against the school amendment, 
but he faced Senator Gressette, who had agreed to participate at the last minute. Gressette quickly 
tilted the forum to his favor by injecting the race issue. The Columbia branch leader recorded: 
Senator Gressette gave a speech that was emotional, rabble-rousing, racial. He first bawled out the League, 
saying that we based our position on distrust of the legislature, then ranted furiously against the NAACP, anc 
then he successfully linked us together. 44 
In hindsight, the leader of the Columbia League of Women Voters was thoroughly disappointed with 
the outcome of the meeting and the election only a few days later. "The whole campaign was 
conducted on an emotional, vindictive, race-riot basis .... We were as thoroughly discredited as it 
was possible for the powers to be to make us. "45 
Even with the passage of the "Byrnes Amendment" in November 1952, the public schools of 
South Carolina never closed. On March 19, 1954, just two months before the announcement of the 
Brown decision, the General Assembly finally ratified the approved amendment, thus repealing all 
constitutional provisions for a statewide public school system. 46 As it turned out, the "Byrnes 
Amendment" was only a last minute "ultimatum"47 for the U.S. Supreme Court, which did not flinch. 
"Ibid. 
41 Colwnbia LeagueofWomen Volers to State and National Boards, n.d., LWVSC Papers, Box 9C, File "School Amendment: Sept. 1952-Mar. 1954, 
n.d." 
., Ibid. 
"Ibid. 
"Ibid. 
46 HouseJournal, 1954, 1190. 
" Time, 26 March 1951, 54. 
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As the Warren court declared school segregation unconstitutional, South Carolina kept its schools 
open but nevertheless found other ways to circumvent the law of the land. Not until 1970 did 
federally approved school integration occur in most of the Palmetto state. 
An initial assessment of the "anti-referendum" groups reveals that they had a minimal impact 
on the outcome of the referendum. For a variety of reasons, the groups failed to convince the 
majority of South Carolinians of the need to keep the public schools open. First of all, the two 
organizations waited until very late in the campaign season to promote their stance on the issue. 
Ideas for closing the schools originated in March 1951, but the opposition groups did not take action 
until the spring of 1952. And secondly, each organization faced internal and external pressures. The 
SCEA was ineffective due to a split between its executive leadership and its members, and the League 
of Women Voters met stiff resistance in Columbia from the state's top politicians. 
Even if the opposition groups began their campaigns earlier and had not faced debilitating 
pressures, one suspects that the same election results would have occurred owing to the 
predominance of "the politics of color." The southern political transformation had only just begun, 
and racial politics continued to rule the day. Within a southern state so dominated by racial politics, 
a dissident faction emerged and was able to overcome "the politics of color" and focus on crucial 
issues of the day. The "anti-referendum" groups faced overwhelming odds in obtaining their goal but, 
even in defeat, still attracted a surprising share of the electorate. Finally in retrospect, their actions 
reflected the subtle shifts in racial attitudes among South Carolinians that would in later years 
facilitate the slow and potentially hostile transition to racial integration. 
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Mendel Rivers and the Expansion of the 
Charleston Naval Station 
William Huntley 
On January 3, 1941, when Lucius Mendel Rivers first took the oath of office as Congressman 
from South Carolina's First Congressional District, he also conferred with veteran House members 
from his state so that they could help him obtain appointment to the Naval Affairs Committee.1 
Rivers knew that if the country got involved in the war in Europe the U.S . Navy would perform the 
critical task of transporting men and material to Europe besides fighting on the high seas. If 
Charleston's navy base was taken out of "mothballs" it could do much for the First District's economy, 
and an aggressive Mendel Rivers on this important committee could push for it. His and his House 
colleagues' efforts met with failure that January. 
An opportunity to serve on the Naval Affairs Committee arose in March 1941 . One of the 
committee's members, Colgate Darden, resigned from the House of Representatives to become a 
gubernatorial candidate in Virginia. Senator James F. ("Jimmy") Byrnes, at that time probably the 
most influential senator from South Carolina since John C. Calhoun, 2 coupled his clout with that of 
the South Carolina House delegation to persuade Robert Doughton, chairman of the Committee on 
Committees, to put Rivers on Naval Affairs. An unexpected ally in this cause was Governor Burnet 
Maybank. (Rivers had defied and beaten Maybank's political machine to be elected to the Congress, 
but Maybank apparently realized that Rivers as a member of the Naval Affairs Committee would be 
to Charleston's and the state's advantage.) Byrnes, and Maybank to a lesser extent, had close ties to 
the Roosevelt Administration and this connection helped Rivers get his assignment to the Naval 
Affairs Committee. 3 
Because he was selected to serve on Naval Affairs, Rivers had to resign from both the Public 
Buildings and Grounds Committee and the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. During the 
short time on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee, he had played a part in establishing a 
new Coast Guard district with headquarters in Charleston. 4 His membership on the seemingly 
innocuous Public Buildings and Grounds Committee helped him get a $12 million navy hospital built 
' News and Courier, January 4, 1941, p. 3-A 
' Ernest M. Lander, Jr., A History of South Carolina 1865-1960 (Columbia, South Carolina: University of South Carolina Press, 1970), p.80. 
3 News and Courier, March 2S, 1941, p. 1-A 
'Ibid. 
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in Beaufort. In a 1965 interview he stated that it was the "first big thing" he brought to the First 
Congressional District. 5 
It only took Rivers a month to catch the eye of the chairman of the Naval Affairs Committee, 
the powerful and imposing Carl Vinson of Georgia. Vinson sensed that the young freshman 
congressman was eager to be a functioning member of the committee and he assigned Rivers to a five 
man sub-committee which investigated the delays the navy was experiencing with airplane and 
aviation equipment manufacturers after placing orders. 6 Rivers' work impressed Vinson and the 
chairman continued to put him on other important sub-committees. 7 
During World War II Rivers saw to it that the Charleston Naval Station "became a first class 
national defense activity. "8 The station's primary mission was to provide logistical support for 
operational forces. Its shipyard built, repaired, overhauled, converted, and altered various navy ships. 
A total of229 smaller vessels--destroyers, destroyer escorts, destroyer tenders, landing ships (tank), 
and landing craft control ships--were built during the war. In 1939 there were 2,355 shipyard 
workers; by July 1943 the shipyard counted 25,948 civilians on its payroll.9 Nearly 15,000 residences 
were built in North Charleston to house the workers and their families. 10 
After the war ended there were tremendous reductions in the military. Many military 
installations across the country were permanently closed while those that survived had their capacities 
diminished. Rivers' worked to insure that Charleston's and the First District's reductions were not as 
severe as most. 11 What Charleston lost to the economic axe--an air base and a degaussing station--
was reopened for operations in the early 1950s.12 
In late 1954 a headline article which appeared in Charleston's News and Courier proclaimed: 
"L. Mendel Rivers Is Champion of Military Works." The paper noted that many of Rivers' friends 
were high- ranking navy officers and said it was a rare day when the navy would make a request to 
Congress and not have him as one of its most vocal supporters. 13 The paper listed what the 
congressman had brought to Charleston and the rest of the First District--a navy minecraft base, 
Charleston Air Force Base, an air force ordnance depot, an army port depot, and expanded facilities 
at Marine Corps installations in Beaufort and Parris Island. It credited him with helping put air force 
' News and Courier. 3, 1965, p. 1-B. 
• News and Courier, April 22. 1941 , p. 12-A 
' Interview with the Honorable Mendel Davis, North Charleston, South Carolina, March 7, 1985. 
• News and Courier. October 22, 1967, p. 22-C. 
'Ibid. 
'
0 The State, December 11 , 1991 , p. I-A 
" Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson, ''The Collected Works of L. Mendel Rivers," The Case against Congress (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1968), 
p. 267. 
ll !hid. 
" News and Courier. December 26, 1954, p. 9-B. 
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bases in Greenville, Sumter, and Myrtle Beach which were outside the First District. 14 Once Rivers 
stabilized the navy base's operation and the shipyard's work force following World War II military 
cutbacks, he made sure they had steady growth and expanded duties. The "take-off' year for them 
was 1956. 
In February of that year Mendel Rivers arranged a meeting where he and Carl Vinson 
discussed with high-ranking navy officials the possibility of having the Charleston Naval Shipyard 
build some of the new nuclear powered submarines scheduled to come on line and be part of the 
navy's inventory. He also requested that Charleston's shipyard get a "good share" of the conversion 
work to modernize cruisers, frigates, destroyers, and submarines.15 
Of the $1.4 billion allotted to the navy to build nuclear-powered submarines and to modernize 
part of its fleet, the Charleston Naval Shipyard received a sizeable portion. It had its drydock 
facilities enlarged to maintain those nuclear submarines and update other vessels. The admiral in 
charge of the navy's shipbuilding bureau visited Charleston on an inspection trip and came to support 
Rivers' proposal that Charleston's drydock be expanded to handle its new and additional duties. 
Before the admiral left Charleston, he praised Mendel Rivers and Carl Vinson for the help and 
cooperation the navy had received from them over the years. 16 
In July 1956 Carl Vinson assigned Rivers to take charge of a bill concerning the loan of older 
U.S. vessels to NATO allies. Because extensive work needed to be done to prepare these ships for 
duty the bill's passage potentially meant an $8 million payday for Charleston's shipyard which would 
fix and re-fit destroyers and destroyer escorts. 17 (The ships to be loaned to NATO states were to. take 
over patrol duties and other tasks performed abroad by the U.S. Navy.)18 
In early October Rivers flew to Germany to inspect West German naval installations. He had 
been sent to Europe by Vinson to check naval facilities of the countries that were to receive U.S. 
vessels. Rivers also had a personal invitation from Germany's Chief of Naval Operations, Vice 
Admiral Franz Ruge, to visit his country's navy bases. (The previous year Admiral Ruge had visited 
Charleston Naval Station and issued his invitation at that time.)19 While in Germany the congressman 
made arrangements with the West German government to insure that at least one destroyer loaned 
to that country (if the bill passed) would be assigned to Charleston for rehabilitation. The 
rehabilitation work would be paid by West Germany and the cost was $3.5 million per destroyer. 20 
,. Ibid. 
" News and Courier, February 2, 1956, p. 7-8. 
,. News and Courier, April 18, 1956, p. 16-A 
" News and Courier, July 10, 1956, p. 1-8. 
" News and Courier, October 4, 1956, p. 10-A 
"Ibid. 
• News and Courier. April 18, 1957, p. 3-A 
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The Lowcountry lawmaker safely steered Vinson's bill through some choppy congressional 
waters. It transferred 49 mothballed ships to European allies. On January 17, 1958 the first 
Charleston re-fitted destroyer was sent to the West German navy.21 Later the West German Republic 
officially requested that the Charleston Naval Shipyard re-activate and re-fit five additional destroyers 
it was to receive from the United States.22 Its request was honored. (Six months before the first 
German-bound destroyer came to Charleston, the U.S. Navy sent six of its minesweepers, a destroyer 
escort, and two submarines to the shipyard for overhaul and repair work. }23 
By the late summer of 1959 Rivers bragged that Charleston received "financial aid" from West 
Germany thanks to the re-activation program. He also pointed out that German crews being trained 
on the operation of the re-activated vessels at Charleston's navy base spent their money in the city 
when given leave time from their training duties. 24 Rivers even obtained more German "foreign aid." 
That fall he consulted with West German officials in Bonn about continuing the conversion work on 
additional vessels that the German navy was to receive with outright purchases. This new job order 
was worth $35 million and Charleston became the favored shipyard.25 
Representative Rivers announced in November 1958 that the navy was transferring three 
destroyer squadrons from Newport, Rhode Island and Norfolk, Virginia and would base them in 
Charleston as part of its "dispersal program," intended to keep the Atlantic Fleet Destroyer Force 
from being totally eradicated in case of a surprise enemy attack. 26 This was a move Rivers had 
recommended the navy make for some time after a House Armed Services Committee panel, which 
he headed, conducted hearings on military base readiness. 27 In addition Charleston would receive a 
squadron of Polaris submarines from Key West, Florida.28 (At that time there were eight destroyers 
in a destroyer squadron and each squadron contained 150 officers and 1,750 enlisted personnel. A 
squadron of submarines amounted to twelve of those vessels and approximately 100 officers and 
1,100 enlisted personnel.) Counting all four squadrons, some 6,900 sailors (and their families) would 
call Charleston home and the 7,000 employees at Charleston Naval Shipyard were to become busier 
than they had been since World War II. 
Not everyone was pleased with the navy's decision. Miami and Key West Chamber of 
Commerce officials vigorously protested the move of the Polaris submarine squadron from Key West 
" News and Courier. November 17. 1957, p. 16-A 
u Charleston Evening Post, July 23. 1958, p. 2-A 
,., News and Courier, April 3, 1957, p. 12-A 
" News and Courier, September 13, 1959, p. 10-C. 
" Ibid. 
26 News and Couner, March 2, 1958. p. 14-A 
" News and Courier, January 23, 1958. p. 2-A 
" News and Courier, November 12, 1958, p. 1-A 
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to Charleston. They contended that the transfer was "politically inspired" wing to the influence of 
Charleston's congressman. They claimed that 
political motives lie behind the Navy's decision to move . .. vessels from Key West to the home town of Rep. L. 
Mendel Rivers. The removal was 100 percent politics affected by Rivers' ability to influence appropriations for 
armed services.29 
These men questioned why the navy wanted to base the submarines in Charleston since it 
would take five hours to reach the area where training exercises were held . The trip to the same 
training area was less than an hour from Key West. 30 They flew to Washington, conferred with the 
Florida congressional delegation, and did what they could to stop the transfer as it meant the loss of 
a yearly $6 million payroll. 31 
The Lowcountry lawmaker sneered at their charges and remarked that Key West was 1,000 
housing units short and Charleston had the housing the squadron required. 32 He added that officials 
in Norfolk and Newport did not protest the transfer of destroyers from their bases to Charleston. It 
was all sour grapes as far as Rivers was concerned and he fired back at the folks from Florida: 
One of my strongest arguments in prevailingly on the Navy to consider Charleston in its dispersal plans was the 
attitude of this community to Navy personnel. . . . Key West has learned too late that it can't kick Navy boys 
around and expect them to be kept in that area. The finest people on earth have let me represent them in 
Congress for the last 18 years and I plan to represent them if it means depopulating Key West. 33 
Charleston got its squadron of Polaris submarines despite the protests. 
In May 1960 a joint House-Senate conference committee authorized the building of a $12.5 
million drydock facility at the Charleston Naval Shipyard. The committee emphasized that the $12.5 
million figure represented the "floor" and not the "ceiling" as the drydock could be expanded as 
needed to meet "future military requirements. "34 The funds were to be used to build a drydock so 
maintenance work could be done on two Polaris submarines at the same time. Rivers had his eye on 
things to come when he stated the drydock would be "built to dimensions not just large enough to 
" Charleston Evening Post, December 26, 19S8, p. 1-8. 
'° Ibid. 
31 Ibid. 
» Ibid. 
» Ibid. 
" News and Courier, May 26, 1960, p. 8-B. 
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take care of two Polaris submarines at once ... but also nuclear-powered destroyers or missile-armed 
cruisers. "35 
(Five months before construction began on the state-of-the-art drydock in early 1963, the U.S. 
Navy Bureau of Ships earmarked Charleston's shipyard to do major conversion and modernization 
work on three vessels with its present facilities. The total cost of the overhaul was $25 million and 
represented 258,000 man hours oflabor.36) 
By the time construction actually began on the new drydock complex it had been allotted $15 
million, $2 .5 million more than originally authorized. One reason for the extra expense was that 
shipyard workers could repair three Polaris submarines at a time or be able to work on a nuclear 
cruiser. 37 The new drydock also meant that Charleston would soon be getting its second squadron 
of Polaris submarines (they arrived in 1964) as it would have the means readily to maintain them.38 
The completed drydock (whose cost had risen to $15 .6 million) was formally dedicated on 
May I, 1964 amid much fanfare . It gave Charleston the first drydock in the free world to be built 
expressly for the repair and overhaul of nuclear submarines. Rivers' good friend, Representative 
Robert Sikes of Florida, was the main speaker at the dedication. Sikes informed the crowd of 
approximately 700 that 
no other city in our nation, or in the world, has such an all-inclusive support base. Through the efforts of Mendel 
Rivers, more than for any other reason, the Polaris program came to Charleston and signaled the dawn of a new 
era in Charleston's historical role of the defender of the nation's peace.39 
There can be no doubt that Key West and Miami officials would have been in complete 
agreement with Sikes' assessment that it was Rivers' influence that got the Polaris program (and a 
squadron ofits submarines) to find a home in Charleston. Charleston Naval Shipyard possessed the 
latest hardware to support the "most sophisticated weapons system" known to man.40 
Later that same month there were other reasons to celebrate. Secretary of Defense Robert 
McNamara had let it be known almost from the start of his tenure that he wanted a "cost effective" 
military; that in large part meant cutbacks. In late 1963 rumors were rampant that the navy base and 
the shipyard would be closed. Mendel Rivers quickly dispelled those rumors with his personal 
" Ibid. 
,. News and Courier. August 23, 1962, p. 1-A 
' ' News and Courier. January 18, 1963, p. 1-8. 
" Ibid. 
" .lv'ews and Courier, May 2, 1964. p. 1-8. 
'° Ibid. 
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assurance that it would not happen.41 In mid-May the Defense Department indicated that Charleston 
Naval Station would not only escape the economic axe, but it advanced a proposal to the House 
Appropriations Committee that the base receive over $8 million to build expanded berthing facilities, 
a nuclear refueling station, supply center, and ammunition depot. 42 
Rivers predicted that McNamara's closing some of the navy's major shipyards would probably 
result in an even greater build-up of the Charleston shipyard.43 A few months later Charleston was 
selected to be the Polaris support bastion for the Atlantic Coast. 
* * * 
To get the big jobs, Rivers did the constant, monotonous little ones. He regularly got the 
money needed to dredge Charleston's harbor. In 1956 he requested that Congress provide funds to 
dredge the harbor so it could increase its depth from 30 to 42 feet. This would permit freighters and 
merchant ships ofincreased size and draft to make it up the channel to their port safely.44 A deeper 
channel would also accommodate large naval vessels. The channel was deepened and straightened 
to 42 feet shortly following Rivers' request. 
In 1961 Rivers asked that $2. 5 million be given for the maintenance of Charleston's harbor 
instead of the $1.2 million allocated. He contended that the extra money was needed to overcome 
the adverse shoaling of the harbor due in part to errors made by the Army Corps of Engineers that 
had become evident over a twenty-year period of time. The Lowcountry legislator used national 
defense as the criterion, but also argued that if commercial ships could not use the harbor it would 
be to the detriment of the government as well as the residents of Charleston. He pointed out that 
over $IO million in annual import and customs taxes collected by the federal customs bureau. located 
in Charleston would be lost. 45 Charleston received the additional funds. 
Obtaining housing for an ever-increasing military population was another endless task that 
Rivers and his staff did thoroughly and well. A locale that did not provide adequate housing for 
military personnel could have one of its units transferred as Key West discovered. When the Senate 
Armed Services Committee in May 1959 reduced the funds that the House Armed Services 
Committee had authorized for new housing on Charleston's military installations, Mendel Rivers 
fought to save them. He declared that this would cause a housing shortage along with high rents due 
to increased demand and limited civilian supply. Rivers vowed to "move heaven and earth" to get 
the original funding for new housing back in the final bill. 46 He reclaimed those funds and got more 
housing over the next several years. 
" News and Courier, December 31 , 1963, p. 1-8. 
"News and Courier, May 16, 1964, p. 1-8 . 
., News and Courier, May 26, 1964, p. 1-A 
44 News and Courier, February 2, 19.56, p. 16-A 
" News and Courier, June 14, 1961 , p. 1-A 
* News and Courier, May 16, 19.59, p. 1-8. 
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Rivers "advised" his constituents in October 1962 that new navy units assigned to Charleston 
would create a critical housing shortage for navy personnel by 1964 when a second squadron of 
Polaris submarines was due to arrive.47 The people of Charleston responded to this alert. Seven 
months later a dedication ceremony took place at a nearly completed $6.5 million, 368 housing-unit 
complex (36 two- bedroom, 276 three-bedroom, 56 four-bedroom units) for Polaris crews and 
support personnel. At the dedication Rivers thanked the Navy League, the Charleston Chamber of 
Commerce, and other community groups for their part in helping to ease the housing problem with 
this new complex, aptly named Menriv Park. 48 Still, Rivers was not satisfied; he wanted more 
housing for the navy. By the fall of 1964 there were 483 new housing units at the base.49 
* * * 
Mendel Rivers always looked after the needs of the military, especially the navy's, because it 
had such an impact on his district. Journalist Marshall Frady claimed that Charleston's congressman 
had the "sweetest finger this side of Midas" and it made the Lowcountry "one of the most elaborately 
fortified patches of geography in the nation. "so This assessment complimented Carl Vinson's mock 
protest that if Rivers got another military installation put in the Lowcountry it would sink into the 
ocean. s, (Rivers reportedly retorted that he would "have the federal government drive pilings .. . to 
reinforce the entire area" so that he could put even more installations there.)52 
Charleston was accused of being an inferior port city and it was said that only Rivers influence 
got it an excessive amount of navy business and installations. That was not the case. Rivers was 
undeniably aggressive when it came to expanding Charleston Navy Base and getting work for the 
shipyard, but he only promoted Charleston when it was a valid choice for the navy's needs. As the 
naval station expanded and modernized its facilities, Charleston became the port city of choice and 
neither Rivers nor the city ever declined an offer for base expansion or the opportunity to have the 
shipyard do work for the navy.s3 
A source of Rivers' might was his seniority. As he accrued power he knew how to use it to 
his and his district's advantage. In the mid-l 950s Rivers became chairman of the House Armed 
Services Committee standing subcommittee for Real Estate, Housing and Construction. It was a 
minor post, yet it worked wonders for him and his district. One of Rivers' critics charged that the 
" News and Courier. October 17. 1962, p. 1-8. 
" News and Courier, May 14. 19632. p. 1-8. 
" Charleston Evening Post. September 18, 1964, p. 1-A 
'° !\farshall Frady. "The Charleston Cold-Warrior from Hell-Hole Swamp." Southerners: A Journalist's Odyssey (New York: The New American 
Library. Inc., 1980), p. 83. 
" New York Tunes, December 29. 1970. p. 33. 
" George W. Hopkins "From Naval Pauper to Naval Power: The Development of Charleston's Metropolitan Military Complex," The Martial 
Jfetropo/Js: U.S. Cities in War and Peare. ed. Roger W. Lotchm, (New York: Praeger, 1984), pp. 22-23. 
" Interview with James Fitzgerald (Captain, U.S. Navy Retired), Columbia. South Carolina, November I 0, 1985 and Davis, op. cit. 
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Pentagon began acquiring more property for its installations in his district after he became chairman 
of that subcommittee. 54 
The most explicit example was the new drydock for the shipyard. It exhibited how the 
lawmaker could use the Real Estate, Housing and Construction Subcommittee as a club to get the 
big boys in line. The congressman had wanted a large and modem drydock for Charleston for years, 
but met either navy opposition or indifference to it. In 1957 he and the navy petitioned for a new 
barracks to accommodate the influx of personnel assigned to Charleston. The navy dropped the 
$300,000 project when it met resistance from the Budget Bureau. This infuriated Rivers. He let the 
navy know that he was angry at what had happened and that unless something was done to pacify him 
it "might" have some real estate acquisition problems in the future. He hinted a new drydock for 
Charleston would soothe his anger. 55 
Rivers lined up Carl Vinson's support for his pet project and thus had a strong and 
intimidating ally. It was said that when Vinson spoke the navy listened intently and when he told the 
navy to do something it was inclined to do so, whether it liked it or not. After Vinson informed the 
navy that he was fully behind a Rivers amendment which called for a $10 million drydock for 
Charleston's shipyard it was voted into the annual navy construction bill without protest. The navy 
officers who attended the hearings on the construction bill either supported the amendment or were 
discreetly silent about it. 56 The official reason given for the building of the new drydock in Charleston 
was that there were no drydocks large enough to work on cruisers between Norfolk and Puerto 
Rico. 57 This was the same drydock which eventually cost $15 .6 million. 
With nearly three decades of service and experience on the House Armed Services and Naval 
Affairs Committees the "Hell Hole Swamp" native well understood the complicated--and convoluted-
-relationship between the military and Congress. Because of this understanding, the growth of the 
military-industrial complex in the First Congressional District became pronounced owing to the 
political skill and ever- increasing power ofits congressman. Both Rivers' critics and defenders agree 
that as he climbed up the seniority ladder the military and military contractors were drawn to him. 58 
A simplistic analogy is that the Lowcountry lawmaker was like an ordinary girl who evolved into a 
beautiful young woman, became noticed by young men, was courted by them, and used her physical 
attraction to her advantage. Rivers came to be viewed as an attractive person by the military and 
defense companies and he used this attentiveness to his and his district's advantage. Perhaps the 
singular accomplishment of Mendel Rivers' modernizing and strengthening the nation's military, 
particularly the navy, was that he used the Cold War to provide for his district on a truly global scale. 
The question remains whether it was also for the benefit of the country. 
" Pearson and Anderson, p. 268. 
" News and Courier, July 20, 1958, p. 10-8. 
"Ibid. 
" News and Courier, June 3, 1958, p. 1-8. 
"News and Courier, May 25, 1963, p. 1-8 and Pearson and Anderson, p. 267. 
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A Collision of Cultures: 
Aiken, South Carolina, Meets the Nuclear Age 
James 0. Farmer, Jr. 
Outrageous as it may seem at first, the idea that the enormous impact of the Civil War upon 
the South was surpassed by that of the Second World War has recently gained adherents and 
credibility. 1 This author would like to suggest that, at least for one small corner of the South--the 
part now known by the decidedly New South label "the CSRA"--it was neither the Civil War nor the 
Second World War, but the Cold War that formed the dividing line between what was and what is. 
The disorientation and anxiety that accompanied this pivotal era were, for some, also reminiscent of 
the impact of what Southerners with good reason still called "the war. "2 
Politically and socially the South of the 1940s seemed to be clinging tenaciously to the old 
order. In South Carolina the Democratic Party waged a four-year fight to preserve its "whites only" 
primary elections. In 1948 Governor J. Strom Thurmond led the States Rights Democrats in a 
segregationist rebellion against President Truman and won the electoral votes of his state and three 
others in the deep South. 3 As the pivotal Truman era neared its end, a leading analyst of the South 
Carolina scene, editor W. W. Ball of the Charleston News and Courier, was warning of an imminent 
"second reconstruction."4 
Yet economic and social forces were at work that, by the end of the decade, would lay the 
foundation for the long-heralded "New South." The military-industrial complex that helped win the 
war against the fascists amounted to a virtual "regional affirmative action program."5 Uncle Sam 
spent some seven billion dollars on military bases and industrial plants in the South during the war, 
and private sources added another billion. Seeking the new opportunities brought by these facilities, 
some three million southerners left their rural roots, beginning an urban and suburban trend that 
continues still. Meanwhile, more than twice that number invaded the region, either in uniform or 
taking the new skilled civilian jobs. Because of their numbers, these new carpetbaggers brought a 
change perhaps as profound as, and certainly more lasting than, that which came with the first wave 
1 Morton Sosna. "More Important Than The Civil War? The Impact of World War II on the South," in James C. Cobb and Charles R. Wilson, eds., 
Perspectives on the American So,uh: An Annual Review afSociety, Politics and Culture Vol. 4, 1987, 14.5 • .58. 
1 CSRA is the a,Tonym for the Central Savannah River Area. 
' David A Wallace, South Carolina: A Short History (Chapel Hill, 19.51) 679. 
' Charleston News anJ Co,mer. Febr·Jary 19.52, clipping in William Baskin scrapbook. microfilm. South Carolina Library. 
' Sosna. 4.58. 
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of Yankees almost a century before. Their arrival often created chaos in the communities that tried 
to absorb them. In the years since, their presence has altered the cultures of these communities, and 
forced natives to confront changes they could hardly have imagined before. 6 
As World War II ended with the dawn of the nuclear age, one Southern political legend, 
Leander Perez, is said to have remarked to another, Earl Long, "Well, Earl, what are we going to do 
now that the Yankees have the atomic bomb?"7 The ambivalence suggested in this half-joking 
reference to the growing power of the United States government was shared by many, perhaps most, 
white Southerners at mid-century. One South Carolina community would soon be forced to deal with 
that ambivalence and "show its colors" as the nation's cold war priorities put it in the spotlight. 
On November 28, 1950, the Atomic Energy Commission announced that the DuPont 
Company would build and operate a billion dollar facility to produce materials for a new weapon, the 
"hydrogen bomb,' and that this facility would be located on a 315-square-mile site covering parts of 
Aiken, Barnwell, and Allendale Counties. An area whose people were slowly emerging from the 
nineteenth century, and generally quite happy with that pace, was now to be invaded by a gigantic 
embodiment of the twentieth century. 8 
Although in many ways a typical Southern county, Aiken was also distinctive in the mixture 
of cultures it contained. Farm families, white and black, many with roots several generations deep, 
predominated in the rural eastern and southern parts of the county where cotton had once reigned. 
To the west of the county seat stretched a fifteen-mile row of textile mill towns running from the 
Horse Creek Valley to the Savannah River. Here, William Gregg's Graniteville Mill had foretold the 
first New South in the l 840's. Here, thanks to the mixed blessings of industrial progress, a people-
still derided as "lint heads" clung to their independent identity. North of Aiken lay a deposit of fine 
white clay, called kaolin, which was mined in several small operations and provided the material for 
porcelain and other ceramic products. 9 
The town of Aiken boasted a history as both a summer and winter resort. Here lived some 
7,000 people, white and black, most descended from refugees from the Lowcountry's hot- and 
unhealthy climate, who began arriving in the 1830's on what was briefly the world's longest railroad. 
Some fifty years later they were joined, for half the year at least, by a "winter colony" of wealthy, 
sports-minded families from the northeast. Joined is perhaps not the best word, however, for the 
winter colonists, whose local raison d'etre was the horse and activities associated with it, kept largely 
' William J. Cooper, Jr. and Thomas E. Terrill, The American South: A History (New York, 1990) 689. 
' Glen Jeansonne, Leander Perez: Boss of the Delta (Baton Rouge, 1977) 
'New York Times, November 1951, I. 
'As late as 1930 over 100,000 acres of cotton were planted in Aiken County. Elizabeth C. Teague,Recollections (Aiken, SC, 1987) IOI . August 
Kohn, The Cotton Mills of South Carolina (Columbia. 1907) 16 
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to themselves. Still, old Aikenites were glad to have them for the regal tone they brought, the fine 
homes they built, and the money they spent on the necessities of the good life. 10 
To this rare mixture of subcultures there was now to be added one, and temporarily two, 
more . The "bomb plant," as the locals would come to caJI it, was built by a construction force of 
some 35,000 who came to the area from virtually every state in the Union and brought with them a 
pandemonium of accents and lifestyles. At the same time came the "DuPonters," first only a few but 
steadily growing in number and in their impact on the area. South Carolina had never seen anything 
like this . Sherman's army was larger, but it did not have families in its train and it only passed 
through. 
The reactions of the area residents to the stunning announcement and the equally stunning 
changes that foJlowed can be better appreciated if several historical factors are taken into account. 
First, South Carolinians have had an attitude toward the federal government that might politely be 
described as ambivalent. Second, they had been accustomed to frugal local and state governments, 
and therefore to "no friJls" public facilities and largely unobtrusive public officials. Third, although 
South Carolinians have been described as the only southerners who do not envy Virginians, the state's 
poverty and "backwardness" meant that being selected for so enormous a project could be seen as 
a long-needed feather in the cap, not to mention an economic bonanza which wold dwarf the New 
Deal programs of the 1930's. Fourth, the militaristic tradition of the South, in which South 
Carolinians have participated fully, and the military arsenals which had come into the state before and 
during World War II, might predispose the area's people to receive this greatest of defense-related 
installations more warmly than most, especially when linked with the visceral anti-communism which 
made South Carolinians cold warriors par excellence. On the other hand, the related tradition of 
bellicosity might produce quite elemental responses in those who did not welcome this, or any, 
change. Finally, such a response might be more likely because of a love for the "home place" and a 
tendency toward clannishness and wariness of outsiders. 
Given this complex inheritance, how would the people of Aiken and vicinity respond to this 
new era in their history? The answer is as varied as the local population. There seemed to be little 
of the fear of contamination that many would feel today, probably because the toxicity of radioactive 
materials was so little understood. There was some, though very little, pacifistic objection. "Our 
town is peace loving," remarked one woman. "We don't want Ellenton to have a part in destroying 
people and places." Nor did many worry about the danger of a nuclear explosion. AEC spokesmen 
quickly assured residents that the bombs would not be assembled here. There was much concern, 
however, that Stalin might decide to drop an atomic bomb on our hydrogen bomb plant. 11 
The people most immediately and drastically affected by the choice of the plant site were the 
some 6,000 residents of what was now the government reservation. The towns of Ellenton and 
Dunbarton, and the scattered hamlets and farms within the reservation, would soon be no more. 
" Perormeau Finley Henderson. A Short History of Aiken County (Columbia. 1951). F. Stuart Chapin. Jr., et al., In The Shadow of a Defense Plant: 
A Study of Urbanization in Rural South Carolina. Final Report of the Savannah River Urbanization Study, Institute for Social Science Research. 
l1niversity of North Carolina. 1951. 12. 
11 Loui~ Cassels, The UnexpectedExodus(Aiken.. SC. 1971) JO. Daniel Lang. "Camellias and Bombs," New Yorker, July 7, 1951. Reprinted in The 
Aiken Standard. Febnaary 23, 1986. 
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Residents were told that they must vacate the area as soon as possible, and no later than March 1, 
1952, some fifteen months after the "bombshell" announcement of November 28, 1950. During this 
interval those who owned property would receive government appraisals and be paid for it. It was 
up to them to find new homes, buy new farmland, or relocate their businesses. Those who rented 
their homes got no compensation for their inconvenience. 12 
At first many hoped that the decision might be changed, and even after that was ruled out, 
some asked officials about the opportunity to buy back their land when the government was finished 
with it . But as the finality sunk in their responses ranged among eager anticipation, patriotic 
resignation, resentment, and self pity. 13 The happiest among them were the young, for whom the 
situation brought unimagined excitement, and those like H. M . "Mike" Cassels, who profited 
handsomely from the government buyout. The owner of Cassel's Mercantile, better known locally 
as "the long store" for its bowling-alley configuration, Cassels was one of Ellenton's leading citizens. 
"I haven't got a gripe in the world," he told a New York Times reporter some ten months after the 
announcement. The government bought his store and his gas station. He liquidated his stock, bought 
the gas station back at the salvage price of twelve percent, and had it moved to the new community, 
called New Ellenton, just north of the plant site. Meanwhile the Atomic Energy Commission was 
buying 9,000 gallons of gasoline a day from him. 14 
The unhappiest were the elderly residents who had, in most cases, lived all their lives in the 
communities that were to disappear to make way for the plant. Eighty-seven-year-old "Miss Ida" 
Jones had lived in the same house for sixty-seven years. She met her fate with the quiet resignation 
of the powerless. Dr. Fred Brinkley took the news harder. Also a lifelong resident, he had been 
present at the births and deaths of many of his neighbors, and had treated them as long as many could 
remember. The Times reporter who interviewed him wrote that "he cannot reconcile himself to the 
evacuation." Dr. Brinkley, who also owned a drug store in Ellenton and had earlier represented the 
area in the South Carolina Senate, resented the capital gains tax residents were required to pay on 
government-bought property, noting that nearby land was going at vastly inflated prices. Another 
local doctor, Paul Culbreath, predicted that most of the evacuees would not long survive the trauma 
of their forced uprooting. Many, including himself, would bear out his prophecy.1s 
Black residents of the plant site were as distressed as whites, but more perplexed in many 
cases because of their dependence on whites for employment and housing. Mike Cassels said he had 
heard that some of them "might run away to Harlem, but they all stayed as close to their white folks 
as they could." 16 Time would prove him only partly right. 
" Ibid., 10. In the Shadow, 67. 
" Cassels, passim. 
" New York Times, October 4, 1951, Savannah River Plant Scrapbook. MF, Gregg-Graniteville Library, University of South Carolina at Aiken. 
Hereafter cited as SRP Scrapbook. 
" Aiken Standard and Review, September 28, 1951 . Cassels, 68. 
" New York Times, October 4, 1951, SRP Scrapbook. No doubt some did leave "their white folks," whether by choice or not. 
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Another white resident reported being asked by a black sharecropper, "why doesn't the Klan 
do something about this?" He may have changed his thinking, for blacks were hired in substantial 
numbers to work on the construction of the plant, and some white farmers complained to area 
politicians about the labor problems they had as a result. 17 
Time, a somewhat uneasy sense of humor, and, at least for some, economic benefits, would 
heal most wounds. Refugees were soon referring to themselves as "the first displaced persons of 
World War III," and then as "D.P.'s" for short. Mike Cassels cracked that "some have nicked off 
a slice of old Uncle Sugar, and nearly everybody is better off than they were before."18 The 
government paid an average of seventy dollars an acre for site property. Although this was the 
average value ofland in South Carolina, it was almost twice what land on the site had been bringing. 
Nonetheless, many were unhappy with their "settlements," and about ten percent of them went to 
court seeking larger amounts. The average adjustment in these cases was about ten percent, and 
some received higher payoffs through out-of-court negotiation. Area law firms, including Thurmond, 
Lybrand and Simons, handled several such cases successfully. 19 
With the March 1952 deadline looming, these were not easy times for any of the parties 
involved, and tempers often flared . At least one couple refused to yield without a fight, and tried to 
hold off authorities with a shotgun. They were committed to the state mental hospital. 20 
Others who were less volatile nonetheless grew angry with the gawking visitors who drove 
through Ellenton, curious about the suddenly famous little town, and asking "where are they making 
that bomb?" Congestion added to the tensions, as 126,000 train-car loads of construction equipment 
and materials arrived over the next several months, and area schools and churches were filled beyond 
capacity by the families of construction workers from all over the country.21 
On at least one occasion fighting between Ellenton residents and outsiders occurred. Less 
than one month after the plant announcement, a reporter and photographer from Redhook magazine 
were beaten when locals felt they had stepped over the line between gathering information and being 
insensitive and disrespectful. The journalists had attended services at the Ellenton Baptist Church 
after being warned not to disturb the sanctity of that occasion. Bloody noses and broken cameras 
were the result. The organist, Louise Cassels, although "horrified," thought the men from Redhook 
"had brought it on themselves." 
Thirteen months later, as the last Sunday services were held in the Church, Reverend 
Park en son stood for a long moment in the pulpit, then said "I cannot preach." Deacons gave 
" Orangeburg Times Democrat, October 4, 195 I, SRP Scrapbook. In the Shadow, 70. 
11 NewYorkTimesOetoberl0, 1951. 
19 !bid., Cassels. 70. In the Shadow, 14. In one rather extreme case a !39-acre tract went from $9,500 to $17,775. In this case, as in .several others, 
the Aiken law firm ofThurmoncl Lybrand and Simons represented the appealing landowners. Augusta Chronicle, September 9, I951. 
" "Building Bombs,'' a film by Mark Mo.i and Susan Robinson, Lightfoot Films, 1989. Evelyn Couch told this story. The couple's fate is not known. 
" Cassels. 27. 43. Lang, reprint. February 23. 1986. 
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members letters to carry to their new churches, and worshipers left the familiar sanctuary for the last 
time. The chimes were given to First Baptist Church of Aiken. 22 
There were many small annoyances, like Arthur Foreman's cows roaming loose when officials 
took his fences down without warning. Compounding these, jealousies and hostilities mounted as 
neighbors compared settlement figures and some renovated their homes in hopes of higher appraisals-
- "well groomed corpses" Louise Cassels called them. Ellenton took on a "snaggletoothed look as 
houses were bought back at salvage prices and hauled away. 23 Those who were among the last to 
be appraised were angry because "the best" property jn adjacent areas was taken before they had the 
money with which to buy new home sites. Complaints to the Assistant United States District 
Attorney in Aiken rarely brought satisfaction. At one such encounter, the no doubt overworked 
official told a woman, "I want you to know, I am the Government!" She replied, "Yes, and I want 
to remind you that I am 'we the people'."24 
Further compounding the difficulties for the evacuees was the fact that no systematic program 
was provided to assist them with the many decisions involved in moving. Clemson College sent a 
resident relocation counselor to Ellenton, but he was inexperienced, and since his policy was to help 
those who asked for help, he assisted very few people. A committee of AEC, DuPont, Army Corps 
of Engineers, Department of Agriculture, and local representatives was formed for the same purpose, 
but it also waited for requests, and got very few. Under this laissez-faire regime, property owners 
who were financially able went ahead with the selection and purchase of new land before being paid 
by the government. This meant that they had a wider choice of properties, and at pre-inflation prices. 
Those of more modest means had to wait for their government checks, which some had not received 
a year after the announcement, and take what was left, often paying as much or more for poorer land. 
These conditions made it harder for extended families to buy contiguous land and remain intact, as 
several had hoped to do. Perhaps hardest hit were the poorest homeowners, some of whose 
appraisals were under $500. Since the cost of moving a house was that much or more, they had to 
start over with a government check that could only buy about six months' rent. Farmers faced the 
loss of at least part of a growing season owing to the unpredictability of their futures . 25 
Since many of these people's identity and security were tied up in their land, the experience 
was all the more traumatic for them. These comments express their feelings: "I'm put in mind of 
Daniel in the den oflions. I don't know where I'm going ... and I just got to wait for some of my 
kin to do something for me. I've seen a heap of trouble in my time, but this is the worst of' em all ." 
"When uncle died after the plant was announced, we didn't know where to bury him. We had to bury 
him away from his people." I'm sick of the whole thing. I can't buy any land and all the good land 
is being bought up every day. I'm damn fed up." There was apparently a good deal of foot dragging 
on the part of evacuees, probably because this was the only way they could express their resentment. 
n New York Times, December II, 1950. Cassels, 77-78, 81. 
23 Cassels, 46-7, 50, 61. 
"Ibid., 96. 
" In the Shadow, 67, 71, 73. Rental housing quickly shot up to an average of eighty dollars a month. Augusta Herald, September 21, 1951. 
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But some felt differently. "If it's for the good of the country, all they have to do is tell me when to 
move," said one. Something of the mixture of sentiments felt by many was expressed in a hand-
planted sign that was nailed to the Ellenton town limits post. It read: "It is hard to understand why 
our town must be destroyed to make a bomb that will destroy someone else's town that they love as 
much as we love ours. But we feel that they picked not just the best spot in the U.S . but in the 
world ." And forty years later, former Ellentonian "Dink" Sanders remembered that "the town was 
as close to heaven as you could get." Thanks to those meddlesome journalists and photographers, 
people around the country could empathize with the distraught people of Ellenton, for the sign was 
given national exposure. 26 
The uprooting may have resulted in more residential segregation, as several small black 
settlements formed on nearby tracts. Over a hundred black families moved to the "colored" section 
of New Ellenton. Buying houses at salvage prices, or receiving them outright from white families for 
whom they had worked, they clustered together in part because whites would not sell them land 
except in certain areas, and in part because of their own choice. 27 
* * * 
Aiken, Augusta and the surrounding area received not only the 6,000 people who had been 
evacuated from the "bomb plant" site, but most of the 38,580 construction workers and their families 
(the number of single men in that group was surprisingly small) and the plant operations force of 
some 4,000, virtually all of whom brought families .28 The enormity of this project tempts one to 
indulge in statistical excess, but perhaps a few numbers will convey the point. 
The property taken by the government to provide the necessary buffer around the plant was 
250,000 acres, or about 315 square miles. The plant's roughly $1 billion cost was equal to one-fourth 
of all property, real and personal, in South Carolina at that time. During the almost three years the 
plant was under construction, about $1 million a day was dumped into the area economy. The site's 
proximity to Augusta, a city of some 70,000, was one reason for selecting this otherwise rural and 
small town area, and the Georgia side of the Savannah River was expected to get its share of this 
economic bonanza. Although Augusta and its suburbs did grow, most of the impact was felt on the 
South Carolina side, largely because, despite announced plans, a new bridge linking the plant to 
Augusta's south side was not built. South Carolina's newly elected governor, James F. Byrnes, 
publicly opposed the bridge as an extravagance, much to the dismay of businesses on the river's west 
bank.29 
,. Ibid .. 15-16. Lang. Reprint, Aiken Standard, March 9, 1986, 11. Aiken Standard, July 11 , 1993. Marked cemeteries, containing some 6,000 
graves, were moved. Unmarked graves, of which there were many. were not. 
" Ibid .• 78. 
" In the Shadow, 31 . About two-thirds of the workers were from beyond the ten-county area centered on the plant. 
" New York Times, November 29. 1950. The Ridge Citizen (Johnston) September 27. 1951. Augusta Herald, September 28, 1951. All in SRP 
Scrapbook. For some 200 years the "sandbar ferry" had operated at the point on the river where the bridge was to be built. There were, of course, two 
bridges across the Savannah linking Augusta to North Augusta., South Carolina. Ironically, in the immediate reaction to the news of the plant coming to 
the area, some Aikenites speculated that President Truman chose South Carolina because of his falling out with former Secretary of State Byrnes. New 
York Titnes. December 3. 1950. 
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Whatever its effect on the interstate relations, Byrnes' selfishness was perhaps more 
regrettable for its effects on his former home county of Aiken. For by concentrating the impact of 
the plant, it made even more overwhelming the task of Aiken officials in responding to the sudden 
influx of outsiders. In 1947 South Carolina ranked lowest in the nation in the number of local 
government employees per capita. Its median family income of $1 ,647 yielded a very modest tax 
base, and even though a state sales tax was introduced in 1951 , its proceeds were largely earmarked 
for the woeful public schools. The bonded indebtedness of the municipalities was limited by law to 
8 percent of assessed property values, and most towns kept theirs below this level. 30 So, just as the 
public reaction to the "tax and spend" politics of Reconstruction was conditioned by the low tax 
structures of the antebellum period, the voters of mid-twentieth-century Aiken County could be 
expected to "pitch a fit" if the demands of the bomb plant boom led to higher taxes. 
Aiken's housing market offered little hope that the influx could be quickly accommodated. 
The 1950 census reported that 36 percent of its dwellings were "substandard," suggesting the 
contrast between the "cottages" of the "winter colony" and the homes of many permanent residents. 
Rental units went for an average of$15.50 per month, a figure that would soon look laughable as the 
law of supply and demand worked its predictable effect on housing costs. 31 
In a state whose spending level for public schools was near the bottom, ($139 for each white 
student, $77 for blacks), Aiken County's was lower still ($124 and $61). Although the "trailer 
people" who came to build the plant might not be expected to complain about this, the DuPonters 
would be another matter. 32 
Apparently concerns as these were not uppermost in the minds of Aikenites as the news of 
the century was discussed around town. The hottest topics were the inundation of"trailer people,,.. 
who came to build the plant, and the questions, "what will this do to our beautiful, quiet little town?" 
and why us?" In almost no time "bedlam prevailed and vice was rampant," in the words of Aiken's 
real estate tycoon Eulalie Salley. The best that could be said of the first wave of immigrants was that 
they would only be here until the plant was finished . But could Aiken survive in the meantime? 
"Families would wake up and find people sleeping on their front porches, or in the parkways," Mrs. 
Salley recalled. ["Parkways" were wide medians between one-way lanes of Aiken's downtown 
streets.] All service businesses were swamped with strangers and standing in long lines became 
routine. One might spend half the day at the grocery store, one woman remembered. 33 
On the other hand, as Mrs. Mattie Hall pointed out, the arrival of the construction workers 
had a reassuring effect. "At first everybody wanted to run away," she told a reporter. "Then we saw 
these fellows pouring in from every state and we changed our minds. We decided that living here 
couldn't be so dangerous if all these men were coming in with their families." Businessmen were 
predictably excited about the coming boom. One philosophical entrepreneur regretted that the "folks 
"Inthe ShadowofaDefensePlant, 14, 17, 19. 
" Ibid., 21 , 24. 
32 Ibid. , 25, 27. Rent controls would be implemented in October 1951. Aiken Standard, October 3, 1951 , editorial . SRP Scrapbook. 
" Emile Bull, Eulalie (Aiken. 1973) 140. Interview with Eunice Daniel, February 1994. 
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around Ellenton are being inconvenienced, but," he added, "the hand that shuns the thorn can't have 
the rose."34 Soon business were jumping on the gravy train with names like Atomic Auto Parts and 
Atomic Wrecking Company, and in North Augusta the renaming of a street led to Atomic Road Self 
Storage and Atomic Road Bingo.35 
As for the winter colonists, some left and never came back, but others accepted the change 
with surprising grace. World class polo player G. H. "Pete" Bostick signaled his intentions by 
building a house, which the press announced was worth over $100,000. None of the winter residents 
spoke to a reporter about the "riffraff' coming into the trailer camps, as did several townspeople. 
One matron lamented the march of progress, and noted wanly that the Ritz Carlton Hotel in New 
York, which had been her home for eight years, was coming down. But the matriarch of the winter 
colony, Mrs. Oliver Iselin, suggested that the DuPont people would make a stimulating addition to 
the community, and added that she was opening "a beautiful 44 acre section of my property on which 
I'm ready to let 25 of them build houses, provided the character of the property is preserved." 
Perhaps the happiest of the winter colonists was Fitch Gilbert, who had invested in property south 
of town. He opened a trailer camp on it, calling it Pine Shade to advertise its main drawing card, and 
in short order 400 families were living there, at a rate of eight dollars a week. 36 
Fortunately, Uncle Sam was willing to lubricate the wheels of progress with substantial sums 
of money, but unfortunately red tape and poor coordination delayed this assistance, thus seriously 
reducing its benefit. Earlier nuclear projects, at Oak Ridge, Tennessee and Hanford, Washington, had 
been accompanied by the building of new "government towns," an experiment that officials decided 
should not be repeated here. Thus, the government's role was to provide resources and assist local 
administrators in the adjustment to the new day. In May 1951, about six months after the 
announcement, the Western Carolina Council was formed. This pioneering attempt at regional 
planning and administration was disappointing, as the Council spent its first several months seeking 
federal aid and did little to marshal local resources. In July 1952 the Office of Defense 
Mobilization's local committee convened to coordinate federal programs regarding housing and other 
services, but it lacked congressional authorization, did little good, and was terminated in a few 
months. Under the Defense Housing and Services Act, over $6 million was spent in the CSRA on 
emergency housing in the two-and-one-half years after the announcement. This eventually paid for 
3,225 rental units and 625 sale units in the area, but in 1951 housing starts were so slow that the AEC 
authorized DuPont to contract for barracks and trailers to house construction workers and families. 
Un-airconditioned trailers were not well suited to an Aiken County summer, but the barracks were 
even less popular, and the area was soon plastered over with trailer camps in which hundreds of 
trailers were wedged together. One such scene reminded a New York Times reporter of "Coney 
Island in summer, without the swimming." Federal rent control programs were implemented, over 
the loud objection of area landlords and politicians. Congress also allocated funds for new schools, 
" Lang. reprint in Aiken Standard. February 1986, 15. 
" Aiken Telephone Directory. ·'Builcmg Bombs." 
"' Bull. 141. Greenville News. September 1951 , SRP Scrapbooks, Lang. reprint, March 2, 1986, 11. 
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both temporary and permanent. The state of South Carolina did not add to its normal expenditures 
any funds to help the area cope with its crisis, nor did municipal authorities risk the ire of the voters 
by raising taxes. Area churches welcomed newcomers, even though some wore their hard hats to 
church, and moved somewhat uneasily toward serving their needs with programs like day care, but 
Aiken's modern tradition of reliance on Uncle Sam began early.37 
In time, most Aiken County residents would come to take the benevolent monstrosity in their 
midst almost for granted, as their area grew and prospered on the world's uneasiness. Today, with 
its Cold War mission in limbo, the "bomb plant" still offers the best economic hope for the future, as 
the poisoned residue of its first forty years awaits the hand of the environmentalists. At first, 
however, its coming had been hard to take, especially for those who were uprooted, or whose quiet 
communities were so rudely invaded. It was as if they had faced a choice between feeling insulted 
or honored, and, after giving it some thought, chose the latter. One sad Ellenton resident expressed 
her resolution of this dilemma, and spoke for many, when she wrote to them, "Your sacrifice has been 
great but [it] may be the salvation of our lovely Southland, the preservation of our beloved America. 
[For it has] laid the foundation for a mighty Protector - the Hydrogen Bomb. It is being made to 
defend us--to preserve American ideals, traditions, civilization, and the opportunity to be the Christian 
salvation of the world."38 
"In the Shadow, 46-SI. New York Times, October 19Sl. Interview with Trina McFadden, December 1991. Later. when the DuPont presence was 
strong enough. local govenunent would adjust to new realities in this regard. 
" Gasper L. Toole, II, Ninety Years in Aiken County: Memoirs of Aiken County and its People, n.p., n.d., 87. 
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"Saying What You Mean, and Meaning What You 
Say: or Does the Term 'Celtic Britain' Really Tell 
You Anything" 1 
William S. Brockington, Jr. 
Scholars occasionally have the tendency to simplify complex historical questions either 
through the simplism of issues, through the use ofun- or ill-defined ethnic descriptors, or through the 
failure to incorporate ideas and data from other fields or disciplines. 2 It may be argued that 
simplification is essential when dealing with the complexities of intra- and inter-group relationships. 
Without simplification, discussion or elucidation quickly bogs down in the intricate detail that is 
essential for accuracy. Indeed, absolute accuracy may well be counterproductive, for too much detail 
can obfuscate more than clarify. Still, although this tendency is understandable, it can never be 
presumed that essential differences are known or understood by the writer or will be known or 
understood by the reader. The only safe presumption is that there is potential for either the writer 
or the reader to misunderstand or misinterpret available information. 
Although examples of these tendencies may be found in almost any discipline or field,3 British 
history offers numerous illustrations of the problem. For example, in virtually every monograph 
pertaining to general British history, inhabitants of the British Isles are described as English, Welsh, 
Irish, or Scottish. Each term is used as though homogeneity actually existed throughout a 
geo-political region. Even when specific areas, e.g., Highland/Lowland Scotland, are noted as having 
distinctive differences, the tendency is, again, to lump all from that region together. Ethnically 
descriptive terms such as Celtic/ Anglo-Saxon Britain, or linguistic terms such as Gaelic/English, are 
often just as inaccurate. In Britain today, even after centuries of social and economic mobility--and 
despite a rather thick veneer of similarity--linguistic, social, and cultural variations still separate 
peoples within the same region. There are numerous sub-groupings within each section or area of 
' As a historian with twenty-five years of professional experience, I have often come across examples of the simplisms about which I am writing. My 
original title [''Celtic Britain, A Redefinition: A Study of Cultural Diversity in Ulster in the Early Modem Era/17th Century") suggested a paper based 
upon scholarly research. Although this paper is ·'scholarly," with the data originating in my research on Scottish mercenaries in the early modern era, I 
changed the title to reflect more accurately the actual content of the paper. As it stands, it is more a personal interpretation than a traditional presentation. 
2 Possible reasom foc oversimplification include: preconceived ideas regarding the topic [ stereotypes (the description of a group of people as if all were 
cut from an unvarying form or pattern with no individuality) are hard to eliminate); misuse. misunderstanding, or misinterpretation of data ["feel-good" 
lustory offers many examples]; oc too narrow a focus [political history overlooks economic or social history; history ignores linguistics, geography, et al.] . 
' Practically any historical field can be mined for samples. The tribalism that exists-even in areas long established-makes it virtually impossible to 
explain succinctly or accurately the situation in a given area. 
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Britain where identifiable cultural variations do occur and which should be incorporated into any kind 
of study, especially one dealing with culture or ethnicity. 4 
The English language itself is an example of this cultural diversity. In a nation where English 
has been taught in government-supported schools for at least a century, and where written "standard 
English" has been used for even longer, there are so many dialects and sub-dialects that simply calling 
the language "English" misses out on cultural distinctiveness created by the spoken language. 5 Oral 
English is not the same as written English, for speech patterns and colloquialisms are as distinctive 
as fingerprints . Yet researchers and scholars are, of necessity, forced to rely heavily upon written 
records which may well reflect neither the ethnicity of the writer nor the possibility of other 
interpretations that an oral presentation might offer. 6 Even when culturally defining terms such as 
Irish or Ulster English, Scottish English, Cockney, Mancunian, or Oxbridge English are provided, 
there is often a failure to give full measure either to the distinctive nature of each variation of English 
or to the attitudes such variations engender. 7 And it is these distinctions which have throughout 
British history resulted in clannishness, suspicion of outsiders, and a sense of uniqueness. 
When these linguistic variations are blended with unique folk attire, heroes and holy days, 
symbols, and other cultural and ethnic identifiers, a clearer image of a collective tribal identity 
emerges. Although it is true that there emerged an over-arching "British" nationalism; it is also true 
that within the British Isles there have been dozens of these localized nationalisms. Often, political 
necessity creates a supra-national identity, but cultural and social factors maintain local nationalisms. 
Each collective tribal sense is a specific nationalism; and, as Napoleon noted, "Nothing is more 
contrary to the national spirit, to general ideas of freedom, than the particularist spirit of the clan or 
the small town. "8 These local nationalisms are pre-modern in origin, and pre-date the large area,-i.e., 
the nation-state, self-determination nationalisms of today. 
' British ethnic varieties with which this paper deals exclude imperial additions. 
' The diversity of the English language today is the subject of numerous linguistic monographs and articles. For the evolution of Standard English, 
see: R Williams, "The Growth of 'Standard English"' in The Long Revolution (Westport CT: Greenwood, 1961 ). For the rich diversity of English, see: 
R W. Bailey and M. Goerlach, English as a World Language (Ann Arbor: U Michigan, 1982); R.McCrurn, W. Cran, and R. MacNeil, The Story of 
English (New York: Viking, 1986); and L. Michaels and C. Ricks, eds., The State of the Language (Berkeley: UCLA Press, I 980); For the dialects of 
Great Britain today, see A Hughes and P. Trudgill, English Accents and Dialects (London: Edward Arnold, 1979); J.M. Kirk, S. Sanderson, and J.D.A 
Widdowson, Studies in Linguistic Geography (London: Croom Helm. I 98S); and G. Price, The Languages of Britain (London: Edward Arnold, 1984). 
• Speeches reprinted or reported in newspapers can never convey the irony et al. , that the speaker's words intended. Such reports are also written in 
s'.andard English, i.e., they do not reflect dialects and are often "cleaned up." 
7 MyW1pUblisheddissertation, ''The Unionist Party and Irish Home Rule: Andrew Bonar Law and the Irish Home Rule Crisis, 1912-1914" (University 
of South Carolina, l 97S) contains a number of anecdotes which may be interpreted only in light of such attitudes. Liberal Prime Minister Herbert H. 
Asquith, a Oxford-ewcaled, gentry-class Englishman, was in direct opposition to the Conservative Party leader, the Glaswegian Scot ironmonger Andrew 
Bonar Law. Simply put. Asquith looked down upon Bonar Law and never treated him as an equal. A failure to reach compromise may be due, in part. 
to such attitudes. 
' Napoleon Bonaparte, Precis des Guerres de Cesar ( dictated 1820, published 1836), translated by Smith Palmer Bovie and cited in "Napoleon asks, 
'What can bravery do against an army disciplined and organized like Caesar's?'" Military History, August 1994, p. 28. 
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Four centuries ago, when population mobility was only beginning, and communication and 
transp011ation were limited, these localized distinctions were not only real but also extremely 
significant.9 Th~y reflected local tribal differences that were rooted in the socio-economic, 
geo-political realities of the day. As these local tribal loyalties focused on family and specific 
territories, feuds and wars frequ~ntly resulted. Although it is true that a person is capable of multiple 
loyalties, with paramount loyalty determined by specific circumstances, it was unusual in the early 
modem era for there to be much more than an inchoate collective sense of national identity. 10 There 
simply did not exist a broad, over-riding group identity such as English or Celtic. Hence, to speak 
of an England, or a Scotland or even a "Celtic Britain" in 1600 is simply inaccurate. 
Although a study of the rich diversity of local nationalisms that exist within the British Isles 
is far beyond the scope of a single paper, or even of a single monograph, the survey of a specific area 
during a specific period will serve to illustrate not only this diversity but also the elements that 
brought about diversity. Northern Ireland, or Ulster, is a significant area for study because of the 
many cultural collisions which have occurred and which continue to occur. Scots [ of many varieties] 
have collided with Irish [ also of many varieties] who were crashed into by the English [ again, of many 
varieties]. These collisions, in turn, hardened older forms of nationalism, yet, at the same time, 
created newer forms of nationalism. Ulster, then, is a microcosm of the evolution of various British 
nationalisms, and. is a case study of the manner by which nationalisms have evolved in the modern 
world. Before surveying the factors that created this diversity, it would be useful first to see how the 
general history of 16th-17th Century Ulster is usually treated or viewed by historians. 
Ireland's misfortune is to be geographically located too near England to be left alone and not 
far enough away to be separated by time and distance. Before the Protestant Reformation, "the 
population of the island was made up of two elements, Gaelic Irish and Old English," 11 with only the 
area within the Pale under effective English control. With the English Reformation of the 1530s, 
Catholic Irish nobles intensified their efforts to destroy English power in Ireland. This included the 
seeking of aid from Catholic monarchs on the continent. To English monarchs Ireland was suddenly 
transformed from a backwater to a back door, a threat to their security. Over the next 75 years, in 
a series of wars against various Irish chieftains, the Protestant English monarchs overwhelmed 
' "The oral culture of Ireland is all-important: sung and spoken ritual were fundamental to the rural society of medieval Ireland." Story of English, p. 
359. This factor would make local distinctions even more relevant. 
00 William Shakespeare's Richard II, I. I. 40, "This royal throne of kings ... This precious stone set in the silver sea ... This blessed plot, this earth, 
this realm this England ... 1ltis land of such dear souls, this dear, dear land." is an exceptional description of Englislmess. Professor Katherine J. Haldane 
of The Citadel, in her comments on this paper, noted that "there is strong evidence that there was indeed an English identity in 1600." She cited David 
Cressy, Bonfires and Bells: National Memory and the Protestant Calendar in Elizabethan and Stuart England (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1990) and Linda Colley, Bntons: Forging the Nation I 707-1837 (New York Haven: Yale University Press, 1992) as recent works offering substantive 
evidence of Englishness in the 17th Century. Certainly there was also a sense of Scottishness, at least among Lowlanders. However, in areas far from 
political centers of power, and indeed in areas not so very far from such a center, social and economic conditions usually determined that local nationalisms 
predominated. Only in the 19th Century, when improved transportation, communication, and education bonded together large areas, did this collective 
identity truly emerge. 
" G. A Hayes-McCoy, "The Royal Supremacy and Ecclesiastical Revolution, 1534-47" in A New History of Ireland edited by T. W. Moody, F. X. 
\lartin. & F. J. Byrne, Vol . III. Early Modern Ireland, 1534-1691 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1976) 39. 
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militarily the Catholic Gaelic Irish. The native Irish nobility was displaced and their lands were 
confiscated. The last bastion, Ulster, submitted in 1602. Ulster was left bereft oflrish leadership 
when the Earls of Tyrone & Tyrconnell together with more than 100 other chiefs fled to the 
Continent in 1607.12 
The "Flight of the Earls was a mortal blow to the Catholic interest and the old Gaelic 
tradition, for with them went the last hope of the Gaelic Irish Catholics. Celtic Ulster was 
subsequently to become the most British of the provinces .... "13 The new Scottish/English king, 
James VI/I, authorized the establishment of Plantations of Lowland Scots to osmose the Irish into 
British Irish. "A large part oflreland ... was [now] owned by alien landlords ... [and] was tilled 
... by Scottish and Protestant farmers. "14 Irish Catholic defeats at the hands of Oliver Cromwell 
( 1650s }, and William of Orange (Battle of the Boyne, 1690), were followed by the destruction, 
subjugation, or replacement ofnative Irish nobles. By the end of the century, Gaelic Catholics were 
suppressed by Protestant landlords in most of Ireland and by Scottish Presbyterians in Ulster.15 
Although this broad-stroke outline appears plausible, particularly in light of the struggles 
between various Irish nationalist factions during the past two centuries, a closer inspection reveals 
far less linear progression and far more fragmentation. The first significant issue is that of definition: 
what indeed is/was Celtic Ireland?16 Even though Gaelic is often cited as the primary language of 
Celtic Ireland in the pre-modern era, there was actually a variety of Gaelic dialects as well as Celtic 
dialects ofEnglish.17 Even slight linguistic differences separated rather than bound Celts together. 
Although it is not possible to prove this, as these were not written languages, empirical evidence 
certainly suggests that this is true. 18 
11 Virtually every general account of the subjugation oflreland follows this line. A sample ofworl<s that cover this period includes: J. C. Beckett, The 
Making a/Modern Ireland, 1603-1923 (London: Faber and Faber, 1966); G. Costigan, A History of Modern Ireland (New York: Pegasus, 1969); R. 
F. FCJQJ!r, Modem Ireland, 1600-1972 (London: Allen Lane, 1988); L J. MacCaffiey, Ireland: from Colony to Nation State (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice 
Hall, 1979); and Moody et al .. Early Modern Ireland. 
" R.B. McDowell, " Ireland: 17th and 18th Centuries," Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol XII (Chicago: Britannica Press, 1973) 557. 
" Ibid., 557. 
" In the confiscation and colonization of the late 16th Century/ early 17th Century, plantations of80,500 acres in Ulster were granted (Michael 
Perceval-Maxwel~ The Scottish Migration to Ulster in the Reign of James I (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1973) , pp. 323-361 ], and 300,000 acres 
set aside in the plantations of Leix-Offaly (Leinster) and Desmond (Munster). (G. A Hayes-McCoy, "Conciliation, Coercion, and the Protestant 
Reformation, 1547-71" and "The Completion of the Tudor Conquest and the Advance of the Counter-Reformation, 1571-1603" in Moody, et al. , Early 
Modern Ireland) . Over the rest of the 17th century, Gaelic landowners had virtually all of their land confiscated. 
16 A Celt may be defined as "a Celtic-speaking person: the Bretons, Irish, Welsh, and Highland Scots are Celts." The adjective Celtic means "of the 
Celts, their languages, culture, characteristics etc. : . . . a family oflndo-European languages structurally akin to ancient Gaulish, now spoken in the western 
British Isles ... (and] is subdivided into Goidelic (represented by Erse, Scottish Gaelic, and Manx) and Brythonic (represented by Breton, Cornish, and 
Welsh)." [Webster's New World Dictionary of the American Language (New York: World Publishing Company, 1968) p. 236. J In political history the 
Cehic Fringe refers to the non-English areas of the British Isles, particularly the Welsh, Scottish, and Irish areas. The term, as used, is both political and 
cultural. It frequently connoted inferior status. The Irish usually received the most caustic and derogatory comments. 
17 The 1537 English Parliament noted that "diversity oflanguage, dress, and manners caused the population of the island to appear 'as it were of sundry 
sorts ... . "', quoted in Hayes-McCoy, "Ecclesiastical Revolution," p. 51. Foster,Modern Ireland, p. 3, notes that Ireland of 1600 "was characterized by 
a fragmented polity: varieties of peoples, defining their ' lrishness' differently . . .. " 
11 This issue of spoken vs. written was discussed in paragraph 3 and further discussed at the end of this paper. 
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In analyzing Celticness in the early modern era, it is important to note the difference between 
political and cultural/social history. Although the areas often overlap, political history is frequently 
the only history that can be adequately documented in the early modem period. Only the clan heads 
had significant relations with the English, and these contacts are the primary source of information 
regarding Celtic peoples of that period. Thus it is evident that it is easier to write of political 
differences and confrontations than to consider other ethnic issues.19 Indeed, as most people "did not 
count," is it even worth-while to be concerned with Celticness at all? The answer is yes, as the events 
of the last two centuries depend more upon the social/cultural continuum than upon the political 
machinations of the 17th Century. A comparison which might assist in understanding the 
socio-political structure of the time would be that oflrish chieftains of the 17th Century with Native 
American chiefs of the post-Columbian era. Although the languages and customs of Native 
Americans made them appear similar to outsiders, they were certainly different to each other. These 
differences often resulted in different tribes waging savage war on each other. In the post-Columbian 
era, a successful tactic often used by Europeans was that of divide and conquer. The end result was 
that, just as the Europeans got what the Native Americans had, the English ( and their Scottish allies) 
got what the Irish had. 
The 16th Century witnessed Tudor monarchs extending nominal English control over Ireland 
through their ,,. civilization' policy of persuading Gaelic lords to surrender themselves to English 
authority and accept crown grants of their clan territory ... [or] 'surrender and regrant' .... "20 
Although this theoretically extended English control, and certainly gave to the English monarchy 
claims to authority over Ireland at a later time, the significance to Ireland in the 16th Century was 
minimal at best. Some Irish nobles did lose their lands and privileges, but most did not. 21 As for the 
non-noble inhabitants, very few saw their lives change in any substantive way. They still lived the 
same, ate the same, farmed the same, spoke the same, and worshiped the same. There simply was 
not enough central authority in London to extend its power to Ireland in general and to Ulster in 
particular. Nor were there enough outsiders to make much of a cultural impact upon those who were 
there. In general, then, the clan leaders retained their local authority and privileges and clan members 
retained their own special identities. 
The last Irish area to be controlled by the Tudor monarchs was the northern quarter, but it 
was to be the first area to be experimented with by their successors, the Stuarts. Ulster itself [the 
1600 tnster, not the post-partition six counties] covers approximately 7500 square miles, about the 
size of New Jersey. Heavily wooded and cut by bogs, rivers, and lakes, the majority of the Irish 
inhabitants survived through subsistence farming . Population centers were few and far apart, and 
" One recent work that covers the political aspects of the Tudors and the Ulster clans is J. Michael Hill, Fire and Sword: Sorley Boy MacDonnell and 
the Rise o_(Clan Jan Mor. 1583-1590 (London: Athlone Press, 1993 ). Hill dOl!S make an effort to transcend the purely political interpretation by studying 
the "'Gaelic Heartland'" and the clan intrigue that led to England's victory. Even so, Hill relies heavily upon the political records of the day. 
"' Philip S. Robinson. The Plantation of Ulster: British Settlement 1n an Irish Landscape. 1600-1670 (New York: St. Martin's, 198"4) 5. 
21 Works cited earlier in this paper (su..:h as Costigan. History, Moody, Early Modern Ireland, Perceval-Maxwell, Scottish Migra/10n, and Pringle, 
One Island. Two Nations'] validate this. 
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periodic mortality crises imperiled the inhabitants. The Ireland of the post-Tudor era has been 
described thus: 
Ireland in 1603, after nine years of warfare .. . had been devastated ... war had scarcely ended when the country 
was swept by plague .... Ulster was said to be a very desert or wildemess.22 
Although there is no way of knowing the total native population in 1600, 23 Ulster was most 
likely sparsely populated. It is clear that familial bonds fragmented the region even further, with clan 
lines being established by geographic considerations. Feuds, local wars, intrusions by various Scottish 
family groups, and forays by an occasional English monarch kept Ulster in a perpetual state of 
political upheaval. 
In early 17th Century Ulster English influence was nominal at best, but Scots were only 
marginally more significant. It is true that Highland Scot groups had long traveled across theNorth 
Channel to Ulster, most frequently as mercenaries. But their influence was limited to the areas closest 
to the Scottish islands and was primarily a negative influence. 24 In the early decades of the 17th 
Century, James VVI encouraged a "non-Celtic" settlement, i.e., Lowland Scots, via the Ulster 
Plantation. Land grants, long-term leases, and other incentives encouraged emigration of Lowland 
Scots to northern Ireland, but a large-scale influx of Scots simply did not occur. Modern estimates 
vary widely, ranging from 10,000 to about 40,000 Scots being established in Ulster by 1639 and it 
is impossible to verify any number absolutely. 25 
What also cannot be demonstrated quantitatively is that these settlers had a major, immediate 
impact upon Ulster. Often cited as proof of their impact is the number and size of the land grants--61 
totaling 80,500 acres--issued to Scottish undertakers.26 When this sum is compared with the total 
number of acres in Ulster--4,800,000 --the figures becomes less significant, for they equal only 1. 67% 
of the total area. Even if this were the "best" land, Scots were simply lost in what was essentially a 
frontier. The number of 10,000 is also suspect as undertakers had great difficulty in attracting 
settlers. Data regarding Scottish mercenary levy authorizations during the 30 Years' War clearly 
demonstrate that the only conclusions that can be drawn regarding emigrants and authorizations is 
12 Beckett,Making of Modern Ireland, p. 25, writes "Ireland in 1603, after nine years of warfare . . . had been devastated .. . war had scarcely ended 
when the country was swept by plague .. . . Ulster was said to be a very desert or wilderness; for sixty miles westward from Cork the country was almost 
uninhabited .. .. In 1672 Sir William Petty put (the population] at 1,100,000 ... [but] it cannot greatly have exceeded half that figure." 
23 Perceval-Maxwell, Scottish Migration, p. 17, estimates between 25,000 and 40,000. Moody, et al .. Early Modern Ireland, p. xi viii estimates 1.4 
million inhabitants in all of Ireland in 1600. Population figures are only guesstimates, at best. 
24 Gerard A Hayes-McCoy, Scots Mercenary Forces in Ireland. Dublin and London: Burns Oates and Washbourne, 1937, is still the standard work 
pertaining to this topic. 
15 D. Stevenson, Scottish Covenanters and Irish Confederates (Belfast: Ulster Historical Foundation, 1981), p. 11 , offers 10,000 adult males with 
families. Costigan,Modern Ireland, p. 71 , cites 20,000 English and Scottish settlers in Ulster. Contemporary estimates ranged up to 100,000 plus. Other 
sources provide a similar diversity of numbers. 
26 PerceYal-Ma~we)I. Scow sh Migration, pp. 323-361. lists the size of the land grants and their recipients. 
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that the success of such authorizations varied greatly. 27 Indeed, that recruiters for the Ulster 
Plantations resorted to the enforced transportation of vagabonds makes any absolute number 
suspect. 28 These last tended neither to bring families nor to stay. In any event, it is difficult to prove 
that those settlers who did go to Ulster were "Scottish Lowland Presbyterians," Scots of many types 
seeking a better life, or simply transported surplus population. 29 
The real foundations of the cultural differences that exist in Ulster lie in the events of the rest 
of the century. Massacres of non-Irish settlers during the English Civil War resulted in a siege 
mentality.30 Although there were certainly religious issues involved, it may well have been an effort 
by original Irish owners to take back their land. The Cromwellian settlement theoretically confiscated 
and redistributed more than one-half of the land in Ireland. The absentee landlord class created 
provided the basis for the Protestant Ascendancy, and most certainly exacerbated the 
Irish/Scottish/English confrontation. Following the Glorious Revolution and the Battle of the Boyne, 
further confiscations did indeed almost completely dispossess "Gaelic/Catholic" Irish leaders; and the 
Gaelic population certainly lost hope for land ownership. Still, as late as the 1680s, the total number 
of non-Irish Catholics in Ulster was relatively small. The period 1687-1712 set the pattern for the 
evolving supra-nationalisms of Scots-Irish and Irish-Irish. During that time tens of thousands of 
Scots migrated to Ireland, attempting to escape the famine that had beset their homeland.31 This was 
the first time that a significant number of Scots had emigrated to Ireland. This influx, when coupled 
with the group memories of earlier experiences, ultimately resulted in an Ulster Protestant nationalism 
which overrode the various local nationalisms the Scots brought with them. 
Yet it is still incorrect to label collectively the Gaelic-speaking Ulster Irish Catholics of 1700 
as Celts. Nor should the Ulster Scots be categorized as such. Significantly, both disliked the English 
as well as each other. Conversely, the English outsiders did see similarities and called both the Scots 
and Irish "Celts" before those groups themselves did. It may be that this ultimately became a 
self-fulfilling prophesy, that is, if the English treated them as a unique group, then perhaps they indeed 
r It should also be noted that, betw~ 1618 and 1642. the Privy Council of Scotland authorized levies which pem1itted the raising in Scotland of 43.800 
mercenaries for service in the Baltic, I 0.400 for France. 3,800 in the Low Countries. and 2,900 other conunissions. This heavv call on Scottish males 
would have severely daniaged the success of those re<.'Tlliting settlers for Ulster. Wm. S. Brockington's "Scottish Military Emigrants: 1500-1 750. and Their 
Legacy" in the 1991 Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association provides data on this aspect of Scottish immigration. 
" For information regarding Scots and the plantations of Ulster. see. Cam1y . .Kingdom and Colony; Gillespie. Colonial Uls ter: Perceval-!llal\-we!L 
Scow sh Migration: and Robinson. Plantat10n of Ulster. 
29 !lfary O'Dowd, in ''Land and Lordship in Sil\teenth- and Early Seventeenth-Century Ireland" in Economy and Society ,n Scoriand and Ireland. 
1500-1939 (Edinburgh: John Donald. 1988), pp. 17-26. concludes that. through 1641. Irish lords and lordship was not severely affected. The English 
Civil War transfom1ed evel')thing. 
" Patrick J Corish, in "The Rising of 1641 and the Confederacy, 1641-5" in Moody. et al .. Early Modern Ireland. pp. 290-293, and Robinson, 
Planrar1ons of Ulster. p. I 9 I. estimate 4000 murdered and 8000 who died from exposure after being expelled from their homesteads. 
" \litch1son. "Ireland and Scotland." pp. 7-8. estimates that 50,000· Scots emigrated to Ulster in the 1690s. Between 1687-1712, she estimates the 
total immigrant population into Ireland was approximately 300.000. a substantial percentage of whom were either Scot or of Scottish descent. 
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were one.32 Before this could happen, however, there had to be communication and education which 
taught peoples of their similarities which overrode local nationalisms. 
This happened only in the 19th Century when intellectuals and romantic nationalists saw or 
created bonds where few had existed before.33 Indeed, it was the 19th Century when Irish Gaelic and 
Scottish Gaelic were rediscovered or created. It was only then that various Celtic nationalisms finally 
overrode the local nationalisms. It was also this period that witnessed the usage of Celtic nationalism 
as a political tool. In Ireland, with the dissemination of the ideas of romantic nationalism via written 
languages, 34 the issues of "Two Nations in Ireland--or One" became paramount. 35 Both sides looked 
to the 17th Century for historical proof of their claims, and both sides found it. All too frequently 
it was manufactured proof, but this proof is still cited by both sides. 
From the foregoing the following conclusions can be reached. Although there are today 
overriding nationalisms such as British, Scottish, or Irish Catholic nationalism, they did not exist on 
a large scale in pre-modern times. At that time, there had evolved a wide variety of.sociaf, political, 
economic, and cultural structures within the so-called Celtic Fringe. Although Celtic peoples often 
did resemble each other more than they resembled the English, a fact which does give rise to-the idea 
of Celtic Britain, it is also true that, when the English were not present to provide a common outside 
foe, "Celts" tended to fragment into their original tribal senses. This tendency is easily overlooked 
if a scholar's focus is on the elites or the power structure. Cultural differences can be glossed over 
or dissimilar groups can become similar, especially in periods where there is often little information 
available to study such "insignificant" cultural differences. However, being aware that these early 
differences did exist should shed new light not only upon the history of the British Isles but also the 
history of British immigrants. Thus, historians should always investigate "the common background 
characteristics of a group . .. in history by means ofa collective study of their [culture]. "36 No source 
or discipline should be excluded by historians in their effort to achieve clarity and accuracy in their 
studies. 
32 Outsiders. in particular the English, tended to gloss over dissimilarities and to refer to the inhabitants of a geo-political region as Scots. Irish, or Welsh. 
D An excellent study of this process is John Hutchinson, The Dynamics of Cultural Nationalism (London: Allen & Unwin, 1987), especially the two 
chapters on "The Gaelic Revival." See also Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, eds. The Invention ofTradition (New York, 1983). 
" Gaelic was not the language of most nationalists, however. The language of the conqueror was. See Michael V. Barry, "The English Language in 
Ireland" in R. W. Bailey and Manfred Goerlach, eds., English as a World Language, (Cambridge, 1984). 
" Donald Harman Akenson, Small Differences: Irish Catholics and Irish Protestants, ! 815-1922 (Montreal : McGill-Queen's U. P., 1988), and 
Pringle. One Island tackle the issue of the creation of modem Irish nationalisms. 
36 Lawrence Stone, "Prosopography" in Historical Studies Today edited by Felix Gilbert and S. R. Graubard (New York: W. W. Norton, 1972) 
107-140. 
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The Debate Over the Twelfth-Century Renaissance 
Kathleen S. Turner 
Was there a renaissance in the twelfth century? If there was a rebirth, can the term 
"renaissance" be used to describe it? Scholars have been debating this question since Charles Homer 
Haskins first threw down the challenge nearly seventy years ago. He was responding to a widely held 
view of the Middle Ages, which had been reinforced by a prominent historian of the nineteenth 
century, Jacob Burckhardt. Burckhardt had described the Middle Ages as the time when "both sides 
of human consciousness--that which was turned within as that which was turned without--lay 
dreaming or half-awake beneath a common veil. The veil was woven of faith, illusion, and childish 
prepossession, through which the world and history were seen clad in strange hues." 1 C. Warren 
Hollister has noted that "this naive generalization, purporting to describe the varieties of human 
experience over a thousand years, raises some doubt as to who it really was who saw history clad in 
strange hues."2 Nevertheless, Burckhardt's view was generally accepted, and still influences the 
manner in which the medieval period is perceived. 
In 1927 Haskins disputed this perception and, in particular, the application of this view to the 
twelfth century, opening a debate which continues to the present day. For Haskins, the Middle Ages 
was not a time when human consciousness .. s was only "half-awake"; rather, the twelfth century was 
a time when humanity rediscovered itself, its ancient heritage, and reclaimed these as its own He 
termed this the "twelfth century renaissance. "3 The opening statement of his preface displays his 
unambiguous thesis: 
The title of this book will appear to many to contain a flagrant contradiction. A renaissance in the twelfth century! 
Do not the Middle Ages, that epoch of ignorance, stagnation, and gloom, stand in the deepest contrast to the light 
and progress and freedom of the Italian Renaissance which followed? How could there be a renaissance in the 
Middle Ages ... ? The answer is that the continuity of history rejects such sharp and violent contrasts between 
successive periods, and that modem research shows us the Middle Ages less dark and less static, the Renaissance 
less bright and less sudden, than once supposed. 4 
1 Jacob Burckhardt, The Civilization of the Period o_(the Renaissance in Italy. 1860. as quoted by C. Warren Hollister, The Twelfth Century 
Renaissance. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc .. I 969. 3. 
2 C Warren Hollister. The Twelfth-rent11ry Renaissance. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1969, 3. 
' Bernard ~lcGinn observes that Haskins did not originate the concept of a renaissance in the twelfth century. but that " it was undoubtedly his work 
that was the chief agent in its wide popularity," See "Renaissance, Humanism. and the Interpretation of the Twelfth Century, .. Journal of Religion, v. 
55 . Octob~r 1975. 444. 
' Charles Homer Hask ins. The Renaissance o_(the Twelfth Cent11ry, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1927. vii. 
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Haskins defined this period as lasting from approximately 1050-1250, noting that history 
usually does not segment itself neatly into centuries. 5 While he recognized that the twelfth century 
did not arise without antecedents, but was built upon its inherited past, nevertheless he felt that it 
"reached out more widely and recovered more" than previous centuries had. 6 He stressed that 
"the great Renaissance was not so unique or so decisive as has been supposed. The contrast of culture was not 
nearly so sharp as it seemed to the humanists and their modern followers, while within the Middle Ages there 
were intellectual revivals whose influence was not lost to succeeding times, and which partook of the same 
character as the better known movement of the fifteenth centwy."7 
Haskins touched a soft spot in European historiography because, although the debate has been 
polite, it has also been quite lively as scholars have discussed both the nature of the twelfth century 
and the nature of a "renaissance." Much of the early discussion centered on the meaning of the word 
"renaissance." Scholars struggled to define this term, and then to consider its usefulness as a 
description of the twelfth century. Most have supported Haskins' thesis; that, indeed, the tweffth 
century was a renaissance. However, many have sought a more precise definition of the word, while 
considering its applicability. Other discussions have focused on deciphering the key elements of the 
era, such as humanism, again seeking to define and to explain the vitality of the age. 
For example, C. H. Mcilwain added his endorsement to Haskins' assessment of the period. 
He wrote: 
In the field of political institutions and ideas, I venture to think that what Professor Haskins has termed ' the 
Renaissance of the twelfth centwy' marks a more fundamental change than the later development to which we 
usually attach the word 'Renaissance'; that the constitutionalism of the modern world owes as much, if not even 
more, to the twelfth and the thirteenth centuries than to any later period of comparable length before the 
seventeenth. 8 
Mcllwain was primarily concerned about the political heritage from the Middle Ages, but 
noted that the period can not be understood ifit is separated from the Renaissance. Although he was 
not yet ready to apply the term "renaissance" to the medieval era, and referred to Haskins' usage as 
the "so-called 'Renaissance of the twelfth century,"' he commented that the medievalist "knows that 
the Renaissance is in many ways only an extension of the Middle Ages ... for undoubtedly some of 
' Haskins wrote, "History cannot remain history if sawed off into even lengths of hundreds of years." 8-9. 
6 Haskins, 16. 
' Haskins. 5-6. 
' C.H. r. kllwain. "Mediaeval Institutions in the Modem World," Spec11l11111, v. 16. July 1941, 277. 
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the best and most important elements of the culture of the Renaissance are a heritage from the period 
before."9 
This argument was, said Wallace K. Ferguson, essentially "the revolt of the medievalists." 10 
In the preface to his book he noted that in his research on five centuries of interpretations of the 
Renaissance he had found that "conceptions of the Renaissance proved to be ... closely related to 
interpretations of the Middle Ages." 11 In discussing the revisions which followed the publication of 
Haskins' book, he looked at many writers on the subject, including those who wrote in French and 
German. He cited Etienne Gilson, who consistently held that the Renaissance had created nothing 
new that was of value, "since all the most important elements of its culture already existed in the 
Middle Ages." 12 Gilson wrote, "What was new at the times of the Renaissance still appears as having 
then been new, but we see it rooted in a medieval past by which alone it can be explained. " 13 This 
is one of the more extreme views, yet one which many medievalists seem content to live with. 
Ferguson called this "as one-sided as Burckhardt's belief" 14 
Erwin Panofsky, whose field was art history, questioned the use of the word "renaissance" 
when applied to any period other than the Italian Renaissance. Haskins himself had expressed a 
certain amount of trepidation in using the term when he wrote, "There was an Italian Renaissance, 
whatever we choose to call it, and nothing is gained by the process which ascribes the Homeric poems 
to another poet of the same name. " 15 Panofsky defended the exclusivity of the Renaissance in an 
article for the Kenyon Review in 1944 which he later included in a book. He argued that although 
the events of the Carolingian era and the twelfth century were indeed significant, they should more 
properly be called "renascences" because they were "limited and transitory; the Renaissance was total 
and permanent." 16 · He further defined the twelfth- century renewal as made up of two parts. One 
part, the "proto-Renaissance," arose in southern France, Italy, and Spain, areas where the classical 
heritage was an intimate part of daily life. Its greatest expression was found in architecture and in 
' '.\lcllwain, 279. 
" Wallace K. Ferguson. The Renaissance in Historical Thought: Five Centllries of Interpretation. Cambridge, Mass.: The Riverside Press, 1948, 
329. 
11 Ferguson. xii . 
" Ferguson. 382. 
u Etienne Gilson, Reason and Revelation in the Middle Ages. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1938, 94. 
" Ferguson. 39 1. 
' ' Haskins. 5 
16 Erwin Panofskv. Rena,ssanc':s and Renascences in Western Art, second edition, Stockholm: Almqvist and Wiksell, I 960, I 06. 
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sculpture.17 The second major component he called "proto-humanism,'i 8 which was expressed in 
classical scholarship and literature. This movement was centered in the more northern part of 
Europe, which had been "Romanized but not really Roman" 19 and roughly included the Carolingian 
Empire and the British Isles. He saw "proto-humanism" as a "kind of counterpoint" to the 
"proto-Renaissance."20 These two trends unfolded and the "combined effect of these two 
complementary movements resulted in what may be called the 'reactivation' of classical motifs as well 
as classical concepts."21 For Panofsky the fundamental difference between the medieval 
"renascences" and the "real, Italian Renaissance,"22 lay in the view each period had of the classical 
era. He believed that medieval man did not see himself as separated from the Roman era, but, instead, 
claimed it as his immediate past. He wrote: 
The Middle Ages had left antiquity unburied and alternately galvanized and exorcized its corpse. The 
Renaissance stood weeping at its grave and tried to resurrect its soul. This is why the mediaeval concept of the 
antique was so concrete and at the same time so incomplete and distorted; whereas the modem one, gradually 
developed during the last three or four hw1dred years, is comprehensive and consistent but ... abstract And this 
is why mediaeval renascences were transitory; whereas the Renaissance was pennanent. 23 
Less differentiated, William A. Nitze was among the few historians who completely rejected 
the idea of a renaissance in the twelfth century, calling into question Haskins' application of the 
designation "renaissance" to the twelfth century. He entitled his argument "The So-called Twelfth 
Century Renaissance" and asserted that "the Classical element . . . was chiefly background or coloring 
given themes that were indigenous in the practical life of the age and not freshly imported from the 
Ancients. "24 His opinion was based on his belief that "the Middle Ages never knew that they were 
17 Panofsky, 55-56 
11 Panofsky, 68. 
19 Panofsky, 71. 
'° Panofsky, 69. 
11 Panofsky, 82. 
22 Panofsky, 107. 
D Panof.sky. I 13 . 
" William A. Nitze. ·The So-called Twelfth Century Renaissance," Speculum, v. 23, July 1948, 470. 
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medieval.'' 25 Consequently, he preferred "to render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's and to 
leave the term Renaissance to the Renaissance."26 
Eva Matthews Sanford joined the discussion in 1951 . She questioned the use of either term, 
'·proto-Renaissance" or "renaissance," in describing the era. To insist on making the twelfth century 
fit into the Renaissance mold is to emphasize 
Renaissance characteristics of the period at the expense of its essentially medieval qualities .... For all the ne,v 
phases of economic, social. aesthetic and intellectual life in the twelfth century, I have not found in it that 
prevalent consciousness of a new age. or the determination of ideas by the sense of newness. that is so 
conspicuous in the fifteenth century_J, 
Sanford observed that the twelfth-century scholars felt a distinct connection with antiquity, viewing 
it not as something separate but simply as a continuation of their own period. She quoted the 
statement of medieval historians, "'The last age is the Roman, in which we now live. "'28 Such a 
declaration, she felt, was proof of the sense of continuity with the Roman heritage. Medieval man's 
connection with the past was expressed by Bernard of Chartres: '"We are like dwarfs on the 
shoulders of giants, by whose grace we see farther than they. "'29 For Sanford this demonstrated "no 
blind reverence. for ancient authority, but a dignified, though not unmodest assumption that a 
twelfth-century scholar could and should see farther than the giants of the past. "30 
She acknowledged, however, that the concept of a twelfth-century renaissance has had great 
value in teaching undergraduates, in that it often helped to move them away from the stereotypical 
views of the Middle Ages.31 Nevertheless, it has been one which has denied the period its own 
validity and unique identity: 
If the men of the Renaissance had not put mediaevalists on the defensive by insistence on their rescue of the world 
and man from mediaeval ignorance and oblivion, should we feel the need of redefining the earlier period as a 
renaissance? Should we not rather be satisfied to let the twelfth century stand on its own merits as a dynamic 
" :-.:itu. 466. 
"' '.'<itze. 470. 
,. Eva ~fanhews Sanford. ·'The Twelfth Century-Renaissance or Proto-Renaissance?"". Spec11/11m, v. 26, 1951. 637. 
" Sanford. 63 7. 
19 Sanford. 638. 
YJ Sanford. 638. 
" Sanford. 641. 
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period of mediaeval culture, which made fruitful contributions to the development of modern man and the modern 
world without forfeiting its ovm essentially mediaeval character?32 
Yet another approach was employed by Urban T. Holmes, Jr. who complained that Haskins' 
followers had "muddied the waters" by assuming that "humanism" and "renaissance" were identical 
terms. 33 He proposed a new definition for "renaissance," scrapping the meaning "rebirth" and 
substituting, instead, "a sudden increase of enthusiasm and intensity in a given stream of culture. "34 
He showed that there was increased enthusiasm, not only for the Latin and Greek classics, but also 
for the Bible and Church Fathers and the introduction of some of Arabic and Jewish material. 35 He 
also broadened the use of the term "humanism" and removed from it the dependence upon the study 
of Greek and Roman literature as the primary determining factor. However, even with his expanded 
definition, he found too many new interests being pursued to sum up the period simply in terms of 
humanism. Citing a "vigorous awakening of cultural enthusiasm, in which dialectic, theology, legal 
studies, vernacular literature of a worldly type, decorative art, and Latin poetry rose to new heights," 
he also found new interest in "music, architecture, political science, historical writing," and therefore 
concluded that "humanism was not at the heart of the movement. "36 
By redefining "humanism," however, R W. Southern came to an entirely different conclusion 
from Holmes. He noted that "when those elements of dignity, order, reason and intelligibility are 
prominent in human existence, we may reasonably describe as humanistic the ouilook which 
ensues."37 He then unequivocally stated that he believed "the period from about 1100 to about I3ZC 
to have been one of the great ages of humanism in the history of Europe: perhaps the greatest of 
all." 38 Medieval humanism's great triumph was "to make God seem human. The Ruler of the 
Universe, who had seemed so terrifying and remote, took on the appearance of a familiar friend. "39 
As an example of the new sense of dignity, which Southern considered an essential aspect of this 
humanism, he quoted a poem written by Bernard Silvestris, a twelfth century schoolmaster: 
32 Sanford, 641. 
33 Urban T. Holmes, Jr., "The Idea ofa Twelfth-Century Renaissance," Spec11/11m, v. 26. October 1951, 644. 
>< Holmes, 643. 
" Holmes, 646. 
36 Holmes. 650. 
3
' Southern, 32. 
" Southern. 31 
.., Southern. 37. 
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The animals express their brute creation 
By head hung low and downward looking eyes; 
But man holds high his head in contemplation 
To show his natural kinship with the skies. 
He sees the stars obey God's legislation: 
They teach the laws by which mankind can rise. 40 
Another scholar, M. D. Chenu, found the motivation for this new era in a different area. He 
dismissed antiquity as its most important derivation, calling the renewed interest in it simply a 
byproduct of a new yearning: 
The bringing to light once more of the ancient materials is by no means the sufficient cause or the characterizing 
mark of such an advance in culture; it is an effect incidental to a hunger of spirit. It is within the spirit that the 
joyous rebirth takes place; the sources just discovered had perhaps long been accessible but had long remained 
unproductive for want of some spirit to breathe upon the waters.41 
This "hunger of spirit," coupled with improving material conditions, gave medieval man both the 
interest and the means to make great strides in art, literature, religion, thought, and politics, thus 
"humanizing" the twelfth century. 42 
The importance and place of humanism in the twelfth century was also the concern of Colin 
Morris who argued that the sense of self, which, often, has been used to define and separate the 
Renaissance from previous eras, was, instead, a child of the twelfth century. This "discovery of the 
individual" not only was a characteristic of the twelfth century; it was a major influence in redefining 
western man's view of himself and his place in society. He described the origins of man's new 
interest in himself and attributed much of it to the ambiguity of the era: 
If there is any one force which may be particularized as creating the new individualism .. . it was the uncertainty 
created in the minds of men by the opportunities and challenges of a more complex world. The simpler rules of 
the immediate past were no longer adequate. and the more distant culture of the ancients provided inspiration 
indeed. but not solutions which could be readily applied to the new society of Christendom. 43 
The best summary of the progress of the discussions that attributed to the twelfth century 
various characteristics previously considered typical of the Renaissance is provided by Caroline 
" Southern. 39. 
" :--1.0. Chenu. :\ 'at11re. Man . and Society in the Twelfth Cent111y. edited and translated by Jerome Taylor and Lester K. Little, Chicago: University 
ofChkago Press. 1957. 4. 
" Stephen C. Ferruolo. ·'The Twelfth Century Renaissance.'' Renaissances Before the Renaissance: Cult11ral Revivals of Lace Ant1q111ty and the 
\ t,JJ/e ,.Jges. edited by Warren Treadgold. Stanford: Stanford University Press. 1984. 134. 
" Colin \!orris. The D1scove1J· of1he !ndivid11a/ 1050-1200, New York: Harper and Row, 1972, 160. 
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Walker Bynum. These discussions now included "humanism," in both its narrow and broad meanings, 
"renaissance," both in the sense of a revival of interest in the past and a sense of freshness and rebirth, 
and the discovery of man and nature, "both in the sense of an emphasis on the cosmos and human 
nature as entities with laws governing their behavior and in the sense of a new interest in the 
particular."44 She, however, added a new twist to the concept of the "discovery of the individual." 
She called it, instead, the discovery of the "self," and further redefined this as "a quite self-conscious 
interest in the process of belonging to groups and filling roles."45 Bynum said that the twelfth century 
discovered the self, which she designated as "the inner mystery, the inner man, the inner landscape"; 
but, more than that, it also discovered "the group ... it discovered that many separate 'callings' or 
'lives' were possible in the church."46 
A second summary of much of the scholarship on the twelfth century was provided by 
Stephen C. Ferruolo. Like many before him he concluded that it is "appropriate to speak of a 
twelfth-century renaissance. "47 He did point out that although there is now general acceptance of 
such an assessment, there has been a great diversity of opinion about the significance and impact of 
the achievements of the twelfth century. Part of this continuing discourse goes back to some of the 
earliest disagreements, particularly over the definition of"renaissance." Ferruolo noted that this word 
"will continue to be laden with cultural presumptions, and the divergent cultural values of those who 
use it will continue to influence their interpretation. "48 
Where, then, does this leave us? Are back where we started? There does seem to be a 
consensus that there was, indeed, a rebirth in the twelfth century which could be called a renaissance. 
However, by attempting to describe the twelfth century in terms of the Italian Renaissance, we seem 
to be missing Professor Sanford's eloquent message about the uniqueness of the period. To insist 
on defining it in terms of another period dilutes its character, and suggests that it was merely a pale 
version of something grander. Her plea to allow it to "stand on its own merits" and to retain "its own 
essentially mediaeval character" seems to accord it its rightful place.49 At the same time, however, 
that appears to leave us without a sense of its connection to the modern world. 
Fortunately, C. Warren Hollister has suggested a solution that both will restore to the twelfth 
century its own special place and emphasize its unique contributions to the modern world. In his 
presidential address to the Pacific Coast Branch of the American Historical Association in August 
44 Caroline Walker Bynum, Jesus as Molher: S1udies in !he Spirilualily of1he High Middle Ages, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982, 
83 . 
"Bynum, 85. 
" Bynum, I 06-107. 
" Ferruolo, 120. 
" Ferruolo. 135. 
" Sanford. 641. 
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1991 he proposed a re-periodization of European history. He outlined the standard way the history 
of western civilization has been broken into manageable portions, that is, as Ancient, Medieval and 
Modem History, which has: sustained academic life since it "began jelling in the eighteenth century 
and became petrified in school and university curricula in the nineteenth ."50 He proposed, rather than 
extending the Middle Ages into the Renaissance, as many medievalists have suggested, 51 to shrink 
the Middle Ages to nonexistence. He recommended dating Classical Antiquity to about the late 
second century AD, and Late Antiquity to the eleventh century. However, he insisted that the events 
of the twelfth century were so monumental, so compelling that they constituted a major break with 
the past, and ushered in a new era: 
I am arguing . . . that the truly fundamental changes--the advent of the city, the agrarian village, the university, 
literacy, lineage-based aristocracy, the revival of Greco-Roman art and thought, Parliament, the Western legal 
and constitutional traditions, large-scale international commerce, and much else--occurred in the eleventh, twelfth, 
and thirteenth centuries, during Haskins· '·Twelfth Century Renaissance."52 
Following Late Antiquity, Hollister suggested, would be Traditional Europe, beginning with 
the eleventh century and continuing until the late eighteenth century. The final division, designated 
as Modem Western Civilization, would date from the late eighteenth century to the present. 53 As he 
put it, "The attentive listener will notice that the Middle Ages have vanished."54 This would very 
neatly solve the problem of the relationship of the twelfth century to the Renaissance, since the 
profound separation between the two, which began the debate, would no longer exist. However, he 
felt that this re-periodization would result in chaos, producing the dissolution of entire departments 
of Medieval History in universities and colleges, and, therefore, he was fairly certain that, in spite of 
the logic of this plan, it is unlikely to be implemented. Furthermore, such a reorganization is 
improbable because "the Middle Ages, even though non-existent, were chiseled indelibly into our 
curriculum in the nineteenth century, and there is no getting rid of them."55 Consequently, the Middle 
Ages will not disappear, tenured professorships will remain safe, and students of medieval Europe 
will continue to ponder the "Renaissance of the Twelfth Century." 
"' C. Wamn Hollister, "The Phases of European History and the Nonexistence of the Middle Ages." Pacific Historical Review, v. 61, February 1992, 
7. 
" C.H. Mcilwain, ·'Medieval Institutions in the Modem World." Specu/11111. v. 16. July 1941, 279. 
" Holli~1er. "Phases of European History," 20. 
" Hollister. "Phases of European History." 21. 
" Hollister, "Phases of European History." 21. 
" Hollister. "Phases of European History.·· 21 . 
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THE WONDERFUL IODINE ST ATE 
Katherine D. Cann 
Hoping for economic salvation, the General Assembly of South Carolina, joined by city and 
county governments and civic clubs, undertook an enthusiastic campaign in 1929 to transform South 
Carolina into the Wonderful Iodine State. The attempt came at the end of a decade of failed economic 
expectations. 
The 1920s in South Carolina began with promise as the post-World War I economic flush set 
spindles spinning and raised expectations along with cotton prices. Soon, however, it was clear that 
the boom was not the harbinger oflong-awaited prosperity as many had hoped. During the 1920s 
agriculture and textiles, the principle economic activities in South Carolina, suffered from chronic 
depression. The General Assembly, struggling to sustain the progressive impulse that had begun the 
previous decade, established a genuine statewide public school system in 1924 and issued $65 million 
in bonds in 1929 to finance construction of a state highway system, creating these programs in the 
face of severe economic stress. Although between 1920 and 1930 the annual state appropriations bill 
rose from a little over 6 million to 10.3 million, the state suffered economically.1 Understanding that 
South Carolina's economic plight made it almost impossible to generate capital, many believed that 
the state's economic difficulties could be alleviated by drawing outside investment into the state. An 
infusion of outside capital seemed the only hope for continued progress. 
All of the southern states experienced similar economic woes. Promoters and developers 
sought ways to draw national prosperity to the south and establish a secure economic base upon 
which to build a brighter future . Consequently the 1920s witnessed a hubbub of boosterism 
throughout the South. Under the leadership of the "business progressives" of the 1920s southern 
states accepted the notion that economic growth would be the area's salvation and adopted the idea 
of state responsibility for that growth. Southern political and civic leaders accepted the idea that 
industrialization and urbanization were panaceas for all the region's ills--poverty, illiteracy, 
provincialism. Soon many legislatures had established state agencies to publicize the state's unique 
attributes.2 To attract industries, southern states offered land, often provided by cities or citizens' 
groups, exemption from taxes, cheap power, and cheap labor. Cities competed with each other to 
lure industry. William G. Sirrine of Greenville organized regional and national expositions to 
showcase the South's agricultural and industrial benefits. Chambers of Commerce and civic 
organizations such as the Lions and Kiwanis clubs joined in the promotional effort. Initially an urban 
movement, boosterism by the end of the decade had spread to rural areas that were burdened by boll 
1 Mary Katherine Davis Cami. "The Morning After: South Carolina in the Jazz Age" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of South Carolina, 1984) 215. 
2 James C. Cobb. lndustriali::.ation and Southern Societies. 1877-1984 (University of Kentucky Press, 1984) 27-34. 
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weevil devastation and the cotton depression. 3 Boosters worked diligently to bring industry to the 
South, believing that would become the region's stable economic base. 
The booster surge in South Carolina was not new. Promoting South Carolina began at least 
two decades before the establishment of Charles Towne in 1670. Later, agents for the Lords 
Proprietors extolled Carolina's physical and agricultural virtues and emphasized the generous land 
grant policy, its democratic government, and noted that men in the colony enjoyed "full and free 
Liberty ofConscience."4 These earliest efforts at promoting South Carolina were intended to attract 
settlers. In the 20th century attracting capital became the goal. 
Since the Reconstruction era, South Carolina had experienced some success in attracting 
industries to the state by offering free land, extensive tax breaks, and a plentiful supply of cheap labor 
and power. By the time of the First World War, the textile industry, largely financed by northern 
capital, had become the major industry in the state. Although newspaper editors and professional 
agriculturalists encouraged diversification, South Carolina remained a cotton state, its 
overwhelmingly agricultural society inhibiting industrial growth. 5 But in 1929 South Carolina 
embraced an opportunity to promote its agricultural economy by capitalizing on iodine. 
Iodine is an element secreted by the thyroid gland in the hormone thyroxin. In nature, iodine 
is found in sea water, salt brines, and Chilean salt peter. When combined with alcohol, iodine is an 
antiseptic. Iodine deficiency in humans produces a swelling of the thyroid gland in the neck, a 
condition popularly known as goiter.6 
Medical examiners during the first World War noted a lower incidence of thyroid enlargement 
in soldiers from South Carolina and other southern states in comparison with soldiers from other parts 
of the country. Goiter was especially a problem with soldiers from the upper mid-west. 7 Among 
those medical examiners was William W. Weston, a Columbia pediatrician who became the leading 
spirit behind South Carolina's great iodine campaign. 
Dr. A. Bethune Patterson, a physician and state senator from Barnwell worked closely with 
Weston to persuade the legislature that a thorough analysis of South Carolina food products was 
essential. By 1927 the General Assembly was convinced and created the Food Research Commission 
to investigate South Carolina foods to determine their iodine content. 8 The new commission had the 
full support of Governor John G. Richards, who believed that the iodine campaign would lead to 
national marketing of South Carolina foods, which would, in turn, rehabilitate South Carolina 
agriculture by encouraging diversification and bringing food-related industries, such as canneries, into 
the state. According to the governor, " .. . (T)he outlook for the state is bright, and its possibilities 
' George Brom1 Tindall, The Emergence of the New South. 1913-1945, vol. 10 of A History o(the South, edited by Wendel Holmes Stephenson and 
E. Merton Coulter (IO volumes, Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1967) 95-99; Cobb, industrialization, 34. 
' Hugh T. Leffler, ·'Promotional Literature of the Southern Colonies," Journal of Southern History, xxxiii (February 1967) 15-16. 
' Cobb, lndustnalr=atzon. 27 
' James R. Ne\\man. ed .. The Harper Encyclopedia of Science, rev. ed. (New York and Evanston: Harper and Row, 1967) 622, 1187. 
- Sc1ent1/ic American, August 1930. 131. 
' South Carolina, Acts and Joint Reso/11t1ons of the General Assembly ( 1927), 253 . Hereinafter cite as Acts and Joint Resolutions; Branchville 
Emerpnse. 30, August 1929. 
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are almost unlimited ." Weston himself was certain that if the iodine content of South Carolina 
products could be proved, "many of the waste places and unproductive and unprofitable areas will 
be converted into profitable garden spots. "9 
The sole purpose of the Food Research Commission was to analyze all products grown in South 
Carolina and used for human or animal consumption. The legislature appropriated $15,000 "if so 
much be necessary," to support the commission's work. The commission had the authority to choose 
chemists to conduct the tests and to publish its findings in order to "give wide publicity to all 
commodities produced" in South Carolina. Dr. Roe E. Remington, a physiologic chemist and Sherlin 
Fellow of Medicine at the University of Minnesota, was in charge of the lab and setting up testing and 
analysis procedures. The General Assembly authorized the Food Research Commission and its 
employees to use any state laboratory to conduct its tests. The laboratories of the Medical College 
of South Carolina became the testing site. 10 Anxious that his findings be accepted in the scientific 
community and published in scholarly, scientific journals, Remington conducted four experimental 
test sequences before announcing any results. He also consulted with the American Medical 
Association and submitted test analyses to a colleague at the University of Minnesota, a chemist who 
according to Scientific American had and an "international reputation and high standing among 
chemists." His participation in the tests would give additional credibility to the findings of the Food 
Research Commission. In his judgment, the tests were well-designed and the results valid. He 
described the South Carolina Food Research lab as "the foremost laboratory in the United States for 
nutritional research." While the lab's primary focus was on the iodine content of South Carolina 
products, the lab scientists also studied ultra-violet light, a factor in rickets, and the calcium and 
phosphorus content of food products grown in South Carolina. 11 
By mid-1929 the Food Research Commission had prepared a Preliminary Report that was 
published in The Journal of the American Medical Association and distributed as a pamphlet. The 
report contained and an analysis of the iodine content of more than a dozen South Carolina fruits and 
vegetables, comparing them with vegetables grown in Oregon and California. The tests had found 
that the fruits and vegetables grown in South Carolina did indeed have a higher iodine content than 
those from other states. 
Until the Food Research Commission began its work, people thought that the iodine content 
of food resulted from sea spray. The Commission's findings refuted that idea by showing that iodine 
content increased as one traveled west from the coast. Others had suggested that high iodine content 
resulted from the use of Chilean sodium nitrate fertilizer . Tests indicated, however, a higher 
' John G. Richards, untitled typescript of article to be published in Southern Ruralist, n.d., in John G. Richards Papers; William Weston to Hany L. 
Watson. 3 September 1926, William W. Weston Papers; both in South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
10 Acts and Joint Resolutions (1927) 253; W. W. Weston and Roe E. Remington, "The South Carolina Food Research Commission: Preliminary Report 
on its Organization and Activities," 1, reprinted from The Journal of the American Medical Association 92 (29 June 1929) 1261-1262. The Food 
Research Commission as created in 1927 comisted of the President of the University of South Carolina, the Dean of the Medical College of South Carolina, 
the President of Clemson College, and Ors. R R Walker and William W. Weston who were appointed by the governor. The nei..t year the legislature named 
the Secretary of the State Board of Health and an ex officio member. See also Acts and Joint Resolutions (1928) 1263. 
11 South Carolina Natural Resources Commission, Annual Report (1930) 10-11; Scientific American 143 (August 1930) 130-131 ; News and Courier 
(Charleston) 24 July 193 1: Roe E. Remington. "Address to the General Clinical Session, Southern Medical Association. Louisville, Kentucky, 1930," 
reprint in So11 rhern M edical Jo11 rnal XX.IV (January 1931) no. 1, 53. 
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incidence of goiter and low percentage of iodine in areas where such fertilizers had been used in large 
quantities for many years. Besides, said the chemists, the fertilizer was not used on such plants as 
peas, which showed a high iodine content. Dr. Remington theorized that the iodine in South Carolina 
soil derived from the weathering of the granite rocks in the Appalachian Mountains augmented 
somewhat by fertilizer. 12 Whatever the iodine source, South Carolinians rejoiced at the news: 
"Dazzling possibilities for South Carolina" trumpeted The State's headlines. 13 
Impressed with the findings of the Food Research laboratory, Governor Richards, Dr. 
Weston, and others set about immediately to organize iodine committees in every county in order to 
involve a wide variety of economic interests and as many South Carolinians as possible in the iodine 
movement. However, Dr. D.M. Douglas, President of the University of South Carolina, urged 
caution: "We have got to be sure Dr. Remington and Dr. Weston are right. Their findings must be 
checked. "14 
On January 24, 1929, Drs. Weston and Remington addressed a Joint Session of the General 
Assembly to make their case for funding additional food research and analysis in South Carolina, and 
in support of a new state agency that would not only continue such research but also would distribute 
the findings throughout the country. Weston encouraged the legislators to act with haste, as "North 
Carolina and Georgia were considering similar analyses .. . . " Weston's estimate of the cost of the 
research and related activities was $75,000, the money to be raised, he proposed, from "fertilizer, 
power, and other interests." Weston and Remington also suggested charging farmers and food 
manufacturers 1/i cent for using a South Carolina label. 15 
By March the General Assembly had abolished the Food Research Commission and replaced 
it with the Natural Resources Commission to oversee continued food and nutritional research and 
analysis. In addition the Natural Resources Commission was to select a trademark to be used in 
"advertis(ing) the chemical and other contents of food products grown in South Carolina", to 
determine conditions under which a label could be used; to disseminate information, and to spend 
money acquired from the state, corporations and individuals. Weston was the chairman. The General 
Assembly appropriated $25,000 for the commission's use.16 Embracing the dictum set forth by Gerald 
W. Johnson in Greensboro, North Carolina, that "there is no God but Advertising," the legislature 
earmarked over $4000 for advertising. 17 
The newly elected commission members immediately adopted and an ambitious policy 
statement promising "to protect the honor and dignity of the state by strict adherence to the highest 
principles of ethics .. .. " They planned to cooperate with other state agencies to encourage farm 
12 
"Preliminary Report.· · 2-5. 
" The State (Columbia). 4 January 1929. 
14 Douglas quoted in Ibid., 3 January 1929; South Carolina Natural Resources Commission Sub-Committee on County Organization, 13 April 1929, 
W. W. Smoak Papers, South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
" The State (Columbia). 25 January 1929. 
" South Carolina House of Representatives, H435, "A Bill to Establish the South Carolina Natural Resources Commission," 6 February 1929, Smoak 
Papers;Acts and Joint Reso/11tions (1929) 254-255: NRC. Annual Report ( 1930) 27. Among the fourteen members were the governor, W. W. Smoak 
of Walterboro. T . C. Williams of Columbia. W. J. Roddey of Rock Hill, Holmes B. Springs of Myrtle Beach, and Dr. Weston. 
,. G. \\' . Jolmson. quoted in Tindall. Emergence, 99; NRC, Annual Report ( 1930) 27. 
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production and facilitate marketing. They hoped to promote agricultural diversification and the 
development of natural resources in South Carolina, especially timber and minerals, and protect those 
resources: against unwise interference or improper legislative enactment." The policy statement 
included a commitment to be absolutely and scientifically correct with regard to any information 
distributed. 18 A Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, publication, The Country Gentleman, praised the 
establishment of the Natural Resources Commission and suggested that other states might do well 
to follow South Carolina's lead as it might result in "some entirely new and unrealized opportunities. 
. .. " Governor Richards called the Natural Resources Commission "one of the most important 
[commissions] in the state .... (I)t will revolutionize agriculture. "19 Its strongest supporters believed 
that the work of the Natural Resources Commission would "rehabilitate" agriculture by marketing 
South Carolina foods, bringing capital into the state, and creating ancillary industries. In addition, 
said Dr. Weston, this commission would be a bridge between the academics and scientists and the rest 
of the state population, for only with widespread support could the iodine movement succeed. 20 
Smoak, Weston, Remington, and Richards were convinced that the success of their iodine campaign 
Jay in educating the public and harnessing its interest to the iodine claims. They wanted to be sure 
that their enthusiasm did not "cloud their business judgment to such and an extent that there would 
be too large production before immediate markets were available .... " and be sure that agricultural 
production increased steadily. 21 
Through county committees, iodine supporters attempted to get civic clubs, youth groups-, 
local newspapers, and chambers of commerce on the iodine bandwagon. The county committees 
were expected to publicize their activities, work with local newspapers, civic clubs, chambers of 
commerce, and distribute information. 22 
Recognizing that since the iodine movement "was not a political, social, nor racial one" and 
that "the negro should be given consideration and representation ... [as] and an agricultural and 
economical factor in South Carolina," W. W. Smoak encouraged the Natural Resources committee 
to enlist black support in the movement. Seymour Carroll, Southern Field Secretary of the American 
Humane Education Society, became the leading advocate of including black South Carolinians in the 
iodine campaign. Excited at the possibility that rejuvenated agriculture would draw many blacks back 
to South Carolina farms, Carroll offered his assistance. He outlined a "plausible program" for South 
Carolina blacks that would create a "Negro Iodine Committee" with county units. He proposed 
educating blacks about the iodine content of South Carolina products through churches, schools, 
public meetings and the Negro press. The goal would be to increase production of those products 
by black farmers and so encourage blacks in the cities to return to farms. He pointed out that 
" NRC, Annual Report (1930) 3-S. 
" The Country Gentleman (Phladelphia) n.d., clipping, Smoak Papers; John G. Richards, quoted in unidentified clipping, Smoak Papers. 
'° South Carolina House of Representatives. "A Bill to Provide for the Rehabilitation of Agriculture in South Carolina by Advertising the Iodine Content 
ofFood Products Grown in the State, and to F.ncourage the Production and Facilitate the Marketing of Such Products," H 1639, 7 March 1930; unidentified 
clippings, Smoak Papers. 
" NRC. Annual Report (1930) 22. 
" SNRC Sub-Committee on County Organization. 
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throughout the resorts, hotels and great private houses of the South and East, there were many blacks 
who served as chefs and stewards and buyers who could, if properly informed, purchase "South 
Carolina iodine products." The Negro press, thought Carroll, would be happy to publicize various 
activities and information. Carroll believed that the movement would be accepted by black South 
Carolinians who would see it as leading to a better economy. "(T)hey will readily realize that it is the 
idea of the Negro citizen simply to be a part in helping to make South Carolina a state of greater 
agricultural productivity. . . . I think that any recognition that you might give the Negro in his work 
will meet the approval of all the people and also do much good." 
Not surprisingly, Carroll was named chairman of the Negro committee. Both he and the Vice 
Chairman, Dr. David Henry Sims, President of Allen University, traveled in the Northeast promoting 
South Carolina products to black audiences. Other committee members spoke in South Carolina at 
religious and fraternal functions and at the annual county fairs. In the spring of 1930, in and an effort 
to reach still more black South Carolinians, the Negro Committee organized a Better Farm and Live 
Home Tour. The twenty or so "prominent Negro leaders" who participated in this tour paid their 
own expenses and urged blacks "to help themselves" by growing iodine-rich foods. 23 
Thus New South boosterism with its faith in advertising, promotion, and drawing capital came 
to the South Carolina countryside where, according to Charlton DuRant, the people were 
"discouraged over crop failures due to storms, floods, and weevil infestation." Iodine had become 
the "star of hope for the future." In Abbeville, in Darlington, in Florence, in Spartanburg, newspaper 
editorials endorsed the plan. 24 
In August and September, mass meetings attracted large crowds. Smoak, Weston, 
Remington, and Richards traveled throughout the state, speaking and encouraging local cooperation 
with the state commission. On occasion, county meetings featured testimonials in praise of South 
Carolina fruits and vegetables. Mrs. A.G. Trenholm, a member of the Georgetown County 
Committee, told that during a recent trip to Canada the people showed "great interest" and "were 
very anxious to secure South Carolina food stuff. .. . "25 Like the South Carolina Natural Resources 
Commission, the county organizers understood that advertising was essential. It would lead, said 
Hugh Oliver, chairman of the Georgetown committee, "teeming millions" to demand "and an instant 
and unlimited" supply of South Carolina products. 26 
In addition to and an agricultural revolution, there were other exaggerated claims of good 
fortune that would result from the iodine campaign. As a state official observed: "The wealth of her 
indigo passed; the riches of her rice plantations vanished . . . ; the kingship of her cotton .. . is giving 
place before a new era, heralded by the iodine in her fruits, vegetables, milk and seafoods. . . . " 
Property values would rise. The standard ofliving would rise. Health and social conditions would 
,, W. P. Conyers to Seymour Carroll, 13 September 1929; Seymour Carroll to W. P. Conyers, 16 September 1929: W.W. Smoak to Seymour Carroll, 
20 September 1929; Seymour Carroll to W. W. Smoak, I October 1929, Smoak Papers; NRC, Annual Report (1931) 23-24; John G. Richards to D. C. 
Roper. 28 March 1933. John G. Richards Papers. South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
" F1orence Aforning News. 20 July 1929; Spartanburg Herald, 18 July 1929; News and Press (Darlington), 11 July 1929: Press and Banner 
( . .\bheville ). n.d. clipping: Charlton R. Du Rant, quoted in unidentified clipping, Smoak Papers. 
" \!rs. A. G. Trenholm. quoted in The Georgetown Times, n.d. clipping. Smoak Papers. 
" Hugh Oliver. quoted in The <reorgetown Times. n.d. clipping, Smoak Papers. 
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improve. Timberlands would increase. Mineral resources would be developed. Unemployment 
would be eliminated. South Carolinians would gain more confidence in credit and banking. Towns 
and cities would grow. State revenues would increase. In short, as the Dorchester Eagle predicted, 
the iodine campaign would bring "health and happiness" to the sick and "peace and prosperity" to 
South Carolina. 27 
In Newberry supporters of the iodine campaign looked forward to the new canning industry 
they believed would inevitably follow the statewide movement. "There is no question of the fact that 
outside capital will take advantage of the situation," asserted The Herald News. "There is no reason 
that outside capital and cooperative efforts in Newberry County should not work together." County 
farmers in Newberry promised a million pounds of spinach in 1929-30 to supply a proposed 
cannery.28 The Darlington News and Press praised the state for its foresightedness in stimulating the 
campaign. "South Carolina lost no time in taking advantage of the recent discovery of iodine content. 
. . . Seldom have such fortuitous circumstances been attended by such continuous smiles of good 
fortune. "29 The state's major event, the annual football competition between the University of South 
Carolina and Clemson College, also brought to mind a previously untapped source of high iodine 
content--liquor! 30 
Before the Natural Resources Commission had even been created, Governor Richards 
appointed Dr. Weston and T. C. Williams to secure a copyrighted label for South-Carolina-grown 
products. In March 1929 Weston took the proposed label, designed by Mrs. Nina Oliveros Person, 
to register it with the United States copyright office. The label was and an elaborate multi-colored 
design shaped like the state and bordered with various fruits and vegetables grown in South Carolina. 
There were also two cows in the design. The label informed that "South Carolina fruits, vegetables, 
and milk naturally contain sufficient iodine to provide the requirements of nutrition." The Natural 
Resources Commission authorized 1 million labels lithographed at a cost of almost $2,000 that were 
sold at a nominal fee to farmers to be placed on the fiuits and vegetables they grew. In addition, the 
labels appeared as a logo on the stationery of state offices (including colleges and universities), 
chambers of commerce, textile executives, a few civic clubs and even on the stationery of private 
individuals. The labels could also be used "for general advertising purposes" in schools, civic 
meetings, fairs, and conventions at no charge. 31 
The iodine campaign created hullabaloo all over the state as citizens joined in the effort . The 
Natural Resources Commission issued numerous pamphlets, such as "Scientific Reasons Why You 
Should Eat South Carolina Foods and Drink South Carolina Milk", a four-page explanation of the 
healthfulattributesofSouthCarolinafoods. Vehicle license tags for 1930, 1931, 1932, and 1933 all 
" SNRC, "South Carolina: Her Resources and Inviting Opportunities, The New Era oflodine" (Columbia, The State Company, n.d.) 3; The Greenville 
News, 18 August 1929; News and Courier (Charleston), 16 July 1929; Dorchester Eagle, n.d .• clipping in Smoak Papers; unidentified clippings, Smoak 
Papers. 
" The Herald News (Newberry), 30 July 1929, clipping in Smoak Papers. 
19 The News and Press (Darlington), n.d., clipping in Smoak Papers . 
.,. Easley Progress. 31 October 1929, clipping in Smoak Papers. 
'' The State (Columbia), 23 January 1929; Minutes, SCNRC, 29 March 1929, Smoak Papers; NRC, Annual Report (1930) 6; see for example R. S. 
Wilkinson to John G. Richards. 17 December 1931, Richards Papers. 
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bore some reference to South Carolina as the "Iodine State." The governor and other state officials 
made radio broadcasts explaining the iodine content of South Carolina foods to the rest of the nation. 
Articles appeared in newspapers and scientific journals all over the country. More and more South 
Carolina merchants sold home-grown and home-made goods. A. S. Salley, Secretary of the South 
Carolina Historical Commission, showed interest in and an iodine insignia on historical markers. And 
when the first radio station in South Carolina was established in 1930, its call letters were WIS--the 
"Wonderful Iodine State. "32 
The word about South Carolina foods began to be heard throughout the land. In June 1929 
J. Bates Gerald, Chairman of the South Carolina House Banking and Insurance Committee, 
commented that on a recent trip to Virginia and Maryland "citizens in all walks oflife seemed very 
much interested in our Iodine Promotion .... " While visiting in Philadelphia, Mrs. F.M. Beckham, 
Sr. "met members of many wealthy families and each manifested interest in South Carolina's discovery 
of iodine in her food .... A number of these people asked me to take them into my home for a period 
of time in order that they might be able to eat South Carolina foods." In Washington, D.C., 
according to a transplanted South Carolinian, the corner grocers claimed that "if you are looking for 
South Carolina vegetables, you will have to come early because my customers take them up as rapidly 
as we can get them in. "33 Governor Richards addressed the nation via radio from Chicago in June 
1929, claiming that the iodine discovery would "revolutionize" the state's agriculture and reporting 
that laboratory results "have exceeded our most sanguine expectations." Remington and his 
associates published several articles, including "The Determination of Traces of Iodine v. Further 
Refinements in Techniques" in The Journal of the American Chemical Society in 1931. In Florida, 
newspapers claimed that the iodine content of foods grown there was "equal to or more than South 
Carolina." Samples of South Carolina products were exhibited in Houston at the national convention 
of the WCTU.34 The Natural Resources Commission reported in 1931 that the iodine campaign had 
resulted in "greatly increased use of South Carolina products by South Carolinians. . . . Many 
merchants in South Carolina are now featuring not only South Carolina food products but other home 
supplies." The National Colored Cooperative Marketing Association in Chicago maintained a 
representative in South Carolina to arrange for shipments to that city. Banners on rail cars carrying 
horses from Aiken to northern race tracks read "Iodine horses--South Carolina." Dr. Royal S. 
Copeland, United States Senator from New York, said "I consider this the most valuable discovery 
of the last 100 years . ... Do you realize that the people of that state may be the richest in the world 
within a few years?"35 
" SCNRC, "Scientific Reasons Why You Should Eat South Carolina Foods and Drink South Carolina Milk" (Columbia: R. L. Bryan, January 1930), 
n.p.; Cann. "Morning.·· 408; Co/11mbia Record. 25 June 1956: The State (Columbia), 13 December 1929: Index-Journal (Greenwood), 30 June 1929; 
John A Montgomery, Columbia, SC: History of a City (Woodland Hills, CA: Windsor Publications, Inc., 1979) 170. 
n J. Bates Gerald to John G. Richards. 8 June 1929, Richards Papers; Mrs. F. M. Beckham, Sr., quoted in The State, 11 May 1933, clipping, Weston 
Papers: Mrs. Carl Sullins, quoted in the Marion Star, 17 July 1929, clipping in scrapbook, Weston Papers. 
"' Te:--1 of Governor Richards ' address, Index-Journal (Greenwood), 30 June 1929; Roe E. Remington, "The Detem1ination ofTraces oflodine v. 
Further Refmements in Techni4ues," Journal of the American Chemical Society 53 (1930) 1245; Harry D. Calhoun to W. W. Smoak, 7 October 1929, 
Smoak Papers: typescript. n.d., Smoak Papers. 
" :siRC. Annual Report (1931) 17. (1932) 2: The State (Columbia), 12 April 1932. clipping in scrapbook, Weston Papers; Dr. Royal S. Copeland, 
yuoted in ·'Resources and Inviting Opportunities," 28. 
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Exaggerated forecasts aside, what did the iodine campaign accomplish? Impressed by iodine 
claims, Spinach Products Company moved its plant from Norfolk to South Carolina. In 1930 and 
1931 the Columbia factory shipped spintrate, powdered spinach, to over 250 cities in the United 
States and foreign countries. The Summerland Creamery in Batesburg in 1932 reported a 173% 
production increase over the previous year. Two new factories in Lexington County made and 
marketed shipping containers for South Carolina goods. The state's trucking industry reportedly 
experienced a "phenomenal expansion" between 1930 and 1933 . The Piedmont Creamery in Rock 
Hill claimed it was impossible to get enough cream to take care of the demand. The Riverview Dairy 
farm near Rock Hill, with over 250 Guernseys, replaced a worn-out cotton farm. The Iodine 
Vegetable Company in Bennettsville quadrupled its capacity between 1930 and 1932. The Borden 
Company had a large powdered milk experimental station in Newberry.36 
But South Carolina was in the throes of the Great Depression. Between 1929 and 1931 the 
cash value of South Carolina's farm commodities declined over 50 percent, from $149. 7 million to 
$71.2 million.37 Unemployment was rising. The legislature tried to cope with severe financiat 
shortages, hoping to keep the appropriations bill as low as $5 million and certainly no more than $10 
million. There was talk of a sales tax, of closing some public schools and firing teachers. 38 "With 
distress in many sections of the state and near despair in others," said The State, the General 
Assembly should be "mindful that the will of the people demands retrenchment on all sides." In a 
"grim mood" legislators debated the appropriations bill in February 1933, mindful no doubt, of a 
Taxpayers' League meeting in January that urged a significant reduction in state appropriations. State 
Representative Sol Blatt echoed the feeling of many legislators that they were "tired of the legislature 
creating commissions and paying salaries to the members of those commissions." The Natural 
Resources Commission was a primary target of those legislators seeking economy in government. 
To eliminate this commission, said a legislator from Clarendon County, was the chance "to cut out 
something that is not doing any good. "39 Partly in and an effort to diffuse the growing sentiment in 
favor of abolishing the Natural Resources Commission, several businesses and industries and city 
governments paid for a one-page ad in newspapers in several cities heralding the contributions of the 
Natural Resources Commission and the Food Research Commission to the state and its people. In 
defense of the Natural Resources Commission, I. H. Hunt, a Newberry attorney, urged the citizens 
of South Carolina "to take immediate cognizance of the fact that without the 'continued cooperation 
of our labor', the advancement of this state during the last 4 or 5 years will be in vain. . . . Have 
South Carolinians the leadership, the vision, the patriotism and the good sense to provide the 
means?"40 Eventually the General Assembly turned the Natural Resources Commission work over 
to the Department of Agriculture, Commerce and Industries and authorized it to spend $2,500 to 
" Associate Refonned Presbyterian. 31 May 1933, clipping. Weston Papers; NRC. Annual Report ( 1933). vol. I. 4-16; SCNRC. "A Story of Progress 
and of Opportunity:· 1932, 10-12; The Wahoo 1-Vasp (Wahoo. Nebraska). 1 September 1932, clipping Weston Papers. 
" Jack Irby Hayes. Jr .. "South Carolina and the New Deal. 1932-1938" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of South Carolina. 1972) 4. 
" Index-Journal (Greenwood). 29 January 1933. 
,. Snlom,in L. Blan. quoted in The State (Columbia). 10 January 1933; M. H. Mellette. quoted in The State, 8 February 1933. 
'° Index-Journal (Greenwood). 11 January 1933; I. H. Hunt quoted in Jndex-Jo11rnal (Greenwood), 14 May 1933. 
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promote iodine in South Carolina products. The Medical College assumed control of the Food 
Research lab. 41 
For a while after the Natural Resources Commission was abolished, other groups carried out 
its work, though neither so earnestly nor so ambitiously. The South Carolina Progressive Association 
was formed in 1932 to raise $98,000 from private subscriptions to exploit the state's resources, 
including iodine foods. 42 The Department of Agriculture, Commerce, and Industries held food shows 
in the state and tried to promote canning and selling South Carolina foods .43 But the momentum had 
been lost. In 1934 the Marion Morning Star chastised South Carolinians for their shortsightedness: 
. [I]n South Carolina, a backward 'cotton state,' . . . to suggest the making of money from the soil in any 
manner except thro the growth of cotton and (possibly in the Pee Dee) tobacco" would be "laughed at" by all but 
a few thoughtful men. "We have even dropped the word 'iodine' from our auto licenses. We no longer see 
references to it in the press. The world is being allowed to forget that South Carolina vegetables are the most 
healthful gro\\>n anywhere in the nation. We have turned thwnbs down on a great scientific discovel)', and a great 
opportunity to create a new farm-life in South Carolina. 44 
Former governor John G. Richards remained convinced that the iodine discovery was second in 
importance only to the highway system, and later he urged the re-establishment of the Natural 
Resources Commission.45 
The iodine campaign dissipated in the face of the economic woes of the Great Depression and 
the increasingly common practice of adding iodine to table salt. In 1962, long after the Wonderful 
Iodine State had come and gone, and an upstate newspaper theorized about its disappearance: "[Dr. 
Weston] had a difficult article to 'sell' and nobody really got excited about it." Most South 
Carolinians, The,Greenville News judged, were even ignorant of the meaning of 'iodine' on the license 
tags. According to that upstate newspaper, Clarence Darrow once asked a South Carolinian what 
the license tag slogan meant. The South Carolinian boasted: "We have more iodine in our soil than 
any other state." Darrow replied: "Ain't that awful?"46 
" Acts and Joint Resolutions (1933) 634, 6530. 
" Herald News (Newherry) 8 January 1932. reprint of article in New York Tunes, n.d. , clipping, Weston Papers. 
" J. Roy Jones. "Our State and Her R<!Sources:· a radio address. 20 April 1943. 
" ,\/anon Morning Star. 16 ~fay 134. clipping. Weston Papers. 
' ' Charl<!S F. McClure. Jr., ''The Public Career of John G. Richards.'' M.A thesis, University of South Carolina. 1972, 65. 
"' The Greenville .\'ews. n.d., dipping. \\' eston Papers 
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Through The Safety Net: A South Carolina 
Community Action Program 
Copes With The First Year of the Reagan 
Revolution 
Joseph Edward Lee 
When President Lyndon Johnson envisioned his sparkling Great Society, he might have had 
north central South Carolina in mind as a laboratory. If Johnson could successfully wage war on 
poverty in that rural area, dotted by gray textile mill villages and abandoned cotton fields, he could 
earn for himself a spot on Mount Rushmore. The four counties in this destitute region especially 
represented the face of poverty which Johnson hoped to extinguish. These counties, Chester, York, 
Lancaster, and Union, formed in 1965 the antipoverty agency known as Carolina Community Actions. 
This organization, fifteen years after Johnson's ambitious dream of constructing a Great Society, faced 
its greatest crisis. As Ronald Reagan commenced his 1981 revolution, Carolina Community Actions 
clumsily fell ( or was deliberately pushed) through the "safety net" established by the Reagan 
Administration for the "truly needy.111 
Attempting to do, as he boasted on several occasions, "what the Kennedy boys could never 
do, 11 Johnson declared war on poverty in his January 1964 State of the Union Address. A few months 
later he lectured 100,000 cheering onlookers at the University of Michigan that "the Great Society 
rests on abundance and liberty for all. It demands and an end to poverty and racial injustice to which 
we are totally conunitted in our time. 11 As worthwhile as Johnson's goal appeared, his administration's 
Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), the umbrella agency for ten community action programs, 
encountered problems even as it was being born. 2 
In his book The Triumph and Tragedy of Lyndon Johnson, Joseph A. Califano, a top 
domestic adviser to the president, tells us that the Office of Economic Opportunity's designated 
director, Sargent Shriver, had to abandon his choice for deputy director, Adam Y armolinsky, because 
key congress members suspected Yarmolinsky of being the son of communists. Reacting to the 
1 1be literature on Lyndon Jolmson's War on Poverty is wide-ranging; among the works the author found most helpful are Daniel Patrick Moynihan's 
Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding: Community Action in the War on Poverty, Charles Murray's Losing Ground, Richard Cloward's Poor People's 
Movements, and Marvin E. Gettleman's documentary compilation The Great Society Reader. 
1 Dewey W. Grantham, Recent America: The United States Since 1945 (Arlington Heights, Ill : Harlan Davidson, Inc .. 1987) 271 ; Grantham points 
out that "po\'erty" as and an index heading in the Congressional Record and the Public Papers of the Presidents did not appear until the Jolmson era, 
even though in 1960 1/5 of all Americans were living on less than $4,000 of year, ibid. 
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protests of influential southern legislators, Johnson and Shriver jettisoned Yarmolinsky, and OEO 
gained congressional approval in the summer of 1964.3 
Immediately, the agency ran into criticism from mayors and state lawmakers who saw projects 
such as Head Start, Neighborhood Youth Corps, and Volunteers In Service To America as fostering 
political competition on their home turf Califano tells us that Johnson, the master at soothing bloated 
political egos, commiserated with OEO critics. The president regretted that the agency's local units 
often challenged long established elected officials in the arena of social services. Furthermore, 
Johnson lamented that Shriver seemed unwilling--or unable--to control community action programs. 
Informally, LBJ confided to aides "it was about time some of those local politicians heard from the 
poor in their communities." Compounding his unclear assessment of the OEO, Johnson feared that 
Shriver, a Kennedy in-law, was laying the foundation for a pro-Robert Kennedy army of the poor. 
Califano says that "Johnson couldn't look at Shriver without trying to see whether Robert Kennedy 
was in the shadows behind his brother-in-law. "4 
Thus Johnson vacillated between warmly embracing OEO and seeking to dismantle the 
agency's programs only a few months after its birth. Just as Johnson's intentions in Southeast Asia 
became mired in controversy and inconsistency, questions about his domestic programs were often 
unanswered--even in the mind of their chief architect. Califano puts it this way, "Born of brutal 
political labor, OEO sparked vicious back-alley fights." Critics abounded and, as recent research 
reveals, some citizens saw waste, mismanagement, and the creation not only of a "welfare state" but 
the establishment of a "poverty-industrial complex," where one-time advocates for the poor evolved 
into highly paid private-sector consultants, to be Johnson's legacy on the domestic front. 5 
The 1964 legislation that authorized the OEO and its successor, the Community Services 
Administration (CSA), defined community action programs (CAP) as local partnerships "which 
mobilize and utilize resources, public or private .. . in and an attack on poverty." The objectives of 
the agency were stated as "improving human performance, motivation, and productivity .... " Local 
community actions efforts like Carolina, Community Actions (CCA) were to guarantee "maximum 
feasible participation of residents of the areas and members of the groups served. "6 
Ideally the poor were, in a way, to design and implement their own recovery programs. Along 
the way, the poor were to enlist assistance from businesses and other social service agencies already 
in place. By the dawn of the 1980s, however, CAPs became administrators rather than innovators 
of "prepackaged" anti-poverty programs like Head Start. And an added problem was that CAP 
' Joseph A Califano. Jr. The Triumph and Tragedy of Lyndon Johnson (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1991) 76; Califano gives us a glimpse of 
LBJ's duplicity regarding the Y armolinsky appointment, ibid. 
' 11>,d .. 78-80. 
' !hid: 78: Norman L Rosenbert. ln Our Time: America Since World War fl (Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice Hall, 1991) 129. 
' The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 is found in U. S. Statwes at Large, 580 ff. , Public Law 88-452; the author suggests that the act's provision 
to allow "maximum feasible participation" by the poor in developing community action initiatives also set the stage for errors and mismanagement of 
agencies such Carolina Community Actions 
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boards of directors were to be comprised of at least 50% "of the groups served." Policy was often 
set by well-intended but socially, politically, and economically ill-equipped individuals. 7 
With the election of Ronald Reagan, therefore, it came time for judgment to be passed on 
CAPs. In his inaugural address, the new president painted a portrait of a nation on the brink of 
financial ruin. He noted that "The economic ills we suffer have come upon us over several decades." 
Shifting emphasis from those constituencies that Johnson had favored, Reagan spoke of "a special 
interest group that has been too long neglected." Members of this group, Reagan explained, were 
"professionals, industrialists, shopkeepers, clerks, cabbies, and truck drivers." In hindsight, CAPs 
should have grasped immediately that the Reagan Revolution would be focused on groups other than 
the disadvantaged. Reagan had been clear from the very beginning: Johnson's war on poverty was 
over and the nation's resources would be directed elsewhere. 8 
Not that poverty had disappeared in the area served by Carolina Community Actions. A study 
of Chester County's population reveals that in 1980 20.6% of the citizens lived below the poverty 
level. The county was overwhelmingly rural with a black population of 43%. Median school years 
give us a glimpse of just how the Great Society's education initiatives had failed. Whites attended 
school 10.3 years and blacks only 7.0 years. Thus, in a county of 30,148 people, poverty and its by-
products such as inadequate educational opportunity remained on the scene fifteen years after 
Johnson's pledge to wage war on these ailments.9 
Union County was not much better off In 1980 15. 5% of that county's citizens existed below 
the poverty level. Nearly as rural as Chester, Union's black population was significantly smaller, only 
28 .8% of the total. Education was another dismal indicator of the area's dire situation. Median 
school years for whites were 9.7, less than Chester's figure, and for blacks 7.5, slightly better than in 
Chester County. 10 
Another rural county, Lancaster's rural population was 66% in 1980. Blacks constituted 
22.2% of the total citizenry. Median school years were in line with the two counties mentioned 
above; whites had 10.4 years and blacks had 7.6. Only York County seemed to offer a glimmer of 
hope that the War on Poverty had not been fought in vain. Poverty-level families comprised 13 .6% 
of the county's population. Less rural by virtue of bordering the urban area of Charlotte, North 
Carolina, York County still could not boast of and an educated populace. Median school years for 
York's whites were 10.8, and the county's blacks earned only 7.6 years, identical to African-
7 The Carolina Community Actions Board of Directors was comprised of thirty-six members, eighteen of whom must be "representatives of the poor"; 
nine others came from social service agencies like the Department of Mental Health, and the remaining nine were either elected officials or their designees; 
as the Reagan Revolution commenced, the author was a board member representing the final category, and some of the board documents referred to are 
form his personal files. 
' Inaugural Addresses of the Presidents of the United States (Washington: Superintendent of Public Documents, 1989) 331-37. 
• Thomas A Lyson. The People Left Behind. (Columbia: South Carolina Advisory Commission On Intergovernmental Relations, 1981) 5; also helpful 
in documenting the el\1ent of poverty in the area studied in James C. Hite's Socio-Economic Profiles of South Carolina In 1980. 
00 Ibid 
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Americans in Lancaster County and only marginally better than blacks in the other counties served 
by Carolina Community Actions. 11 
One could argue, as the Reagan era commenced, that the war on poverty--just as the period 
of Reconstruction a century earlier--had achieved, at great cost, the maximum success. The 
nationwide poverty statistics for 1980 give strength to this argument. In 1960, before Johnson's 
Great Society began, 22% of all Americans were mired in poverty. Twenty years later, the figure had 
shrunk to 6.8% or 15,000,000 individuals. Perhaps it was time, indeed, for other "interest groups" 
to receive America's attention. Nevertheless, in the area served by Carolina Community Actions, as 
the statistics tell us, the war on poverty had not been won by 1980.12 
Ronald Reagan's pronouncements about government were, at least on their surface, 
unwavering. Just as his inaugural address had targeted "unnecessary and excessive growth of 
government," one week into his presidency Reagan lambasted the mushrooming expansion of 
government since the days of Lyndon Johnson. In his first State of the Union speech Reagan said that 
categorical grant programs had numbered 132 in 1960. By 1981 these programs had expanded to 
500 . The new president praised "the volunteer spirit" of Americans and took aim at some of the 
programs he deemed to be too costly, too ineffective, or too removed from the volunteer spirit he 
emphasized.13 
Choices had to be made, and Reagan stressed that "and an economic calamity" mandated that 
the budget knife slice fat from the federal government's financial balance sheet. In a prime time 
speech from the Oval Office, the president promised in early February that "Our spending cuts will 
not be at the expense of the truly needy." Thus, a new phrase entered the nation's vocabulary--"truly 
needy." He told Congress the following week that a $215,000,000,000 "social safety net" would 
protect the "truly needy." As he explained, "I hope I've made it plain that our approach has been 
evenhanded, that only the programs for the truly deserving needy remain untouched. "14 
Richard Nixon, who before he had been swept away by Watergate had tried to dismantle the 
remnants of the Great Society, called Reagan's congressional address "the most important economic 
speech given by and an American president since World War II ." Other political figures were not so 
impressed. Speaker of the House of Representatives Tip O'Neil vowed "We're not going to let them 
tear asunder programs we've built over the years." The Congressional Black Caucus said Reagan 
"would make the poor hungrier, colder and sicker." The president of the American Federation of 
" Ibid. 
12 Charles Murray. Losing Ground: American Social Policy . I 950-1 980 (New York: Basic Books, 1984) 65 ; the inertia of poverty in South Carolina 
is painfolly e\'ident in recent statistics f•om the Census Bureau which reveal that 16.4% of the state's citizens existed in poverty in 1991 , up from 16.2% 
the preceding year, Charlo//e Observer, September 4, 1992. 
'' Weekly Compilallon of Pres1dent1al Documents. February I, 198 1. 
" Washing ton Post. February 6. 198 1; ibid, February 19. 198 1; it is in the latter speech that the author finds Reagan making his first references to 
s<>cial safety net" and "the truly needy." 
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State, County and Municipal Employees was more blunt. "What we are seeing is the beginning of 
and an administration that will do two things--reward the rich and screw the poor. "15 
One of Lyndon Johnson's aides, economist Walter Heller, warned that "There are lots of rips 
and tears in the safety net." Heller argued that the "truly needy" were difficult to identify and could 
tumble through Reagan's "safety net." What O'Neil, Heller, and the president's other critics failed to 
grasp was that the 1980 election--like the one in 1932--signaled a new direction for government. 
Therefore, although social service programs still had their allies, the wheel of power had turned, and 
Carolina Community Actions would immediately witness the "rips and tears in the safety net. "16 
Ironically, the Comprehensive Training and Employment Act (CET A) had originated as a 
Republican program during the Gerald Ford interlude. CET A, despite its parentage, became, as York 
County's CET A administrator explained in late March 1981, "the first big program to hit the ground." 
Some of the workers were based at Carolina Community Actions, and as the CET A administrator 
lamented, "These are people that couldn't get jobs anyway. They're hard--ore unemployable people 
who are also economically disadvantaged." CET A cuts were just the tip of the Reagan social iceberg. 
One day after those cuts were announced, Reagan Budget Director David Stockman plunged- the 
budget knife deeply into South Carolina, and state officials estimated that 15% of South Carolina's 
welfare families (6,000 families) would be affected by the rapid-fire cuts.17 
By the autumn of 1981 Reagan's zeal to trim social spending created rumors that he would 
target Social Security. His press spokesman ominously warned : "There are problems with Social 
Security." Despite criticism from Speaker O'Neil and other Democrats, Reagan told the nation in a 
September Oval Office speech that "We are just staring down a road I believe will lead us out of the 
economic swamp we've been in for so long. The important thing now is to hold to a firm, steady 
course." He pledged to leave Social Security alone but recommended across-the-board-reductions 
of 12% in non-defense budget items. 18 
South Carolina's governor, Richard Riley, said Reagan's social belt-tightening "cut beyond 
the fat, through the muscle and to the bone." It should be stressed that, as Governor Riley argued 
so vividly, the September cuts were the second of the year. Riley criticized the administration for 
failing to consult with the nation's governors about the latest round of budget cuts. 19 
" Washington Post. February 20. 1981 : Time. March 2. 1981 . 
16 (Rock Hill. SC)Evening Herald. March 12, 1981. 
17 Evening Herald, March 25, 1981; ibid., March 26, 1981: and an excellent interview with Stockman, revealing the complexity and confusion of the 
administration's budget cuttera. is found in William Greider's conversation with the budget director. The Atlantic, December 1981: Greider says that if the 
$700,000,000,000 fiscal 1982 budget was equated to $1 , 48 cents would be spent on entitlements like Social Security, 25 cents on defense. 1 O cents on 
the national debt, and 17 cents remained for the brunt of the budget knife. 
" Washington Post. September 15, 198L ibid, September 25, 1981. 
19 The(( \ :,lumbia. SC) State. September 25, 1981. 
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Confusion, bruised political egos, the oratorical talents of the Great Communicator, the 
natural ebb and flow of the nation's commitment to social spending, competition among a variety of 
special interests for scarce resources, and a lingering recession set the stage in October for the death 
of the Community Services Administration. As the new fiscal year began, the centerpiece of Lyndon 
Johnson's Great Society, which ran 878 community action programs in 2,210 counties across the 
nation, saw its responsibilities shifted from the federal to the state level. As the Associated Press 
commented "at age 17, it had been in ill fiscal health for years, never quit recuperating from the 
dismembering it took from the Nixon administration in 1973 . "20 
At Carolina Community Actions, uncertainty greeted administrators as they wrestled with the 
transition to block-grant funding of social programs. Head Start children eagerly began their 
educational experience on October 1 as agency personnel attempted to comprehend the latest stage 
of the Reagan Revolution. Bewilderment is and an apt description of the mood within CCA as 
administrators adjusted to state rather than federal funding requirements. Since Congress had not 
ever agreed formally to transfer CSA functions to the states, Carolina Community Actions found itself 
on October 1 as and an agency existing in name only, without money from any source. The executive 
director maintained that "Right at the present time, there aren't going to be any immediate changes." 
A peculiar statement in light of the fact that the war on poverty--as the executive director had known 
it--had been declared won in the first year of the Reagan Revolution. One is reminded of Vermont 
Senator George Aiken's advice to Lyndon Johnson about Vietnam: "Just declare it won and get the 
hell out." The war on poverty was completed; some of the combatants, however, had not gotten the 
word, and casualties were still being suffered. 21 
Carolina Community Actions' largest program, Project Head Start, saw its fate intertwined 
with the agency's overall health. The program's eight centers reopened October 1, but carry-over 
funds from the recently completed fiscal year would soon be exhausted in serving 510 low-income 
and handicapped preschoolers. By the end of October, Head Start was broke. $916,000,000 had 
been approved for the national program but CCA had yet to receive its share of this money. The 
agency's executive director commented that "We expect the money within the next few weeks. We 
have received the letter of award, but once the grant is approved, they don't just send you the money. 
It has to go through Atlanta, Washington, the U.S. Treasury and the Federal Reserve." In the 
meantime, eighty-six local Head Start teachers voted to work without pay.22 
Critics of Reagan's assault on CSA noted that "Yesterday's war on poverty has been 
transformed into today's war on the poor." The president's allies, of course, would probably point 
out that the bureaucratic maze evident in CCA's Head Start funding was typical of the inefficiency 
and absurdity of anti-poverty programs. Waiting for money to make its way from Washington to 
Atlanta back to the nation's capital and then to South Carolina revealed the incompetence of the 
20 TheEvenrngHerald. October l. 1981 . 
" Ibid 
" Ib id, October 3. 1981: 1b1d.. October 22. 1981. 
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existing system. Some would differ. As the Southern Regional Council asserted "The truly needy 
of the South are being abandoned by the present and anticipated policies of the national 
government. 1123 
If Ronald Reagan's sole concern was to streamline social services delivery he appears to have 
confused Governor Riley. With the move to block-grant funding the states were expected efficiently 
to administer former CSA programs. In a letter to U. S. Senator Ernest F. Hollings, the governor 
confided "we will see a halt to the progress we have begun to make in improving the health and well-
being of new-born children. 11 And an accompanying chart revealed that block grants would reduce 
funds available for material and child health 22% from the amount allocated the previous year. Low-
income energy assistance would shrink by 25% under block grants. The most severe reduction would 
occur in community services, CCA's major reason to exist. The cut in this category would be 42%; 
the 1981 fiscal allocation was $6,085,000, whereas the block-grant amount was $3,325,000.24 
As autumn proceeded, national community service lobbyists pushed for increases in funding. 
Congressional allies urged the administration to raise the cap on the monies which would be turned 
over to the states in the form of block grants. The two houses of Congress failed to agree on the 
funding level, the state of South Carolina adjusted to a new way to meet the needs of the 
disadvantaged, the Reagan administration remained steadfast in its commitment to reform social 
services delivery, and Carolina Community Actions stumbled toward a reduction-in-force.25 
On November 5, 1981 the agency's board of directors met to discuss laying off employees. 
And an elaborate procedure had been adopted in the last year of the Carter Administration. Now, 
in the first year of the Reagan Revolution, the board found itself with a reduction-in-force policy 
which had seemed, a year ago, to be only a remote possibility. The policy stated three options for 
scaling back personnel and resembled, in a sense, what the Reagan Administration deemed to be 
wrong with the system as it existed. The board's personnel, planning, and reduction-in-force 
committees would review the executive director's recommendations concerning lay-offs. The policy 
cited OEO instructions despite the fact that OEO had ceased to exist nearly a decade earlier. A nine-
page procedure, the Reduction In Force Policy confused the board and a decision was made to meet 
the following week. 26 
Lost in the complexity was any discussion of the poor themselves. In fact, employees seemed 
to be primarily concerned with protecting their own jobs even if programs like Head Start, financially 
more secure than other community service programs as a result of Health and Human Services 
funding, were charged "indirect" costs in order to justify continued employment of CCA's 
13 The Evening Herald, October 22, 1981; ibid, November 6, 1981. 
" The complete text of the governor's dismal forecast was distributed to Carolina Community Actions' Board of Directors. 
" Congress' protractoo debal.! over the Reagan budg.:t proposals was reported to the board in the weekly publication "Washington Comments" published 
by the National Center for Community Actions; a series of continuing resolutions while Congress and the administration wrestled over the depth of cuts 
" The agency's Reduction In Force Policy, cumbersome, complicated, and time-consuming was nine pages in length. 
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administrators. By November 16 the agency jerked along, frantically awaiting funds and in disarray, 
as personnel pondered their futures. The poor were largely and an afterthought. 27 
On November 25 the agency's executive director abruptly resigned, citing "proposed cuts and 
reductions in programs." Compounding the chaos was the revelation that 1,178 bags of insulation 
from Carolina Community Actions' Weatherization Program could not be found . The state of South 
Carolina demanded reimbursement for the missing material before block-grant funds could be utilized. 
Following the executive director's lead, the agency's controller offered her resignation. Three other 
administrators left. Bewildered, the board of directors vacillated between hopelessness and a tranquil 
acceptance that the agency's demise might be a blessing. 28 
As the first year of the Reagan Revolution ended, Carolina Community Actions found its 
programs and salaries slashed by 35%. The State Law Enforcement Division investigated the Jost 
insulation. Top administrative positions went unfilled. Image problems paralyzed the agency. 
Morale among remaining employees plummeted. The agency limped into 1982. As one board 
member remarked, "We are not through our reorganizational struggle. With the new philosophy in 
Washington we're going to be in a reduced funding situation. "29 
Lyndon Johnson's ambitious war on poverty had, in its seventeenth year, deteriorated into and 
an inconclusive stalemate, not unlike another war he had waged. Some would argue that, after a 
commitment of seventeen years and billions of dollars, the anti-poverty crusade had had every 
conceivable opportunity to succeed. Others would contend that the poor, like the Freedmen at the 
conclusion of twelve years of post-Civil-War Reconstruction, must now stand on their own two feel. 
Cynics would assert that, due to a faulty "safety net" and a blurred concept of the "truly needy," 
Reagan had decimated agencies like CCA. The president's allies would point to the waste, 
selfishness, bureaucracy, inefficiency, and mixed scorecard regarding eradicating poverty. Still others 
would note the way Americans in the 1980s shifted their energies to other causes, like winning the 
Cold War, re-establishing our posture as a world leader, and providing business incentives to 
entrepreneurs, causes more in step with the new president's concept of his role as chief executive. 
In the final analysis, however, "special interest" in the Reagan Revolution's first 365 days did not 
mean the poor and disadvantaged of Chester, Union, Lancaster, and York Counties. They had had 
their turn and they, and their community action agency, had slipped through the "safety net." 
" Head Start's funds came from Health and Human Services instead of the anticipated community service block grants; thus, it comes as no surprise 
that Head Start resisted attempts by community action agencies to cannibalize its funds, see "Humanics Associates Reports," October 1981 for a glimpse 
of Head Start's hostility to "indirect costs" for administrative services provided by agencies like Carolina Community Actions. 
"The trauma ripping CCA apart was front-page news throughout the area; see, particularly, The Evening Herald, December 3, 1981 which carried 
a large headline "CCA t :nder Probe." Chester (SC) News and Reporter, December I, 1981 . York (SC) Observer. December 4, 1981, and Chester News 
and Reporter, December 7, 1981: one board member told the author that perhaps the four counties should, in the wake of the turmoil, fom1 their own 
respective agencies: follow-up conversations revealed that four separate agencies would have minuscule budgets. 
" York Observer. December 13. 1981. 
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Franz Six and the Einsatzgruppen: 
Insubordination and the Myth of Superior Orders 
R. Wesley White 
After World War II, Adolf Hitler's Schutzstaffe/ (SS) had a reputation for exceptional loyalty 
and unswerving devotion to Nazi ideology as well as extreme diligence in following orders. This 
devotion included unconditional support for genocide against the Jews of Europe. The first authors 
to grapple with a definition of the SS's structure stated that it was a monolith with a uniform 
construction and no deviation within its ranks. 1 Shortly after the proponents of the monolith theory 
gained acceptance, other scholars and researchers began scrutinizing their conclusions.2 A heated 
historiographical controversy developed. Finally, in the mid-1960s, the debate died down but not 
before a definitive work emerged that tentatively established the SS as a multi-faceted entity. 3 
As a result of the debates on the SS's structure, scholars brought into question the absolute 
loyalty of the SS officer corps. The Nuremberg Trials established that it was rare for a high-ranking 
SS officer to be killed for disobeying orders to carry out executions. However, scholars only recently 
began to find specific examples of insubordination without penalty. 4 Despite the findings at 
Nuremberg, historians continued to believe that disobedience of superior orders led to less severe 
punishments such as confinement in a concentration camp or at least the marginalization or ending 
of the offending officer's career. The idea that all SS officers were either unconditionally loyal to the 
SS or punished in some way for their disloyalty contributes to the argument that the SS was a 
monolith. 
The purpose of the following narrative is three-fold: to provide a conspicuous example of and 
an SS officer who willfully disobeyed orders to carry out executions of Jews on the Eastern front, to 
1 For these ideas see Eugen Kogon, The Theory and Practice of Hell (London: Secker and Warburg, 1950) 18, 29. Another author added the genocide 
angle and built on Kogon's ideas to portray the SS as a "state v.ithin a state" and a "police state on a vast scale." See Gerald Reitlinger, The Final Sohllion: 
The Attempt to Exterminate the Jews of Europe, I 939-1945 (New York: The Beechhurst Press, 1953) 4-5, 488. Although Reitlinger toned down his 
rhetoric in a subsequent work. he adhered to the same thesis. See Ibid. The SS: Alibi of a Nation, 1922-1945 (New York: The Viking Press, 1957) 449-
452. Psychoanalytic methodologies also treated the SS as a monolith. One author noted that apart from a few exceptions each member of the SS had a 
criminal super-ego that accounted for their behavior. See Elie Cohen. H11111an Behavior in the Concentration Camp (New York: W. W. Norton and 
Company, 1953) 227-242. 
1 A Gerrnan scholar first challenged the monolith thesis. He stated that the "SS was not a homogeneous organization in which all members had equal 
rights and duties." See Hans Buchheim, "Die SS in der Verfassung des Drinen Reiches," Vierteljahrsheftefiir Zeitgesch,chte 3 (April 1955) 127-157. 
In this work other dimemions of the SS emerged and a much more complex structure revealed itself Some other supporters of this change in theory were 
Karl 0 . Paetel et al., The Third Reich (London: Weidenfed and Nicolson. 1955) and Errnenhild NeusOss-Hunkel, Die SS (Hannover: Norddeutsche 
Verlagsanstalt, 1956). 
' See Hehnut Krausnick. Hans Buchheim, Martin Broszat and Hans-Adolf Jacobsen. Anatomie des SS Staates, (Freiburg im Breisgau: Walter-Verlag 
A G. , 1965). English version: Ibid., Anatomy of the SS State ( London: Collins, 1968). Several other works on the SS denigrate the monolith theory, 
including George C. Browder. Foundations ofthe Nazi Police State: The Forrnation ofSIPO and SD (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1990). 
• See Christopher Browning. Ordinary Men: Reserve Police Battalion I OJ and the Final Solution ,n Poland, (New York: Harper Collins Publishers. 
1992) 102. 
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how that this officer did not suffer any setback in his career or any other form of punishment as a 
result of his insubordination, and to show that the SS, despite its rigid appearance, was not always 
the monolith so often portrayed. 
In early 194 l Reinhard Heydrich (Chief of the Security Police and SD), Heinrich Himmler 
(Reich Leader of the SS), and Hitler decided to begin liquidating the Jewish population of the Soviet 
Union under the cover of Operation Barbarossa. To this end, Heydrich contacted members of the 
German Army High Command (OKW) in mid-March 1941 and requested that they relinquish control 
of the political security of the front to Einsatzgruppen (Special Action Groups) during and after the 
invasion. Their mission was to destroy all of Nazism's ideological enemies, including Jews and 
communists. After some negotiations, the OKW complied with the directive. 5 
At the end of May Heydrich organized four battalion-sized, motorized infantry formations and 
designated them Einsatzgruppen A, B, C and D. The groups had command staffs and four to six 
sub-units called Einsatzkommandos and Sonderkommandos, each with the strength of two to three 
hundred men. Officers and personnel came from various branches of the Reich Security Main Office 
(RSHA), SS, Order Police and Waffen SS. 6 Although each unit attached itself to and an invading 
army group, the commanders followed Heydrich's orders from Berlin. Only under certain 
circumstances did the army take command of these formations. 7 
In one ofHeydrich's communications with the OKW he stated that part of the mission of the 
Einsatzgruppen was to secure certain objects including enemy "materials, archives, [and] files 
pertaining to organizations, associations, groups etc. hostile to the Reich or State. 8 The RSHA had 
been interested in enemy archives since May 1940. After the invasion of France, Heydrich gained 
access to all confiscated archives in Eastern and Western Europe. The RSHA's Office ofldeological 
Research (Office VII) acted as administrators for many of these materials.9 These documents 
provided information on foreign governmental policies and potential enemies of Germany as well as 
helped in the installation of control mechanisms in the occupied territories. 
Heydrich recognized the value of Soviet archives and their collection and dissemination for 
intelligence purposes. State and communist archives helped in the location and removal of party 
functionaries and provided information on all aspects of life in the Soviet Union. Heydrich decided 
to send a special unit to capture the main Soviet archive in Moscow. He chose SS-Colonel Professor 
Doctor Franz Six, the leader of RSHA Office VII to lead the unit. Six had been conducting 
' Raul Hilberg, The Destmction of the European Jews, 3 vols, (New York: Holmes and Meier, 1985) I: 278-286. For Heydrich 's negotiations with 
the Wehrmacht see Walter Schdlenberg. Memoiren, (Koln: Verlag fiir Politik und Wirtschaft, 1956) 172-177. 
r, A list of the original commanders in July 1941 , including Nebe. is in United States of America versus Otto Ohlendorf. et al. National Archives 
~licTofilm Publication M-895, Record Group# 238, "Deposition of Otto Rasch," 24 June 1947, p. I, Roll 12, Frame 3. Hereafter Case 9, "Document," 
date. vol. :t (if applicable) page#, M895/roll/frame. 
7 
For example, Einsatzgruppe B attached itself to Anny Group Center. Case 9, "Affidavit by Otto Ohlendorf," 29 September 1947, pp. 1-3, 
~189518/27-29. 
'International Military Tribunal Document# NOKW-256, ''Report on the allocation ofresponsibilities for Einsat:gruppen between the German army 
and the SD.'' 4 April 1941. Page 2 oforiginal appears in John Mendelsohn. ed, The Holocaust: Selected Documents in Eighteen Volumes, vol. 10, The 
Emsat:::gruppen or ,\/urder Commandos. (New York: Garland Publishing. Inc .. 1982) 2. 
' Case 9. ·'Aftidavit by Gerhard Utikal," 16 Oct. 1947. p. 5. M895/28/109. 
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ideological research and evaluation and had been administering archives on the enemies of National 
Socialism since joining Heydrich' s security services in 193 5. 10 
To fully understand the significance of the events that followed during July and August 1941 
it is necessary to dig deeply into Six's past to establish him as a convinced and indoctrinated National 
Socialist and anti-Semite. Six grew up in many of the same conditions as other young men of his 
generation who later found their way into the Nazi Party. The economic malaise in Germany after 
the First World War helped destroy his family's meager savings. Consequently, Six grew up in 
financial uncertainty. As a ten- year-old, Six witnessed communist insurrections in his home town 
of Mannheim in 1919. This curious mix of political and economic turmoil played and an important 
role in the formation of Six's political consciousness, pushing him toward the radical right wing. As 
with so many others of his background and political leanings, the Nazis accepted him with open 
arms. 11 
After a brief period in a Nazi high school organization, Six joined the party in March 1930. 
Because he was particularly intelligent and motivated, he quickly earned leadership positions in both 
the Nazi Student League and shortly afterwards, the Storm Troops (SA). When Hitler took power 
in 1933 Six was deeply involved in the politics of the Nazi cause. In early 1934, thanks in part to 
stipends offered by the party, Six earned a doctorate in Political Science at the University of 
Heidelberg and began teaching at the University of Konigsberg. He also became a senior section 
leader in his Heidelberg Storm Troop. 12 He regularly attended and conducted SA indoctrinatioff 
courses and organized political education classes in the Student League. This combination of 
scholarship and political activities became a trend throughout Six's career. 13 
On 9 April 1935 Six joined the Security Services of the Nazi Party (Sicherheitsdienst der SS 
or SD), and an obscure but important organization whose mission was to monitor Nazi Party 
members for any ideological deviation and collect information on everyday German life. After a very 
short time Heydrich promoted him to Second Lieutenant and placed him in the SD Press and 
Literature Office. Here, Six and his co-workers collected and analyzed information on newspapers, 
editors, writers and pamphleteers critical of the Nazis during the Weimar era. 14 Six earned quick 
promotions and recognition here due to his dedication and ability. By the end of 193 5 Six 
'
0 Berlin Document Center, Berlin. [Hereafter cited as BDC. J SS Personnel File: Franz Alfred Six, SS Number 107,880. (Hereafter: Six, SS-File. J 
"Dienstlaufbahn des Six. Franz Alfred, " undated. 
11 The situation in Mannheim after World War One is described in John-Peter Horst Grill, The Nazi Movement in Baden, 1920-1945 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1983) 18 and 59-60; BDC, Six, SS-File, "Abschrifi. Lebenslarif," 7 March 1935 and Records of the Department of 
State, State Department Special Interrogation Mission to Germany, 1945-1946, AKA: The DeWitt C. Poole Mission. Record Group# 59, National 
Archives Microfilm Publication Number M-679, " Interrogation ofFranz Alfred Six and Horst Malutke," 28 January -28 March 1946, [Hereafter State 
Department Interrogation, Six, 28 Jan.-28 Mar. 1946) 14- l 5, Roll 3, Frames 359-360. [Hereafter page#, M679/ro1Vframe) . 
u BOC, Six, SS-File, "Lebenslauf:' page 2 of"R.u.S. Fragebogen," 2 February 1940, "Abschrifi. Lebenslauf," 1 March 1935 and an undated, untitled 
memorandum on Six' professional and party affiliations as well as list of promotions up to 30 January 1936. See also Case 9, "Transcripts of the 
Proceedingo;," 240ct. 1947, vol. 4, pp. 1307-1308, M/895/3/163-164. Six's involvement with the Student League is in State Department Interrogation, 
Six, 28 January-28 March 28 1946, pp. 15-17, M679/3/360-362. 
u BDC, Six, SS-File, Undated. untitled memorandum on Six ' professional and party affiliations as well as list of promotions up to 30 January 1936 
and "A bschr{{/. Lebenslauf," 1 March 1935. 
14 For Six·s activiti es in the Press and Literature Office and his influences in joining the SD, see State Department Interrogation, Six, 28 January - 28 
March 1946. p. 17. M679/3/362 and Heinz Holme, TheOrderofThe Death ·s Head: The Story of Hitler 's SS, (New York: Coward-McCann. Inc. , 1970) 
21 2-2 13 . 
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conunanded the office and took on the responsibility of injecting new methodologies to intelligence 
accumulation. 15 
Recognition in Nazi academic circles also came to Six throughout the late 1930s. He reached 
the position of senior professor in November 1936 and began writing works well received among 
Nazi scholars. His books and lectures advanced Nazi ideology, and his earlier writings were 
especially anti-Semitic. The introduction to one of his books, Freemasonry and Jewish 
Emancipation, stated that the Jews of Europe were one of the "biggest plague-like diseases of the 
past centuries" and their eradication had to be dealt with on a European-wide basis. 16 Although his 
earlier works were less sophisticated intellectually, by 1940 he edited a well-received multi-volume 
documents series that placed the responsibility for the war on the Poles arid French. 17 Eleven years 
of passive and active Nazi indoctrination solidified Six's intellectual and professional world view. 
By the end of 1939 Six had combined his ideological research at the SD and his university 
work to a point where they were indistinguishable. Unfortunately Heydrich, Six's superior, did not 
appreciate the intellectual approach to police work. He became increasingly dissatisfied with all the 
learned men under his command and more difficult to work with. By 1940 Heydrich had earned a 
reputation as a terroristic boss in the RSHA. 18 Serious disputes between Six and Heydrich began with 
the reorganization of the German police forces in late 1939. Heydrich called Six the "pedantic 
professor" and denigrated his work as being too intellectual. 19 Despite the mounting friction, 
Heydrich did not allow Six to leave the RSHA to pursue his scholarship full-time. After several 
intense confrontations the two compromised. Heydrich allowed Six to join the Waffen SS to get him 
out of Berlin. Six began basic training on 1 June 1940.20 
Six spent the next year in and an artillery regiment of the Waffen SS Division "Das Reich." 
He drew occupation duty in Vesoul, France, then participated in the invasion of Yugoslavia. Between 
duty stations, Six returned to Berlin to visit the university and check on progress at RSHA Office VII . 
Das Reich was assigned to be one of the first divisions to invade the USSR, so Six found himself on 
the border between German and Soviet Poland in June 1941 . On 20 June, Heydrich personally 
ordered Six to return to Berlin. 21 
"For promotions. see BOC. Six, SS-File. Promotional Certificate, 9 January 1936 and an undated, untitled memorandum on Six' professional and party 
affiliations as well as list of promotions up to 30 January 1936. 
16 Franz Alfred Six_ Frei111a11rere1 und J11deneman::ipation. (Hamburg: Hanseatische Verlagsanstalt, 1938) 4. For some of Six's other scholarly 
contributions, see Franz Alfred Six.Reich 11nd Westen, (Berlin: Junker und Dunnhaupt Verlag, 1940), Franz Alfred Six, Les guerres intestines en Europe 
et la g11erre d ·11nion d11 present. (np: 1941) and Franz Alfred Six, E11ropa: Tradition und Zukunft. (Hamburg: Hanseatische Verlagsanstalt. 1944). 
" Franz Alfred Six. ed. Dokwnente der deutschen Po/itik. (Berlin: Deutsches Auslandswissenschafliches lnstitut, 1942), unnumbered introduction. 
18 In late 1939 Heydrich fundamentally reorganized the three-office SD into the seven-office RSHA. See George C. Browder's chapier, "The SD: The 
Significance of Organization and Image," in George L. Mosse, ed, SAGE Readers ,n 20th Century History, vol. 2. Police Forces In History, (London: 
SAGE Publications. 1975) 220-222. S:hellenberg quotes Hitler on Heydrich: ''The man with the iron heart" and described him as ruthless and cruel to 
his inferiors as well as "'untouched by any pangs of conscience." Schellenberg, Me11101ren, 35-37. 
"Case 9. ·'Affida,it by Werner Best"" 23 September 1947, pp. 1-2. M895/28/ 133-134. Six 's further confrontations are described in Case 9, "Affidavit 
hv Ursu la Scherrer:· 3 Sepkmber 1947. p. 1-2, M895/28/J44-145. 
"' State Department Interrogation. Six. 28 January -28 March 1946, p. 18, M679/3/363. BDC, Six, SS-File, Letter from Personnel Office, RSHA, 16 
~!arc 1945. includes the date ofSix"s entrance into the Waffen SS. 
" BDC. Six, SS-File. See orderofSSFahrungshauptamt. 5 July 1941 forSix 'stransfertotakeeffect 15 July 1941. 
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Six reported to the RSHA on 22 June, the day Operation Barbarossa began. Heydrich gave 
him his assignment to capture and make use of Soviet archival materials in the East during and after 
the invasion. To ensure that Six reached Moscow quickly, Heydrich ordered him to move into the 
area with his former Waffen SS unit. This division was earmarked to take the Soviet capital. Six's 
orders were to attach his command to Criminal Police Chief (RSHA Office V) Artur Nebe's 
Einsatzgruppe B which was associated with Army Group Center.22 
Six was hesitant about his mission from the outset because he was aware that the primary task 
of the Einsatzgruppen was the outright execution of Jews and communists. He wanted to avoid 
contact with the execution squads and attempted to evade his assignment. 23 When Six met with Nebe 
and discussed his position with Einsatzgmppe B, Nebe told him that a separate unit was unnecessary 
and said his men could easily secure the Moscow archives without expert help. Six saw Nebe's 
objections as and an excuse for reassignment. He asked Bruno Streckenbach, Chief of the RSHA's 
Personnel Office, to be allowed to return to the university. Streckenbach told Six to follow orders 
or face disciplinary actions. Six and Nebe had several more conversations regarding the assignment. 
When Nebe insisted that Six take orders from him, Six protested that he was technically independent 
ofNebe due to his separate office at RSHA headquarters. They did not settle the dispute at this time. 
However, despite his dislike for Six's mission, Nebe finally agreed and cleared the assignment with 
the OKW. Six began building his unit. 24 
The other Einsatzgmppen were already in the east and ready to strike when Six ordered the 
staff at Office VII to collect everything possible on Moscow: intelligence reports, maps, travel guides, 
and other available information useful in pinpointing the location of documents. 25 Six also requested 
that personnel from Office VII who were familiar with the Soviet Union be allowed to join the unit. 
Despite the number of qualified persons, Streckenbach allowed only two political scientists and 
documents experts to leave Berlin. Six had to be content with men from the Einsatzgruppen reserve 
leader corps. He found five men with backgrounds in the Russian language: three interpreters from 
Einsatzgruppe Band two others who had lived in Moscow.26 For protection from the Russians, Nebe 
assigned a thirteen-man Security Police detachment to Six's command.27 Six designated his unit the 
Advance Commando Moscow (Vorkommando Moskau or VKM) to differentiate it from the other 
units of the Einsatzgruppen. Initially, Six believed he could carry out his assignment and avoid any 
executions. 
" Helmut Krausnick and Haris-Heinrich Wilhelm, Die Truppe des Weltanschauungskrieges: Die Einsatzgruppen der Sicherheitspolizei und des 
SD. 1938-1942, (Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1981) 179-180 and 645. 
,., Although he later claimed at the Nuremberg Trials that he knew nothing of the activities of the Einsatzgruppen until arriving at the front, this is 
unlikely. Case 9, "Transcripts of the Proceedings," 27 October 1947, vol. 4, p. 1462, M895/3/3 ! 9. As a high RSHA official he probably heard rumors 
from other officers. He also had access to daily situation reports on the Einsatzgruppen in Poland two years earlier. In some of these reports, Six is 
specifically named as a recipient. BDC, Six. SS-File, Miscellaneous Polish Einsatzgruppen Reports. 
" For details on conferences and arguments with Nebe, negotiations with the OKW and Streckenbach's ultimatum, see Case 9, "Affidavit by Horst 
Mahnke," 30 December 1947, p. 5, M895/28/297. 
" Case 9, "Tran.scripts of the Proceedings," 24 October 1947, vol. 4, pp. 1320-1321 , M895/3/ l 80-181 and p. 1324 frame 184. Also see Hilberg, The 
Destruction of the European Jews. I : 287. 
"' Case 9. "Trariscripts of the Proceedings," 24 October 1947, vol. 4, pp. 1329-1332. M895/3/ 185-188. 
27 Case 9. ''Affidavit by Horst Malmke for defendant Woldemar Klingelhoffer, " I November 1947, p. 4, M895/26/886. 
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After procuring weapons and supplies, the Vorkommando Moskau deployed on 13 July28 and 
arrived in Talashkino, Ukraine three days later. Six reported to Major Erich von Helmdach of Army 
Field Headquarters 4 and told him of his intention to go to Moscow with Das Reich. Helmdach told 
Six to wait until the Field Headquarters moved forward because some forward roads were still in 
enemy hands. Furthermore, Das Reich was engaged in some very intense fighting near Smolensk 
and was not easily accessible. By 21 July the Germans had driven back the Russians enough to be 
approached by advance elements of Six's Vorkommando. The two units met at the outskirts of 
Smolensk on 23 July. The Russians were still shelling the town when six soldiers of the VKM 
reached the city's center. They headquartered in the NKVD building and prepared for the rest of the 
team's arrival. Six and the others joined them two days later. 29 
The VKM took refuge from the shelling indoors until the Soviets retreated out of artillery 
range. However, the front line was still quite close when Six met with his former unit commander 
in Das Reich, Major Adolf Wunder. Six explained his intention of going to Moscow with Das 
Reich's advance units to seize the main Soviet archives. Wunder agreed to provide logistical support 
for the mission. Before Six returned to his unit, Wunder told him that the division had seized a large 
regional archive at Smolensk in accordance with Heydrich's original Wehrmacht directive. While 
waiting for the order to move out for Moscow, Six and his men set about examining the voluminous 
files . The team made cursory searches through documents of the Soviet administrative offices, 
cultural organizations, and universities. It marked the important sections for future reference and 
arranged for the files of the NKVD to be sent immediately to Berlin. Before transporting any files 
to Germany, the unit compiled lists of Jews and Communist Party members to facilitate their 
capture.30 
On 5 August Nebe and the staff of Einsatzgruppe B arrived in Smolensk and settled in a 
building near the VKM. Nebe reported his arrival to Heydrich in Berlin. He announced that 
substantial material had been seized in the House of the Soviets and said he would soon forward it 
to Berlin. 31 The report made no mention of Six or his VKM. Perhaps the reason was growing 
friction between the two. Nebe's Einsatzgruppe had also seized several other minor archives in 
Minsk and Vileyka, and he probably wanted credit for all other captured materials. Six and Nebe 
were not on good terms, and their relationship further deteriorated from the moment Nebe arrived 
in Smolensk. 
Nebe tried to exert his authority by ordering Six to relinquish his interpreters to learn the 
whereabouts of Jews and communists from local inhabitants. Initially Six refused, but had to give up 
21 Case 9. ·'Transcripts ofthe Proceedings,"' 24 October 1947. vol. 4. pp. 1332-1333, M895/3/188-189. 
"Case 9. "Affidavit by Erich Helmdach."" 1 October 1947, p. 7, M895i28/ l lO and Case 9, "'Transcripts of the Proceedings," 24 October 1947, vol. 
4. pp. 1335-1336. l\1895 /3/191-192. Case 9. "Affidavit by Emil Augsburg."' 5 October 1947, p. 3, M895/28/228. Details on the Battle ofthe Djelna 
Curve are in Otto Weidinger. Division Das Reich: Der Weg der 2. SS-Panzer Division "Das Reich," 1940-1941, (Osnabriick: Munin Verlag GMBH, 
1969) 473-490. Case 9. ·'Ereignis111eldung UdSSR Nr. 34. ·• 26 July 1941, p. 32b, M895/1 l/639. For the situation around Smolensk from the end of 
July lo mid-Augllb'I. see Bryan I. Fugate, Operation Barbarossa: Strategy and Tactics on the Eastern Front, 1941 , (Novato: Presidio Press, 1984) 163-
170. 
" ~lilitary Tribunal 11. Case NO. 9. ·'Trial Brief for The United States of America agairu.t Franz Six," nd., pp. 5-6, in Mendelsohn, ed, The Holocaust: 
Selected Docu111ents in Eighteen Volumes. vol. 18. Punishing the Pe1petrators of the Holocaust. The Ohlendorf and Von Weizsaecker Cases, 129-131. 
" Case 9. "Ereigms111eldung UdSSR Nr. 44," 6 August 1941, p. 3, M895/28/127. 
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two interpreters after several disputes. Six then ordered his men to have as little contact as possible 
with Nebe or his staff.32 Before 15 August, documentation showed that the VKM was not involved 
in any executions. However, since his arrival, Nebe had tried to involve Six's unit in liquidations of 
Jews and communists. Nebe wanted to dissolve the VKM and make it a part of his staff. Six knew 
that this change would not only make him directly subordinate to Nebe, but would also obligate him 
to conduct executions. A power struggle began between Six and Nebe as to whether the VKM 
would remain independent or merge with Einsatzgruppe B . 
While Six and Nebe argued, Einsatzgruppe B continued to find and liquidate Jews and 
communists in the area. With the help of Six's interpreters, his men found them among the civilians 
who wandered back into town. Nebe's men arrested inhabitants in surrounding hamlets and collective 
farms. Nebe oversaw the execution of332 Jews in Vitabesk, the liquidation of the entire male Jewish 
population in Vileyka, and the shooting of eighty-four Jews in Shklov. 33 As the Einsatzkommandos 
carried out more executions, more of Six's men became more closely involved with the killings. Six 
delivered lists to Nebe who used them to find, interrogate, and execute any Jews or communist 
officials who remained behind when the Soviet government pulled out. Nebe used interpreters and 
men from the VKM, but, at this point, Six was able to avoid personal involvement in executions by 
working in the archives. 
Around 9 August the number of civilians coming back to Smolensk increased, and Nebe 
became overburdened with the killings. He ordered Six and his men to take over some of the 
executions. When Six refused, Nebe turned over 740 civilians to the Vorkommando Moskau for 
"processing." Six and his men began separating the Jews from the rest. Many of the 740 were 
inmates from Soviet work camps or farmers released from collectives. Six's interpreters found that 
the Red Army had hastily conscripted a large portion of the group before its retreat, but left them in 
Smolensk when the city fell to the Germans. 34 Evidence shows that Six and his men established that 
144 of these people were Jews or communists and, along with the staff of Einsatzgruppe B , executed 
them. Nebe reported the slayings to Heydrich in Berlin in a situation report. 35 
After this initial experience Six evidently retreated to his archives to avoid further killings, 
as no other documents prove that the VKM as a unit carried out more executions until after Six left 
the Eastern front. Despite his intense indoctrination and numerous anti-Semitic speeches, books, and 
pamphlets during the 1930s, Six seemed to have no inclination for the practical application of radical 
Nazi philosophy. He began to look for a way out of Russia to avoid further executions. And an 
opportunity presented itself on 15 August when the military situation on the Russian front drastically 
changed. The German army postponed its drive on Moscow, and Das Reich's new orders were to 
" Ibid. and Case 9, " Affidavit by Horst Mahnke," 30 December 1947, p. 5, M895/28/297 for arguments with Nebe. 
" "Ereignismeldung UdSSR Nr. 50," 12 August 1941 in Yitzhak Arad, Shmuel Krakowski and Shmuel Spector, eds, The Einsatzgruppen Reports: 
Selections from the Dispatches of the Nazi Death Squads· Campaign Against the Jews. July 1941-J anuary 1943, (New York: Holocaust Library, 1989) 
84-85. 
34 Case 9. "'Transcripts of the Proceedings," 24 October 1947, vol. 4, p. 1350, M895/3/206. 
" Case 9. ·'Ereignismeldung l!dSSR Nr. 73," 4 September 1941, p. 22, M895/ l l /327. 
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take its motorized elements and protect the flank of troops advancing south on Chernikov. Since 
Moscow was no longer and an objective, neither was seizure of the Moscow archives. 36 
Six sought a transfer back to Berlin since the archive at Smolensk had been processed and 
most of the important records sent to Berlin. The Vorkommando was in limbo with no orders or 
specific tasks. Nebe knew that the archival work was finished and wanted Six permanently assigned 
to Einsatzgmppe B for "anti-partisan actions."37 Six did not want to participate in further executions. 
He could rationalize archives seizure, but was unable to justify killing innocent civilians. Perhaps 
killing Jews for Nazi policies did not fit Six's academic self-image or perhaps he simply did not have 
the stomach for mass executions. Nebe ordered Six to prepare to subordinate the VKM to the 
Einsatzgruppe B staff, and a sharp disagreement resulted. Six wanted no part of more massacres and 
decided to leave the Eastern front. He teletyped a message to Streckenbach at RSHA headquarters 
requesting a reassignment in Berlin. He said that the archive command was no longer needed. 
Although no order arrived for Six to return to Berlin, he made hasty preparations, turned the 
Vorkommando over to Nebe and departed Smolensk on the morning of20 August. 38 From Smolensk 
Six drove to Orsha, took a Luftwaffe plane to Warsaw, then rode a train the rest of the way to 
Berlin. 39 
Six reported to the RSHA Personnel Office in Berlin on 22 August. Streckenbach informed 
him that Heydrich was incensed at his refusal to continue his service with the Einsatzgruppen. 
Heydrich kept Six from any RSHA activities until he returned from Prague.40 Six returned to the 
University of Berlin and taught there until Heydrich recanted his order forbidding RSHA work. It 
was little consolation for Six, as Heydrich had not yet seen him personally for his refusal to obey 
Nebe's orders. 41 However, it was some relief to return to the life of a professor and forget 
intelligence work for a time. 
" Case 9, "'Transcripts ofthe Proceooing.5,'" 4 October 1947, vol. 4, p. 1341, M895 /3/197. For the military situation in the Smolensk area with regards 
to the diversion of troops away from Moscow, see Earl F. Ziemke and Magna E. Bauer, Moscow to Stalingrad: Decision ,n the East, (New York: Military 
Heritage Press, 1988) 32-35. 
'' Case 9, ' 'Transcripts of the Proceedings," 24 October 1947, vol. 4. pp. 1341-1342. M895i3/ 197-198. See also, Case 9, "Affidavit by Emil 
Augsburg," 5 October 1947. p. 4. M895/28/229 for details on disagreements with Nebe. 
" Other details on disagreements with Nebe are in Case 9, ·'Affidavit by Emil Augsburg," 5 October 1947, p. 4, M895/28/229. Six claimed that 
Stre..--kenbach inunediately relieved him Case 9. ''Transcripts of the Proceedings," 24 October 1947, vol. 4, pp. 1341-1342. M895/3/ l 97-l 98. However, 
no document in the SS-File bears this out. Although there is no order explaining Six 's duties on the Eastern Front., his paperwork does reflect and an 
assignment to the SIP01SD in the East. It is not until Six's promotion to general that the date of his transfer from the East appears. 
.,, Case 9, "Affidavit by Horst Mahnke," 11 September 1947, p. 7. M895/28/300. See also Case 9, "Affidavit by Rudolf Mueller," 29 December 1947, 
p. 2. M895 '28i3 IO. When Six left, Nebe assigned the VKM to various liquidation duties. With the staff of Einsatzgruppe B , it carried out at least 2,300 
ex=tions in the nell.'I month. Nebe refonned the Vorko111111and0Moskau in mid-September 1941 under Erich Koerting, a new more pliant leader, who 
carri ed out further executions. Case 9. "Affidavit by Horst Mahnke for defendant Klinglehoffer," 1 November 1947. p. 3, M895/26/885. For excerpts 
from ·Ere1g nismeld11ngen Nr. 92"' and ·'Ereignismeldungen Nr. 108" enumerating further execution victims, see Arad. The Einsatzgruppen Reports, 
155 and 182. See Klinglehoffer ·s testimony for the Vis.M's experiences after Six 's departure in Case 9, "Transcripts ofthe Proceedings,'" 24 December 
1947. vol. 10, pp. 3778-3875. M895 15/207-304. 
40 Case 9. ·'Transcripts of the Proceedings." 24 October 1947. vol. 4, pp. 136 1- 1362, M895/3/2 I 7-21 8. Hitler appointed Heydrich Reich Protector 
of Bohemia and Heydrich had mowd his offi ce to Prague in early August. Details of the new assignment and move are in chapter thirteen of Gunther 
Deschner. Heydrich.· The P11rsw r ofToral Power. (London: Orbis Publishing. 1977). 
" Case 9. ·'Affidavit hv Gerda Scholz."" 13 August 1947, p. 2, M895!28/138. 
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At the beginning of November Six's past caught up with him. Heydrich sent for him from his 
headquarters in Prague. Heydrich reprimanded Six sharply, accused him of being too soft and 
intellectual, and further belittled him for his RSHA work and his service in the East . Heydrich finally 
asserted that Six had been unfaithful to the SS and insubordinate because of his refusal to stay in the 
East and take up further activities with the Einsatzgruppen. Six grew tired of the abuse and finally 
told Heydrich that the duties at Office VII were useless for the war effort. He asked why , if 
Heydrich did not like his work, did he not grant a transfer to the Waffen SS or allow him to work full-
time at the university . 42 Heydrich flew into a rage, threw Six out of his office, and nearly had him 
arrested. Adjutants had to calm him to keep him from having Six carried away.43 
Six returned to Berlin and told Streckenbach about the incident in Prague. Streckenbach had 
heard more negative reports from Nebe who had been recalled from duty with Einsatzgruppe B while 
Six was in Czechoslovakia. Nebe wanted disciplinary action taken against Six for his insubordination 
in Smolensk. Six feared severe punishment for his transgressions. In the climate of the time, his fears 
of arrest, imprisonment, or even execution were well founded . Just before the invasion of the USSR, 
when Heydrich allocated the duties of the Einsatzgruppen, he decreed that military laws applied to 
SS field units. This code of military conduct sentenced a man to death for absence without leave, 
desertion, or refusal to obey orders. Six had technically committed all of these crimes.44 
Furthermore, Himmler stated what had long been seen as standard SS procedure in October 1943. 
The SS would deal harshly with its members, especially those high ranking officers, who did not carry 
out orders. In reference to officers unable to carry out orders Himmler stated: "You must see to it 
that this man is thrown out of the organization and we will see to it that he depart this life. "45 
Despite what seemed to be a real threat to Six's life, nothing came of Heydrich's tantrum or 
Nebe's accusations. Six was not ejected from the SS, arrested or shot for insubordination. On the 
contrary, Heydrich allowed him to return to his post at the RSHA without severe penalties. He was 
even promoted before leaving to join the Foreign Office in August 1943 .46 In this new position, he 
helped train future diplomats using his academic abilities and was able to re-focus his attention away 
from police work while remaining and an SS officer.47 By the end of the war, Six had been promoted 
to SS Brigadier General and Envoy First Class in the Foreign Office.48 
Some of the accepted perceptions of the SS suffer by the example of Franz Six's activities in 
the Einsatzgruppen. Despite indoctrination designed to create a pitiless ideological soldier, Six was 
" Case 9. "Transcripts ofthe Proceedings," 24 October 1947, vol. 4. p. 1363. M895/3/219. 
" Case 9, "Affidavit by Ursula Scherrer," 3 September 1947, pp. 37-38. M895/ 28/144-!45. 
"Ordinances concerning army penal codes as they applied to the SS field units are in Case 9. "Reichsgesetzb/att 1940, Tei/ I, Nr. 181," 16 October 
1940. p. 2-5, M895/26/68-71. 
" Quote from Case 9, "Speech of the Reichsfiihrer SS at the Congress of the Gruppenfiihrers, Posen," 4 October 1943, pp. 74-76, M895/26/83-
8S. 
46 Case 9, "Transcripts ofthe Proceedings," 24 October 1947, vol. 4, p. 1366. M895/3/222. 
" State Department Interrogation, Six, 28 January-28 March 1946, pp. 23-25, 29, 36, and 39, M679/3/368-370. 374, 381 and 384. See also Case 
9, "Affidavit by Baron Adolfvon Steengracht." 9 September 1947, p. I, M895/28/!54. 
" BDC. Six, SS-File, Promotional Certificate, 28 January 1945. State Department Interrogation, Six, 28 January-28 March 1946, pp. 23-25, 
M679/3i368-370. 
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unable to carry out orders to kill Jews and innocent civilians. Although his reasons for so doing were 
unclear, the fact remains that he did. For this seemingly unforgivable transgression, one that promised 
death or incarceration in SS lore, Six was not penalized in any way. What is more, Six continued to 
rise unencumbered through the ranks of the SS and obtained a prestigious position in the Foreign 
Office, all despite his insubordination. 
Having provided proof of the fact that Six was grossly insubordinate and did not suffer any 
penalties, it is appropriate to move on to the larger question. How does Six's case affect the theory 
that the SS was a monolithic organization with no deviation? It is problematic but not impossible to 
apply the case of one person to a large organization. He may, indeed, have been the only one daring 
to be and an exception, but there may have been other dissenters as well. The record shows Otto 
Ohlendorf, the commander of Einsatzgruppe D, also attempted to avoid duty in the killing squads. 
Although it is less clear in the documents available, there is the possibility that Walter Blume, another 
leader of a smaller murder squad, was also insubordinate. That would make three insubordinate 
officers, and scrutiny of the documents may reveal yet others. 
The existence of such dissenters alone will not answer the question conclusively whether the 
S S was a monolithic organization. There is no doubt that it was and an exceedingly complex 
organization, filled with people who, regardless of their ideological indoctrination, were human beings 
with all of their strengths and weaknesses. Further research may illuminate whether these three were 
representative of a larger body of dissenters within the SS or were no more than isolated exceptions. 
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COLONEL WILLIAM HARDEN: 
The Unsung Partisan Commander 
Dik A. Daso 
William Harden (1743-1785) was one of the most successful, yet one of the least remembered 
American partisan commanders in the War for Independence. 1 During his life he was a father, ~ 
contented husband, a successful rice planter, and a highly respected statesman. William was born 8 
November 1743 in a swampy region of South Carolina known as Prince William Parish where his 
father, William Harden, was a prosperous planter of rice and corn. His mother, Mary, gave birth to 
three more children, Edward, Charles, and Rebecca, before the revolution began. 2 William Harden 
(the younger) married twice. His first wife, Sarah Reid, died tragically a short time after the birth of 
their son William. He married Sarah Cussings some time later and fathered three more children: 
Charles, Edmond, and a daughter whose name is not known. 3 Through purchases, inheritance, and 
grants William obtained several large tracts ofland on which he planted rice, com, and hay for horses-
and cattle. At the time of his death he had land holdings in South Carolina and Georgia, thirty-one 
slaves, and a number of sheep, cattle, and horses in his inventory. Particularly dear to him was 
Sterling, a prized colt, and Shelaly, a chestnut-colored riding horse. 4 This estate placed William 
squarely in the South Carolina gentry class. His social status, largely due to his father's success, and 
the universal requirement for service in the militia, afforded William the opportunity to begin his 
career as a young militia officer. This article will examine the contributions of William Harden as a 
partisan fighter and leader in the southern district of South Carolina as well as the events which left 
him unsung among other partisan leaders. 
* * * 
General Thomas Sumter, General Francis Marion, and General Andrew Pickens are most 
often remembered by historians and romanticists as the heroes of the American Revolution in the 
South. Had Colonel William Harden been promoted to commander of the reformed southern district 
1 
"Obituary of Colonel William Harden," South Carolina Gazerte and Public Advisor, 3 December 1785. 
' For genealogy see William Harden's will, "Charleston County Wills, 11. d." TMs [photocopy], South Carolina Archives, Columbia; For Sarah Harden's 
Obituary see the Royal Georgia Gazette (Savannah), 12 December 1790; For evidence of statesmanship see "Journal of the Senate of South Carolina, 
8 January 1782-26 February 1782." Ms, South Carolina Archives, Columbia; also A S. Salley, Jr., ed., Journal of the House of Representatives of South 
Carolina. 8Jan11ary J782-26February 1782 (Columbia, South Carolina: The State Company, 1916). 
' "Charleston County Wills." Although some sources claim that Colonel Harden was the father of Thomas Hutson Harden, this child was born more 
than a full year after Harden's death, making it unlikely that they were related. 
• For lru1d holding; see "Plats of South Carolina, n. d." Ms. South Carolina Archives, Columbia; "Loyalist Transcripts, n. d." TMs (photocopy], South 
Carolina Archives. Columbia; "Charleston County Inventories, n. d." Ms (photocopy), South Carolina Archives, Columbia; For property see "Accounts 
Audited #3316, 11. d.;" "Will of William Harden, September 1783," South Carolina Archives, Columbia. Colonel Harden left these horses to Sarah by 
name. indicating that he valued them above his other horses. 
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in 1781 he might now be remembered as the fourth famous partisan fighter in South Carolina, holding 
similar stature to that of Brigadier General Elijah Clarke of Georgia. 
Throughout the colonies were many loyalists and their families sometimes living adjacent to 
influential partisans. Among those owning plantations on the Ashepoo River near the Hardens were 
the Pinckney and Lowndes families, progenitors of two future South Carolina governors. One of the 
most active loyalist families, DeVeaux, had a plantation near one ofHarden's plantations at the fork 
ofthe SaltkatcherRiver. Thomas Fenwick, a loyalist, and William Harden each owned nearly 1100 
acres ofland at Fish Pond. Fenwick's estate was confiscated following the war. 5 Harden would cross 
paths with both Andrew DeVeaux and Thomas Fenwick at Fort Balfour in April 1781. The 
relationship between the partisans and the loyalists was both intriguing and complex during the 
American War for Independence. In the South, the familiarity which existed between these "enemies" 
frustrated the British and frequently helped the partisan cause. 
Harden began his militia career as a lieutenant in the 2nd Company, Horseshoe district. 6 It 
is here that Harden likely made his first contact with notable partisans William Snipes, William Baker, 
and Isaac Hayne. Harden moved to the Beaufort area sometime before February 177 5 and was 
elected captain of and an artillery company in the Granville County Regiment which had been formed 
by Christopher Gadsden.7 For the next fourteen months Harden served in the Beaufort district and 
continued making contacts and friends throughout the region. From April 1776 through fall 1780 
William Harden withdrew to his plantation at Hutchinson's Island, eighteen miles up the coast from 
Beaufort. From this secluded location he was able to monitor the events which threatened his 
livelihood and family. 
The earliest reference to Colonel rather than Captain Harden is dated 10 March 1779 in the 
audited account ofJohn Lightwood. Another reference to "Col. Harden" occurs in Edward Garvin's 
audited account for a claim dated 8 September 1779. The returns of the Upper Granville County 
Regiment for 1 October 1779 also denote that Colonel Harden was the commander of the Regiment 
of Foot. 8 Apparently Harden remained active enough in the regiment early in the war to earn election 
to command as well as the rank of colonel by the spring of 1779. Often the commanding officer was 
selected by a majority vote by the men in the unit. The thirty-five-year-old Harden' s rank, plantation 
ownership, and many influential friends provided him opportunities to mingle with elite South 
Carolina coastal planters. Perhaps he was heeding the call to arms made by Governor Rutledge or 
' "Loyalist Tranocripts. n. d." Ms [photocopy]. South Carolina Archives: Beulah Glover, Narrative of Colleton County South Carolina (Spartanburg: 
B. Glo\'er. 1969) JO and 20. 
'Robert M. Weir, ed., "~faster Rolls of the South Carolina Granville and Colleton County Regiment of Militia, 1756." in South Carolina Historical 
and Genealogical Maga:ine 70 (January · 
1969) 226-239. Harden's father was born sometime around 1700. It is less likely that he was a lieutenant at age 56 than his son was a lieutenant at age 
fourteen . Edward Barnwell was made , lieutenant at age eighteen while serving with his brother John in the militia: see Steven Barnwell, The Story of 
and an American Family (:\larquene: By The Author, 1969) 31 . 
' See Edward McCrady, Histo1JofS011rh Carolina in the Revolution, f 775-1 780 (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1902)126-127; The So11th 
Ca,·oliria Historical and Genealogical .\faga: ine revised the name of Harden's company from The Beaufort Artillery Company to the Grenville [sic) 
Countv Regiment in a correction to Volume 16, p.27. The partisan militia around Beaufort was well established and fairly well organized, as militias went, 
" h.ich was ,ital to disrupting over-land communications between the British port facilities there and the rest of the British command structure in the South. 
' "Accounts Audited #4578. #2708, n. d.:" and A S. Salley. Jr.. ed., Documents Relating to the History of South Carolina During the Revolutionary 
lf'ar (Columbia: The Historical Commission of South Carolina, 1908) 103. 
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just pursuing social contacts in Charleston, when the city capitulated in May 1780. Colonel Harden 
was captured, but was immediately paroled to his estate near Beaufort,9 where he followed the rules 
of parole for a few months. Inspired, however, by the successful operations of General Francis "The 
Swamp Fox" Marion and General Thomas "The Gamecock" Sumter in South Carolina, Harden set 
out recruiting his old friends from the Combahee River region to join the partisan cause under 
General Marion. Harden's familiarity with the region and its people was invaluable during this phase 
of the southern campaign. 10 The capitulation of Charleston had essentially eliminated Marion's 
Brigade. The gathering of partisan fighters continued under the guidance of Colonel Harden, Colonel 
Elijah Clarke of Georgia, and Lieutenant Colonel James McCall, among others, until Governor John 
Rutledge was able to establish formal disposition of partisan militia forces on 23 January 1781 .11 The 
formal establishment of the partisan army occurred just in time to continue the fight for independence 
without the aid of newly appointed General Nathanael Greene's Continental Army. 
After assuming command, and throughout the winter of 1780-1781, Colonel Harden served 
directly under the command of General Francis Marion. Harden's forces were assigned to the 
southern district of South Carolina. The condition of the partisan army was poor and was frequently 
directly related to the amount of booty taken following a battle. Accounts told of soldiers wandering 
without clothing or food while others noted the need for cavalry. 12 
Despite the hardships, for the first three months of 178 l Colonel Harden and his detachment 
of troops from General Marion's Brigade had been active in harassing the British and loyalist forces 
in the southern districts of South Carolina. The engagements were nothing more than skirmishes but 
were successful in annoying British commanders. In mid-January, Nisbet Balfour congratulated 
Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Browne for a victory over Colonel Harden's forces at Wiggin's Hill. 13 
' Although it is probable that Harden was made a prisoner during the fall of Charleston, it is unlikely that he accepted protection from the British in 
writing. Additionally, his name does not appear on the parole list taken by the British after the fall of Charleston. For a somewhat biased version of 
Harden's capture see Barnwell. And an American Family , 36; The common practice of releasing prisoners to their homes is substantiated in "The Draper 
Collection, n d." MsS [photocopy), VV 15, 152; Also in William R. Lindsey. Treatment of American Prisoners of War during the Revolution (Emporia. 
Kansas: The Emporia State Research Studies. 1973) 20. 
10 Robert D. Bass, Swamp Fox: The Life and Campaigns of General Francis Manon (London: Alvin Redman, 1960) 175; Robert D. Bass, 
Gamecock: The Life and Campaigns of General Thomas Sumter (New York: Holt, Rinehart. and Winston. 1961) 206-207. 
" The importance of recruiting Whigs is discussed in Edward McCrady, The History of South Carolina in the Revolution. 1780-1 783 (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1902) 150; in Bass, Swamp Fox, 172, Harden had returned to the "Horseshoe" to recruit William Clay Snipes, long-time 
commander of the militia in that area. Governor Rutledge's orders for the disposition of troops is reprinted in Alice Noble Waring, The Fighting Elder: 
Andrew Pickens 17 39-1817 (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1962) 51. 
u Governor Paul Hamilton, Sr .. "fa1racts from a Private Manuscript." in Year Book of the City of Charleston (Charleston: Walker, Evens, and Cogsdell 
Co., 1898) 306; Henry Lee.Memoirs of the Warm the Southern Department of the United States (New York: University Publishing Company .. 1869), 
appendix.IX. General Greene wrote to Lee on 26 January 1781 . "We are much distressed for want of horses." 
13 The accounts of the skirmish at Wiggin's Hill are substantiated in action but not in date. Best accounts place the occurrence in mid to late January. 
Balfour to Brown, 9 February 1781, in The Cornwallis Papers; Captain Johnson and Captain McKoy were detached from Harden's main force and 
instructed to disrupt communications along the Savarmah River. Samuel Beckaem. a member of the Delaware Regiment. estimated that supplies valued 
at over 20,000 English pounds were taken during that mission. See Robert S. Davis, Georgia Citizens and Soldiers of the American Revolution (Easley, 
South Carolina: Southern Historical Press, 1979) 170-171 ; Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Browne, commander of British forces at Augusta and formerly 
commander of the East Florida Rangers, gathered a force to attack these bands of raiders. Harden joined his main force with Johnson and Mc Koy at 
Wiggin's Hill. While it was still dark, Harden's men attacked and scattered Browne's forces. Browne regrouped his command, which was known for its 
dashing red (and later in the war green) coats with red facing, and at first light. with superior numbers, reclaimed the area. Browne had captured five of 
Harden's men and vindicti w ly hanged them after the battle. See McCrady, History of the Revolution, 1780-1 783. 259-260; Tarlton Brown, 
"Revolutionary War Pension File of Tarlton Brown, #S 21665." in Barnwell's Tarlton Brown: Patriarch of a Civilization, Documents Related. and 
Revohwona,J•,\femoirs. ed. Joyce O'Barmon (Barnwell, South Carolina: Service Printers, 1970) 25 ; Browne's early career is described in Philip R. N. 
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The accolade was apparently hollow. Five days later Balfour wrote Sir Henry Clinton that he would 
"move a part of this garrison [from Charleston] over the Santee, which, [he hoped, would] free the 
country between that river and the Peedee of those parties of the enemy which, of late, have so much 
infested it, and restore to the lower districts of the province that peace, they have for some weeks 
been deprived of. "14 Marion had been regaining effectiveness in the area between the Peedee and 
Santee Rivers while Harden was disrupting the "lower districts." 
Essentially Harden had already been separated from Marion's direct command for two or three 
months. Near the end of March 1781 Harden was formally given command of the southern district 
and although, on paper, he was assigned to a regiment under General Pickens, he frequently received 
orders directly from Marion and Greene.15 
On 7 April 1781 Harden sent and an important letter to General Marion. It is worthy of closer 
examination, 16 because it is illustrative of his mission, fighting style, capability, and personality. 
Harden reported the capture of supplies of rice and salt intended for and an enemy post at Blake's 
Plantation. He stored the rice and ordered the salt not be touched, "until I [Harden] hear from you 
[ emphasis added]." Later in the letter he wrote, "I shall remain hereabout till I can hear from you, 
as I have not been able to take orders from General Pickens, as he is at Ninety-six. "17 These two 
passages indicate Harden's mission: harassment and interdiction. They also demonstrate his 
understanding that General Pickens was his immediate commander. More important, Harden's keen 
awareness ofunified command structure among the partisan militia is apparent. He was familiar with 
Marion's style of warfare and attempted to receive orders whenever possible in and an effort to ensure 
a coordinated operation. Thus Colonel Harden successfully accomplished the mission of harassment 
by analyzing the information he received from his intelligence network, utilizing appropriate tactics, 
and persevering in times of frustration and setback. His success in January through March prompted 
him to write, "I have been able to keep from Purisburg to Pon Pon clear, that two or three men may 
ride in safety .... "18 The momentum of March carried through into April. 
On 7 April 1781 Harden and his men were returning to their home base by way of the Four 
Holes, which was a very large swampy area located about fifteen miles northwest of Dorchester and 
described as a very "gloomy" place. Here they encountered a gathering of loyalists in a muster field . 
Katcher. King George 's Army J 775-1 783, A Handbook of British. American, and German Regiments (Berkshire, England: Osprey Publishing, Ltd., 
1973) 85-86. 
" Xisbet Balfour, Charleston. to Sir Henry Clinton, New York, 14 February 1781, from the Cornwallis Papers. 
" "Francis Marion to Nathanael Greene. 3 September 1781, in The Nathanael Greene Papers. General Correspondence, MsS [Photocopy) South 
Carolina Archives. Columbia; also General Greene to Colonels Harden and Williamson, 2 December 1781, in the Nathanael Greene Papers, MsS 
[Photocopy] Clements Library. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 
16 Robert W. Gibbes. Documentary History oftheAmencan Revo/11t1on. Vol. 3, (New York: Appleton and Co .. 1853-1857) 48-49. This is a reprinted 
lener from Harden to Marion. 7 April 1781. The ne:-.t three paragraphs refer to this letter. 
,· Jb,d .. 49. 
" Ibid. 50. The distance from Purisburg to Pon Pon is approximately seventy miles. This area was kept clear by Harden's force which numbered about 
eighty men. 
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Harden captured a captain and twenty-five of his men and paroled them to Charleston. 19 He suffered 
no losses and continued his march to the Coosawhatchie. The next day proved a very busy one for 
the intrepid band of militiamen. 
Before dawn on 8 April Harden sent two detachments, one under Major John Cooper, and 
one under Captain Simon Fraser on separate missions of harassment. Major Cooper was sent to 
attack a loyalist post under the command of Captain Barton at Red Hill . Under a full moon, Cooper 
and his men engaged Barton and his small party of six guards. In the hour-long exchange, all of the 
Tories were killed or captured while Cooper lost one man.20 Fraser's detachment went to the home 
of Dr. James Clitheral, a well know loyalist. 21 While Fraser was en route to his assigned task, Cooper 
had rejoined the rest of Harden's force. They continued their march on the Pocotaligo road which 
led to Harden's base camp. Just before Harden reached the causeway which crossed the Pocotaligo 
River, and an unknown man warned some ofHarden's troops that Colonel Fenwick from Fort Balfour 
was approaching with a detachment of men. The report was disregarded because Harden's men did 
not know the spy. Harden's lead group met Fenwick's advance party on the landing of the high 
causeway. A sharp fight took place and casualties mounted on both sides. Fenwick's men soon 
attained the advantage and drove Harden from the causeway in disorderly retreat. 22 Fenwick returned 
to Fort Balfour while Harden regrouped his force and retired to his base camp nearby. Later that 
evening Captain Fraser and his detachment surrounded Dr. Clitheral's house where he surprised and 
killed his guest, loyalist John Inglis, who was visiting Clitheral for the night. Fraser rejoined Harden 
and they rested for two days before moving toward Fort Balfour, the only major British stronghold 
between Charleston and the mouth of the Savannah River. 23 
The area surrounding Fort Balfour had seen battle many years before when a marauding band 
of Yemassee, Creek, and Appalachian Indians massacred over one hundred Carolinians in 1715. 24 
Harden's raid on Fort Balfour on 13 April 1781 entailed roughly the same numbers of troops as the 
earlier Indian raid and was just as effective, albeit less bloody. Colonel Harden had planned to send 
" For a description of the Four Holes Swamp see Benson J. Lossing. The Pictorial Field-Book of the Revol11tion, Vol. 2, (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, publishers, I 855) 491; for a description of the skirmish see McCrady, History of the Revolution, 1780-1783. 134. The date of the Four Holes 
engagement is established by and an article recounting the event in "Charleston," Royal Gazette, I I April I 78 I . 
"' Tarlton Brown, "Memoirs of Tarlton Brown" in Barnwell Co11nty Records. So11th Carolina. Records of Jnd1v1duals (Native or Adopted) Family 
Genealogies (by the Gen John Barnwell Chapter. Daughters of The American Revolution, I 95 I) 228; McCrady, History of the Revolution, 1780-1783, 
134. 
" Robert Stansbury Lambert. So11th Carolina Loyalists in the American Revohwon (Columbia: South Carolina Press, 1987) 241. 
n Accounts vary concerning casualties and conduct. Tarlton Brown, "Memoirs," 228-229. Brown claims that no escape was possible once the battle 
was joined; "Charleston," Royal Gazette, I I April 178 I . This article claims that Colonel Fenwick gallantly attacked over I 00 men with a cavalry force 
of thirty-five men Reports indicated fourteen ofHarden's men were killed or wounded with five wounded on the British side. John R. Todd and Francis 
M. Hutson.Prince William's Parish and Plantations (Riclunond, Virginia: Garrett and Massie, Inc.) 54. The most negative account is reprinted here in 
a letter written by Lieutenant Paul Hamilton. He recalls the battle as a route of Harden's men but was not surprised as "Harden was and an indifferent 
coounanckr," Gibbes. Doc11mentary History, 53-54. In Harden's letter to Marion, 18 April 1781. he claimed two wounded and one missing while killing 
one and wounding seven of Fenwick's men. 
,.. Tarlton Brown. "t\lemoirs." 229. 
" Lossing. Pictorial Field Book. 438. 
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and an advance detachment of cavalry to draw the enemy cavalry away from the fort and Captain 
Tarlton Brown led a horse company toward Fort Balfour to accomplish that mission. 25 
Luck favored Captain Brown this Friday the 13th. As he and his men approached the fort, 
a soldier was seen running from the tavern owned by Mr. Van Bibber, about three hundred yards 
from Fort Balfour. Brown's men quickly surrounded the tavern which held the fort's wounded 
soldiers. All the enemy were taken prisoner, including the one man who tried to reach the fort . 
Among the nearly twenty prisoners was Colonel Thomas Fenwick, commander of Fort Balfour, and 
Lieutenant Colonel Nicholas Lechemere, his deputy. 26 As soon as Harden realized who his new 
prisoners were, he confidently moved to take Fort Balfour. Harden positioned his total force, 
including baggage and camp followers, so that the occupants of the fort would think a large force had 
surrounded them. He then sent his younger brother, Captain Edward Harden, and Lieutenant Paul 
Hamilton with a flag to offer terms of surrender. 
As the white flag passed by Colonel Fenwick he said, "If they did surrender it [Ft. Balfour] 
they might all be in hell before the morrow. "27 Initially, Major Andrew De Veaux replied that no 
surrender would be accepted. Captain Edward Harden sent Lieutenant Hamilton back to his brother 
with this report. Colonel Harden asked Hamilton ifhe had "recognized any of our friends in the fort." 
When Hamilton reported the names of several former Whigs, Harden ordered the regiment to prepare 
for battle and sent Hamilton back to the fort. De Veaux was offered ten minutes to reconsider his 
decision before the attack would begin. After a brief delay Colonel Fletcher Kelsall and Major 
Andrew DeVeaux. not knowing Harden's true strength, surrendered Fort Balfour. 28 In the next two 
hours the occupants of the fort marched out, tied up their horses, gave up their weapons, and were 
taken prisoner. The prisoners were paroled and sent to Charleston. By best account nearly one 
hundred men, forty to fifty horses, and one six-pound cannon were taken without a shot being fired. 29 
That evening and into the next day the fort was razed and its supplies confiscated. 30 
The capture of Fort Balfour was Harden's most impressive military operation of the war. 
Without losing a single man he captured and destroyed the only link in the British communication 
" Todd and Hutson, P. W Parish, 55. Lieutenant Paul Hamilton described the tactic in a letter recounting these events. Hamilton was governor of 
South Carolina. 1804-1806. 
"Tarlton Brown, "Memoir.;," 229; Brown's stol)' is corroborated by Lieutenant Paul Hamilton in Todd and Hutson, P. W. Parish, 55; other accounts 
are found in Lan1bett South Carolina Loya/is rs. 175; Joseph Johnson. Traditions and Reminiscences Chiefly of the American Revo/urion in the South 
(Charleston: Walker and James, 1851) 352. Johnson's account claimed that Colonel Kelsall was also captured with Fenwick and Lechemere but this is 
unlike!)~ Gibbes, Documentary Hisrory, 53-55. This reference helps define which of the Fenwicks were actually in command of Fort Balfour during its 
capture. 
As and an interestingsiddighl Nicholas Lechemerewasrnarried to Catherine DeVeauX; the sister of Andrew DeVeaux, who owned the land upon which 
Fort Balfour was built. Ironically. DeVeaux surrendered the fort with Colonel Kelsall to Colonel Harden later that day. 
•• Tarlton Brown. "Memoirs." 229. 
" Todd and Hutson. P. W Parish. 55; Tarlton Brown. "Memoirs," 229. 
19 Tarlton Brown. "Revolutional)' Pension." in Barnwel/'s Tar/ran Brown, ed. O'Bannon, 25; McCrady, History of the Revo/urion, 1780-1783, 135-
136; accounts of the surrender at Fort Balfour are also found in Bass. Swamp Fox, 176 and Hugh F. Rankin, Francis Marion: The Swamp Fox (New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowd I Company, 1963) 195. Both Rankin and Bass document incorrect dates for the capture of Fort Balfour. Their error probably originated 
m reading Harden's letter to Marion dated 18 April 1781. In that letter Harden does not specify a date for the action and the implication is that the capture 
occurred one week after it actually did. The Royal Gazerre proves the date by publishing the account of Four Holes and Barton's Post in the 11 April 
edition. When all of these facts are evaluated together, the elate for Fort Balfour mu&1 be 13 April 1781. 
"' Gibbes. Documentary Hisrory. 53 Letter from Harden to Marion dated 18 April 1781. 
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chain to the Savannah River. It is a tribute to his command ability that Fort Balfour fell without a 
weapon being fired. His tactical plan was sound. The attempt to draw out the enemy cavalry would 
have served to even the odds in case a frontal attack had been required. Once he captured the 
commander of the fort, he realized that he had a decided advantage in the field and immediately 
modified his plan to demand the surrender of the garrison. Further, the reports that several "old 
friends" were in the fort bolstered his confidence that any fighting would be limited, as he did not 
expect former patriots to offer any resistance. The ruse he developed, placing his servants and 
baggage near enough to be seen, succeeded in confusing Colonel Kelsall and Major De Veaux. 
This victory strengthened Harden's dwindling supplies, and at the same time augmented his 
personnel roster. Local resistance to British rule grew openly stronger. Harden's regiment swelled 
from its original eighty men to over two hundred in May 1781.31 In this two-week period Colonel 
Harden and his partisan regiment had obliterated the last bastion of British control in the southern 
districts and sent a message to loyalists that the protection which had been offered them by the British 
command was tenuous.32 Word ofHarden's victories traveled quickly to other commands and soon-
Elijah Clark sought Harden to aid in the siege of the fortifications at Augusta. The siege of Augusta 
began 19 May 33 and continued until 5 June 1781 . He first date marked the arrival of General Andrew 
Pickens, "The Fighting Elder," and Lieutenant Colonel Henry Lee with their troops at Augusta. The 
second date marked the surrender of Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Browne and the remaining Augusta 
forces at Fort Cornwallis. 
During May and June Colonel Harden's troops carried on a campaign of harassment and siege 
from the forts at Augusta to the mouth of the Savannah River. Lieutenant Paul Hamilton recalled 
that, "Ambuscades, skirmishes, and surprises were frequent but not important" throughout the 
southern districts.34 Harden's actions during these early summer months directly supported the siege. 
Attacks on enemy supply boats using the Savannah River and ambushes on the road from Ninety-Six 
to Augusta were a few of his missions. Colonel Harden did not remain in Augusta during the entire 
period of the siege, but many of his troops participated in actions around the three forts which 
garrisoned the city. Captain Tarlton Brown's company fought until the end of the siege and elements 
ofHarden's men fought under Major Rudolph of Henry Lee's legion at Fort Galphin. 35 
After he left Augusta, Harden returned to the Combahee River area and continued detachment 
operations in that region. Audited accounts from claims after the war show that many supplies were 
31 Colonel William Harden to General Francis Marion, 12 May 1781 , from the Francis Marion Papers, Special Collections, William R. Perkins Library, 
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina. Harden reported troop strength at 200 men and 150 slaves in this letter to Marion. 
32 Jolmson, Tradition.r, 353; Todd and Hutson, P. W. Parish, 53-57. For general accounts of the April campaign see Terry W. Lipscomb, 
"Revolutionary War Battles in South Carolina," Names in South Carolina. Vol. 25, 26. Also McCrady, History of the Revolution. I 780-1 783, 537-538. 
» Tarlton Brown, "Revolutionary Pension," inBarnwell's Tar/con Brown, ed. O'Bannon, 25-26; Lossing. Pictonal Field Book, 565; Henry Lumpkin, 
From Savannah to Yorktown: The American Revolution ,n the South (New York: Paragon House Publishers, 1987) 189. 
" Paul Hamilton, "Extracts .. . " in YBC, 319. 
" See Waring. Fighting Elder. 72. Maj. Rudolph's Brother. a captain, accepted Lieutenant Colonel Browne's surrender at Fort Cornwallis on 5 June 
1781; also David Ramsay. The Hwory of the American Revolution Vol. 2 (Philadelphia: R. Aitken and Son, 1789) 248-249. Ramsay noted that when 
Pickens and Lee arrived at Augusta in May, the southern militia had already been in the area for some time.; also Kenneth Coleman, The American 
Revolution ,n Georgia. I 763-1789 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1958) 135. 
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procured by Harden's troops in the southern district near the Horseshoe. 36 He sometimes coordinated 
operations with Colonel Baker of the Georgia Militia along the Savannah River to seize supplies 
bound for the forts at Augusta. Harden and Baker also intercepted payoffs headed for the Indians 
located in the western provinces. Without these shipments the Indian's loyalty to the crown was 
never certain. 37 
By 12 May 1781 Harden reported to Marion from the Horseshoe that he had arrived as 
requested with 110 slaves and a militia force which totaled "upward of two-hundred, and [most] were 
mounted. "38 In six weeks Harden's eighty-man army had more than tripled in size and had procured 
enough supplies to continue operations throughout the southern districts. Harden reported that he 
had sent three separate detachments out to reconnoiter and harass the enemy. One was sent west to 
the fork of the Saltkatcher River, a second over Edisto near Orangeburg, and the third to the Stono 
River area. Marion had also requested a detachment be sent to "The Island," presumably to help in 
the transfer of prisoners. Many prisoners were held on Hilton Head Island until their final disposition 
was determined.39 One of the more significant missions for Harden's men during these months was 
the transfer of paroled prisoners from Augusta to Charleston after Lieutenant Colonel Browne's 
surrender at Fort Cornwallis on 5 June 1781. 
The next four weeks were relatively quiet for combat operations in the southern district. On 
5 July 1781 the month of quiet was shattered by a small detachment of Harden's mounted troops 
under the command oflsaac Hayne, now a colonel in the militia. 40 The events which followed--the 
capture of Brigadier General Andrew Williamson on 5 July and the capture and execution of Colonel 
Isaac Hayne, -- had a devastating effect on Colonel William Harden's regiment. Shortly after the 
capture oflsaac Hayne, but before 25 July 1781, Colonel Harden and a large number of his dragoon 
militia were also captured by the enterprising Major Andrew Deveaux. General Thomas Sumter 
verified the event in a letter to General Marion dated 25 July 1781. Sumter gave credit to Colonel 
Nicholas Lechemere, but it is likely that the actual capture was made by DeVeaux. Major DeVeaux 
was Lechemere's right-hand man at Fort Balfour when it fell on 13 April. He was also Lechemere's 
brother-in-law. Sumter wrote, "The enemy [said Harden] gave his word and honor to consider 
himself a prisoner on parole. "41 Major De Veaux described the capture in his loyalist claim after the 
war, but did not mention the disposition of the prisoners. Apparently, although the details of the 
capture are scanty, Major DeVeaux paroled the entire force following the capture. This reflects 
,. Accounts Audited #1306. 5715, 2345, 2604. All reflect some fonn of supplies for Harden's men in the Combahee River region. 
'' l\kCrady, History of the Revolution. J 780-1783, 257-260. McCrady accurately describes many of the atrocities committed along the Georgia 
border. but he is unclear as to the date of the Wiggin's Hill affair. 
" Harden to Marion. 12 May 1 781 , in the Francis Marion Papers. 
" !b,d. "The Island" is a reference to Hilton Head where many prisoners were held; A S. Salley, Accounts Audited of the Revolut,onary Claims 
Agwnst South Carolina, 3 Vols. (Columbia. South Carolina: The State Company, 1943) 144. In the account of Christopher Bear he describes a 
detachment ofHarden's men that procured one of his steer and was marching from Purisburg to Hilton Head to transfer prisoners. 
40 Alfred E. Jones. The Journal of Alexander Chesney, a South Carolina Loyalist in the Revolution and After (Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State 
1. 'niwrsity. 1921) 23-24. 
" Sumter to Greene. 25 July 1781. in YBC. 1899, appendix p.50. Sumter tells of a small band of sixteen men who were from the Port Royal Island 
near Beaufort. 
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Harden's activity in the field during July and August. He even sent a letter to General Marion which 
was diverted directly to General Greene on 10 August 1781.42 Even though the British were 
reversing their misfortunes of April, the partisan "Fabian" force (utilizing hit-and-run tactics like 
Fabius Maximus of Rome as he defeated Hannibal) had already made and an irreversible impact. 
Indicating the seriousness of the situation, Nisbet Balfour, commander at Charleston, wrote 
Sir Henry Clinton a very disturbing letter dated 21 July 1781 . He mentioned several instances where 
partisan cavalry had been superior to the British mounted force. He mentioned other occasions where 
additional horses were lost to partisan forces mainly for want of and an adequate cavalry force on the 
British side. Balfour suggested that victory in the south was not possible. "These events [those of 
June and July], the great force of the enemy, especially of cavalry, and the general revolt of the 
province, will, I conceive, even with the present force, much circumscribe any future position we may 
take." The Americans "will likewise, by throwing on us a great weight of unprovided for militia and 
refugees [in Charleston], add considerably, in these respects, to our expense both of money and 
provisions. "43 Indeed, the sickness and discontent of the British Anny prevented it from moving more 
than ten miles a day, General Greene informed Henry Lee on 29 June 1781 . 44 The burden of the war 
on the British had become obvious to both its own command and to the Americans. During the 
summer months the unbearable heat also impeded the execution of the war. 
Both General Marion and General Sumter related stories of weather so hot that military 
action was impossible. One account spoke of heat so intense that several soldiers, under command 
of a Colonel Coats, died on a march to Charleston.45 Couple the debilitating heat, the poor supply 
situation, and the overall hopelessness expressed by Nisbet Balfour, and low morale is a likely result. 
By the beginning of August the British forces were clearly desperate, particularly in the districts 
commanded by Nisbet Balfour. Harden's work in the southern theater from April to July was a major 
contributor to the sad state of affairs that faced the British command. Perhaps the execution of Isaac 
Hayne on 4 August 1781 was a result of the desperation which Balfour expressed in his letter to 
Clinton. However contrived, it was effective enough to send many American militiamen back to their 
homes. 
The acts of desperation persisted and on 3 August Nisbet Balfour signed a proclamation that 
offered a reward of "FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS sterling" to any person who reported turncoats in 
the province for exporting weapons to the rebels. He offered freedom to slaves for the same 
information. 46 The next day Isaac Hayne was executed in Charleston. 47 Governor John Rutledge 
" Andrew DeVeaux. "Memorial.." from the Loyalist Transcripts, AD. 12/50, 5 I, 52. #157, 33. South Carolina Archives, Columbia. Reference is also 
made to this affair in Lawrence~ Rowland, ''The American Revolution and its Background in the Port Royal Area of South Carolina," (M. A Thesis, 
University of South Carolina, 1971) 86; also in Gregorie. Thomas Sumter, I 80; and McCrady, History of the Revolution, 1780-1783, 359 . 
., Balfour to Clinton, 20 July I 781 , in the Cornwallis Papers. This is one of the earliest indications that the momentum in the South was irreversibly 
on the partisan side. The war of attrition was having a definite effect on the British war machine. 
44 Lee, Memoirs. appendix p. XV. In this letter from General Greene to Lee, this information is gathered by Greene from a deserter. 
" William Gilmore Simms. The Life of Francis Marion (New York: Derby and Jackson, 1858) 262-265; Also Sumter to Marion. 30 July 1781 , in 
YBC. 1899. appendix, p. 53 . 
.. Royal Ga;;ecte (Charleston) 4 August 1781. 
" Georg,a Royal Ga::etre. 8 August I 781. 
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requested a full account of the affair from General Marion. On 10 August General Greene received 
and an account of the capture and execution which Colonel Harden had intended for Marion. The 
letter was forwarded when Marion was not quickly located.48 The execution of the extremely popular 
Isaac Hayne, along with the threats of retribution that were continually printed in the "Royal" 
newspapers during this time, had immediate and devastating consequences for Harden's militia.49 
Two minor military defeats in August, one at Parson's Plantation, and one at The Four Mile Branch 
of the Pon Pon (Edisto) River, compounded these effects. 
These setbacks, Hayne's execution, and the threat of reprisal upon family members was 
enough to keep the majority ofHarden's men at home for the rest of the war. Meanwhile, loyalists 
became bolder, more resolute, and more successful. The sharp tum-around in the southern districts 
concerned Governor Rutledge. He realized the devastating impact that occurrences in August had 
on the militia in Harden's districts. 50 The colonel, who recognized that he was rapidly losing the 
capability to maintain a credible fighting force, sent and an urgent request to General Marion for 
assistance in the southern districts. In his 10 August letter to General Greene, Harden noted the 
increased activity of enemy interdiction of rice supplies as well as a distinct inability to counter these 
moves. On 15 August Harden informed Marion that the enemy was destroying everything in his path 
and urgently requested assistance. 51 Finally, on 15 August, General Marion informed Major General 
Greene that he was setting out from St. Stephens in five days to relieve Colonel Harden. 52 This 
expedition proved to be one of General Marion's greatest of the war. Unfortunately, the events which 
surrounded the creation of a great partisan legend at Parker's Ferry also led to Colonel William 
Harden's fall into obscurity. 
Complementing Marion's forces, Harden's mounted militia were part of a very active and 
highly successful cavalry campaign in the southern districts. His forces had cleared the majority of 
the Savannah River and were active as far north as Edisto Island. 53 He continued using tactics of 
detached reconnaissance even after the events of early August had undermined the strength of his 
regiment. It was a mistake for Harden to have failed to anticipate the new vigor which the British 
and loyalist forces gained from Balfour's desperate moves in August. The last two weeks of August 
were Harden's most disappointing of the war. Following military defeats at Parson's Plantation on 
7 August and near the Four Mile Branch on 15 August, Colonel Harden was left with a skeleton of 
" McCrady. Hisrory of the Revolution, l 780-1783, 399; Bass, Swamp Fox, 212-213 . 
49 Royal Gazetre (New York) 11 April 1781. Proclamation threatened to keep provisions from families if any member was a rebel. 
'° William Johnson, Skerches ofrhe Life and Correspondence ofNarhanae/ Greene. 2 Vols. (Charleston: A E. Miller, 1822), 217-218; also see 
Rankin, Swamp Fax, 235-239; also Chri,topher Gadsden, The Writings ofChrisropher Gadsden. l 746-1805, ed. Richard Walsh (Columbia: University 
of South Carolina Press, 1966) 176-177: and Gov. John Rutledge to Delegates, 18 September 1781, in SCHGM 18 (October 1917), 155-159. Rutledge 
recounts the events of Hayne's execution and its dire effect on Harden's force. 
" Glover, Narrar1ve of Colleton Co11nry. 25-30; also Colonel Harden to General Marion, 10 and 15 August 1781. Ms [photocopy], in the Francis 
\1arion Papers. 
" Marion to Greene. 18 August 1781 , Ms (photocopy] in the Nathanael Greene Papers, Clements Library, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 
,; William Gilmore Simms. Life of Nathanael Greene (New York: George F. Cooledge and Brother, 1849) 278. 
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what had been a formidable mounted militia regiment. 54 During the third week in August the cascade 
of misunderstandings and miscommunications which tarnished Colonel Harden's exceptional partisan 
career began. 
Sometime in August Colonel Harden was afflicted with and an unknown illness that became 
severe enough by the third week of the month to preclude his active participation in military 
operations. When General Marion arrived at the Round "O" on 22 August, he reported that Harden 
was ill and his men were not "called out. "55 Harden had just withdrawn from Edisto which was 
thirty-five miles from the Round "O," during the preceding five days. ' 
Several different accounts described the unbearable weather conditions during the last two 
weeks of August. General Greene described the weather as being so hot that it prevented any 
"present encounter." Tremendous storms also had flooded the Wateree River and most all of the 
surrounding swamps.56 Captain Tarlton Brown, himself very ill with small-pox, described the August 
heat from a large oak tree near his home where he had quarantined himself from his uninfected family. 
He wrote, "The weather being very hot, I suffered intensely. "57 It is likely that the dominant natural 
conditions that were present during this week delayed Harden's men from regrouping and served to 
intensify the effects of his personal illness. The poor weather conditions may have contributed to 
Marion's delay in setting out to rescue Colonel Harden. 58 
Marion, realizing Harden's poor physical condition, gathered his command and set out to 
harass British garrisons in the area. The Swamp Fox received intelligence that a force of one hundred 
Tories, under the command of Colonel Cunningham, were waiting on the banks of the Pon Pon River 
(present-day Edisto River) at Parker's Ferry. Discovering that the main body of enemy troops were 
to meet Cunningham's force, Marion prepared and an ambush on the road leading from Hayne's 
Plantation to the ferry. On 30 August Lieutenant Colonel DeBorck's force set out to form a juncture 
with Cunningham's men who were waiting at Parker's Ferry. The resulting battle was, by all 
accounts, a terrible defeat for the Tories, who were led into battle by Major Thomas Fraser acting 
on DeBorck's orders. Marion's forces suffered only minor casualties while the accounts of enemy 
losses ranged from eighty to more than 120 killed and wounded. 59 The battle itself was fought in the 
long shadows of dusk and the soldier's perception was not as keen as it would have been during 
" Hamilton, "A Private Manuscript" YBC, 315: The Royal Gazette mentions the affair at Four Mile Branch but does not specifically mention Colonel 
Harden. 
" Rankin, Swamp Fox, 236. 
,. Simms, Life o[Greene. 278; Johnson, Sketches ofGreene, 217. Elijah Clarke also had a bout with disease as it prevented his departure from 
Savannah for the siege at Augusta. 
"Tarlton Brown. "Memoirs," 231-232. Brown was ill for forty days during which time he was cared for by a "Tory slut" who tended to his needs while 
he remained beneath a tree near his home. 
" Marion had originally planned to depart his base at St. Stephens on the twentieth of August but the documentation of his e,qiedition clearly shows 
that he did not leave until the twenty-second. Marion to Greene, 18 August 1781. in the Nathanael Greene Papers, Clements Library. 
" There are three different account., of the Parker's Ferry ambush. Marion to Greene, 3 September 1781, was published in the Pennsylvania Gazette 
on 24 Oc1olxr 1781. Ths letter chronicled the entire expedition from departure at St. Stephens to plans to harass the British force near Eutaw. The Royal 
Gazette reported the an1bush as a victory for the British. "And an Anlerican's Experience in the British Army . . . " in Journal of American History I ( 1907), 
727-740, is and an account written by a loyalist in Fraser's cavalry service at the time. Jarvis was personally 
involved in the battle. Another interpretation may be found in Rankin, Swamp Fox, 236-237. 
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dayiight. The sequence of events during the battle at Parker's Ferry explains General Marion's report 
to General Greene on 3 September 1781. 
My right division of about 80 men was commanded by Maj. Hardin [sic] who I ordered to retire one hundred 
yards from the Line, and to march up when the firing began on the left. ... The infantry immediately appeared 
before us and a heavy fire commenced, which continued for some time; but unluckily some villains [sic] cried out, 
they were flanking us on the right, which threw us into confusion, and while we were rallying and forming, the 
enemy took that opportunity. carried off their field pieces and wounded, and retreated on a trot. . . I have the 
pleasure of informing you, that Colonel Stafford and Colonel Horry behaved like the 'Sons of Liberty!' and had 
Major Hardin [sic] and Major Cooper obeyed orders, it is probable the greatest part, if not the whole, must have 
fallen into our hands .... 60 
Marion's account reflects his perceptions of what had occurred in the twilight, smoke-filled 
swamp near the ferry in the heat of battle. Jarvis's account modifies Marion's perceptions and desires 
and clarifies what may have actually happened. The circumstances appear to have been as follows. 
First, Lieutenant Colonel DeBorck had rearranged his line of march placing the cavalry in the rear of 
the formation, a non-standard tactic. Second, as DeBorck's infantry approached the ferry, the first 
shots were fired into Marion's lines by a small detachment of Cunningham's men who were scouting 
from the "spur" of the causeway. Third, Major Fraser's cavalry advanced from the rear of the column 
to the forward area to join the battle. Fourth, as the enemy cavalry galloped to the north, it bypassed 
Major Cooper's cavalry and Major Harden's infantry. As Cooper and Harden moved to follow the 
attacking cavalry unit, Harden's infantry met Marion's infantry on the right flank and were reported 
as hostile. 
Reflecting the confusion of the battle, Marion's Order Book contained this entry for 31 
August written near Jenkin's Ferry. "General Marion returns his thanks to Col. Stafford, Ervin, and 
Horry and the officers and men of their division for their spirited and good behavior in the action of 
yesterday. Had they been assisted by the Officer of the cavalry and the right division agreeable to 
orders, he is certain that very few of the enemy would have escaped. "61 Had "some villain" not 
announced Harden and Cooper as and an enemy force, Marion's contention may well have been true. 
Darkness, fear, a non-standard enemy formation, the cry of one soldier, all of these "frictions" 
influenced Marion's after-action report to General Greene that directly reflected his immediate 
perceptions of the affair. 62 
What were the results of this small but significant skirmish at Parker's Ferry? Alexander 
Garden, who had a plantation near Parker's Ferry, wrote, "The blow inflicted on the cavalry of the 
enemy, drawn into and an ambuscade near Parker's Ferry, so effectively checked the spirit of 
"' 1-larion to Greene. 3 September 1781. in the Nathanael Greene Papers. South Carolina Archives. 
" "Order Book of Francis ~!anon. 31 August 178 L" Ms !photocopyJ. Huntington Library Collection. 3 Reels. South Carolina Archives. It is 
interesting to note that 1'-larion's order book do.,,; not mention Major Harden or Cooper by name. Reprinted editions of the letter have added those two names 
or omittoo the paragraph totally. A different Order Book entry was made on 24 October 1781 which acknowledged the receipt of the thanks of the Congress 
for action at Parker's Ferry and Eutaw Springs. 
"' Carl \'on Clausewitz. On War, ed. Anatol Rapoport (Middlesex. England: Penguin Books Ltd., 1968) 164-165. "Everything is very simple in war, 
but the simplest thing is difficult." 
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marauding, that in that vicinity they were never known to appear again. 1163 Marion indicated in his 
report, following the Battle of Eutaw Springs, that the enemy was deprived of cavalry as a direct 
result of the effectiveness of the ambush at Parker's Ferry. The overwhelming advantage realized by 
American cavalry in September was universally acknowledged. 64 Interestingly enough, the blow to 
Harden's reputation with his superiors was, in personal terms, the equivalent of the effect of the battle 
on British cavalry. 
Harden never fought at Parker's Ferry; but because of General Marion's after-action report 
to General Greene, which eventually reached Governor Rutledge, Harden seemed a poor 
disciplinarian and, consequently, a poor choice for command of a brigade. Governor Rutledge's letter 
to Greene revealed the effects of Parker's Ferry on Harden's military career. 
I am told Harden's Regiment and the two other Southward Regiments, formerly Garden's and Huger's, contain-
about 800 men who might be brought into service, but, Harden, who is a very worthy brave man, keeps up no 
discipline or authority over them-he just lets 'em do as they please .. .. I Wlderstand that if those Regiments had 
done their duty, Marion would have made the late affair [Parker's Ferry] with Major Fraser a very compleat [sic] 
one.65 
The date of this letter was 6 September 1782, nearly one full year after Colonel Harden had 
been passed over for brigade command and general officer rank by Governor John Rutledge. 66 
Rutledge's views of Colonel Harden's capabilities are difficult to understand in light of some of the 
other partisan commanders' failings in the area of troop discipline. The revolution is replete with 
examples from Sumter's failure to post sentry guards at Fishing Creek to Greene's troops looting the 
British camp at Eutaw and becoming drunk during the fighting.67 Considering the generally 
widespread poor state of discipline in the American armies, it would appear that there must have been 
another reason for Governor Rutledge's decision to bypass Colonel Harden for brigade command, 
something more vital than performance, dedication, or bravery. 
Ironically, General Greene was still sending orders to Colonel Harden even after Governor 
Rutledge had promoted John Barnwell to brigadier general and given him command of the troops 
which were formerly under the command of Colonels Harden, Stafford, and Williamson. 68 Perhaps 
this was and an indication that even General Greene was more trusting of Harden than of Barnwell. 
Barnwell's promotion stirred controversy in the Provincial Congress, disgusted the members of the 
southern militia, and eventually resulted in the resignation of two of the finest partisan commanders 
63 Alexander Garden, Anecdotes of the Revolutionary War in America (Charleston: A E. Miller, 1822) 23. 
64 For the British side see Banastre Tarlton, A History of the Campaigns of 1780 and 1781, m the Southern Provinces of North America (London: 
T. Cadell, 1787) 509; Henry Clinton, The American Rebellion: Sir Henry Clinton's Narratives of His Campaigns, 1775-1782, with and an Appendix 
of Original Documents, ed. William B. Willcox (New Haven: Yale University Press); for the American side see Simms, Life of Manon, 267; also Simms, 
Life of Greene, 282; and McCrady, History of the Revolution. 1780-1783, 439-440. 
•
5 Rutledge to Greene, 6 September 1782, in SCHGMj, 16, 145-146. 
66 Rutledge to Members of Congress. 22 November 1781, in SCHGM, 18, 166. 
"' Dik A. Da~o. "Colonel Willimn Harden: The Unsung Partisan Commander" (M. A Thesis, University of South Carolina. 1992, unpublished) 62-64. 
61 Rutledge to Delegates, 22 November 1781 , in SCHGM, 18, 166. 
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in the southern districts: Colonel William Harden and General Thomas Sumter.69 The first indication 
that Rutledge's views toward Harden were changing surfaced in a letter he wrote to General Marion 
on 14 September 1781 . The first portion of the correspondence routinely dealt with the 
reorganization of the brigade and regimental structure of the southern districts. Rutledge added a 
postscript that reflected a much different tone. "P. S. Since writing the above, I have received yours 
of the 3rd instant [3 September]. I am sorry to find that the Southward militia behaved ill [at Parker's 
Ferry]. I hope, however, we shall soon reform them; we must endeavor to have them better 
officered." Four days later, Rutledge wrote to the delegates of the Congress and advised them that 
he had restructured Pickens' Brigade. "I have struck off the Southward regiments from Pickens' 
Brigade intending to throw them into one for Harden or [Major John] Barnwell. 1170 
Although these letters imply a personal interest in the southern district military structure, it 
is more likely that Rutledge's decisions were heavily influenced by Generals Greene and Marion and, 
in earlier years, by General Benjamin Lincoln and William Moultrie. The governor often requested 
suggestions from Greene and Marion for candidates for promotion to "ordinary" positions, as he 
himself spent little time in the district. 71 On 22 November 1781, Governor Rutledge issued the 
controversial appointment of Major John Barnwell to brigadier general and command of the new 
Southward militia which was formed from Harden's, Stafford's, and Williamson's regiments. 72 To 
most of the battle-tested militiamen, this appointment was a hideous injustice. The men of the 
southern districts could not accept that their veteran militia colonel, who had directed a highly 
successful campaign of harassment and had continued the fight in the southern districts in General 
Greene's absence, was superseded by a man of lesser rank with little practical militia experience. 73 
As General Barnwell soon realized, it took more than a gubernatorial appointment to lead campaign-
hardened, back-country, South Carolina militiamen. 
The issue of discipline aside, there is reason to believe that Rutledge's decision to promote 
Barnwell over Colonel Harden was influenced by Harden's political association with back-country 
planters and his modest aristocratic standing. Harden had grown up near the Horseshoe which was 
on the periphery of the coastal rice-planting region. He had only moved near the coast after his first 
marriage and, although accepted as a member of the gentry, did not have the family tradition like the 
coastal planters who were generally selected for higher political and military rank. 74 It was no secret 
that the aristocratic plantation owners of the coastal regions held the reigns of power in the South 
Carolina government. There were a few interesting connections between the officials of South 
" 11.lcCrady, Hisrory ofrhe Revolurion. 1780-1783, 726. Sumtds resignation was primarily influenced by the reorganization of the militia. The 
promotion of Barnwell was certainly a factor. 
70 Rutledge to Delegates. 18 September 1781 , in SCHGM. 18, 155-158. The governor apparently had not decided on the promotion at this time. 
·, There several instances of request, from Governor Rutledge to Marion and Greene soliciting names of trustworthy men for district "ordinary" and 
oflicer positions. 
·, Rutledge to Delegates. 22 '.\'ovember 1781. in SCHG.\l, 18, 166. 
·, See Don Higginbotham. The I Var of rhe American Independence: Afilirary Arrirudes, Pohcies. and Praciices, 1763-1789 (New York: The 
\[acmillan Company, 1971) 90-91: also McCrady. History ofrhe Revo/111ion. l 780-1783, 529-530: also Barnwell, And an Amencan Family, 36. 
·, Jackson Turner II.lain. The Upper House in Revo/11tionary America. l 763-1788 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press. 1967) 116-117. Main's 
,~ample of the quintessential aristocratic east coast planter was John Barnwell (also Stephen Bull). 
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Carolina government and John Barnwell. Governor Rutledge took advice from his military leaders. 
One of his most trusted was William Moultrie, under whom John Barnwell had served as a captain 
and a major in 1779 and proved his ability to maintain discipline among his troops. Both Barnwell 
and Moultrie had been held as prisoners on British ships in 1780. Moreover, Barnwell had grown 
up on the coast near Charleston and was familiar with the political system of the region. It is likely 
that when it was time to find a suitable brigade commander, Barnwell was selected because of 
favorable recommendations from Moultrie, his political ties, and his coastal social status. 75 Colonel 
Harden was probably regarded as too "rough" to warrant promotion into the social responsibility that 
often accompanied the rank of brigadier general. Harden embarked on a short period of public 
service as a state senator, representing Prince William Parish, and as "ordinary" of the Beaufort 
District. There is some evidence that Harden continued field service as late as October 1782 but after 
that he likely spent the majority of his time at his home in Prince William or in the State Senate. 76 
Colonel Harden was elected to the Fifth and Sixth General Assemblies, but died before the end of 
his last term in 1785. 
Was Colonel Harden effective as the southward militia commander? Without doubt he was 
effective, sometimes more so than others. To examine "effectiveness," it is mandatory to consult 
three sets ofopinions: Those of (1) his subordinates and peers, (2) his superiors, and (3) the British 
commanders in the area. Although the voices of his subordinates rang loud and clear in protest when 
they refused to serve under Barnwell in the spring and fall of 1782, one man's words, more·than any 
other, reflected the passions ofHarden's southern militiamen: Captain Tarlton Brown. 
Captain Tarlton Brown served under Harden at various times between 1776 and 1782. While 
at Fort Lyttleton in 1776, Brown called Captain Harden a "brave and sagacious officer." Five years 
later Brown referred to Colonel Harden as "one of our most efficient officers. "77 Not all reports 
reflected high praise. Lieutenant Paul Hamilton, future governor of South Carolina from 1804-1806, 
called Harden "indifferent" after his militia force had been surprised by Colonel Fenwick near the 
Saltkatcher's Bridge in April 1781 . 78 His attitude was, perhaps, a reflection of Hamilton's social and 
political aspirations during the Revolution . The fact that he became governor directly reflected 
wealth, social "correctness," and aristocratic lineage. Even Alexander Garden, whose father was a 
dedicated loyalist during the war, recalled that Harden was a man of "uniformly correct" conduct 
during the Revolution.79 General Greene, General Marion, and Governor Rutledge all recognized 
Harden's bravery, dedication, and popularity. General Thomas Sumter was so impressed by Harden 
'' See Rowland. "Revolution in Port Royal." 84: in John R. Alden, The South in the Revolut10n, J 763-1 789 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1957) 391 , much of the political breakdown is mentioned; in J. T . Main. Upper House, the chapter covering the South Carolina aristocracy is 
important. The family relationship continued as both the Rutledge and the Barnwell families sent representatives to the South Carolina Constitutional 
Convention. 
" Accounts Audited #5253. Nathaniel Miller filed a claim for supplies procured by Colonel Harden in June 1782: Johnson. Traditions, 363-364. 
Johnson tells of continued operations after Harden's resignation. 
" Tarlton Brown, "Memoirs." 215 and 228. 
" Figures of the Revolution in South Carolina (Columbia: University of South Carolina Printing Office [ 1976)) 216; also printed in Todd and Hutson. 
P. W Parish. 54. 
" Garden. Anecdotes. 440. One must assume that Garden is referring to Harden's treatment of military matters such as parole and handling of prisoners. 
Major Andrew DeVeaux held much the same views of Harden as a military man. 
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in the winter of 1780-1781 that he tried to enlist him into his own brigade. The issue of discipline, 
or lack of it, in the southward militia was the apparent reason Rutledge selected Barnwell over 
Harden for promotion. Considering the generally poor discipline of the militia, it is likely that coastal 
politics played a larger role in Bamwell's promotion than performance. The true measure of Harden's 
effectiveness is apparent after examination of British correspondence regarding the southern 
provinces during Harden's tenure. 
If any one man was aware of the effects of enemy operations in the district it was Nisbet 
Balfour, the British commander of the Southern Districts, whose headquarters were in Charleston 
during the last years of the war. And an examination of three of Balfour's letters to three different 
British officials indicates the remarkable impact of the southern militia campaign on British combat 
capability. Balfour wrote to Lord Cornwallis on 26 April 1781, explaining his deep concern for the 
success of British operations in the south. "The defection of the Militia is also almost universal and 
they have joined the Enemy where ever they have come. Those to the Southward are the worst, one 
Harding [sic] leads the enemy in that quarter and has over run all the Country to the Southward of 
Dorchester with a ve,y few men. 1180 Ten days later Balfour sent a communique to Sir Henry Clinton 
which clearly described the overall impact of militia operations in the southern district. 
"Notwithstanding this brilliant success [Hobkirk's Hill], l must inform your Excellency that the general state of 
the Country is most distressing, that the Enemy's parties are evel)' where, the communication, by land, with 
Savannah no longer exists .... Indeed I should betray the duty I owe your Excellency, did I not represent the 
defection of this Province so universal, that I know of no mode, short of depopulation, to retain it. "81 
The struggle for the South continued and, on I August 1781, Balfour sent a letter to Sir 
James Wright, Royal Governor of Georgia. He apologized for the poor contact between Charleston 
and Augusta and referred to communications as "precarious." More indicative of the effects of the 
southward militia was this short paragraph. "With your Excellency, I regret the loss of the Back 
Country, especially Ninety-Six and Augusta, and the more so, as the manner of it was a general revolt 
of the inhabitants. "82 There is absolutely no doubt that the overall impact of American militia 
operations was crippling to the British forces. Communications were shattered, supplies were 
destroyed, Charleston was flooded with loyalist refugees (which added to British expense), and the 
British people were beginning to lose interest in the war for America. Colonel Harden played and 
an essential role in the conduct of the war in South Carolina. Although Harden never commanded 
large forces in great battles, his contribution to the overall success of American military operations 
in the southern theater can not be neglected. 
" Balfour to Comwallis. 26 April 1781. in the Cornwallis Papers. l haw included the underlining as it appears on the manuscript. 
" :S:tsbet Balfour to Sir Henry Clir.lon, 6 May 1781. in The Cornwallis Papers, PRO 30/1 l / 109. The combined efforts of Marion, Sumter, Pickens, 
Clark. and Harden had significant effect on British perceptions and conduct of the war. 
" '-:isb.:t Balfour to Sir James Wright, I August 1781, in The Comwallis Papers, PRO 30/ 11 /109. The implication is clear in this letter that Balfour 
had giwn up any hope ofsucel!SS in the south by July 1781. The combined efforts of Marion in the northeast, Sumter m the central region, Pickens in the 
west .and Harden in the south had broken the British "will" to tight for the south. 
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Historians also have praised Harden's military contributions: "Harden, with brilliant success, 
had carried the war into the rice fields, and taken post after post where the British looked not for and 
an enemy,"83 sad Edward McCrady. Colonel William Harden had taken a force of back-country 
militiamen and molded them into and an impressive fighting unit. This was no easy task. The men 
under Harden's command had long been influenced by the "country life" that was characterized by 
a free frontier spirit and did not include military discipline. 84 He had the "uniformly correct" style of 
military leadership as well as a manner more suited to the needs of his men. "To take a 
heterogeneous throng, somehow wire it together, and make it fight and at least occasionally win, all 
without antagonizing civilians and public officials, these were the challenges to Generalship in the 
American Revolution "85 concluded Don Higginbotham. William Harden was able to harness the 
"throng," but was un~ble to break the social and political barriers of his time and, until now, has 
remained The Unsung Partisan Commander. 
" McCrady, History of the Revol11tion, I 780-1783, 723 . Of all writers of the Revolution in the South, McCrady has demonstrated an understanding 
of combined militia operatiom and their importance which other historians neglect. On page 223 he refers to Sumter, Marion, Pickens, Davie, and Harden 
as "saviors" of South Carolina. On page 544 McCrady describes the pressure that Hayne and Harden applied to the loyalists in the south. His summation 
of the partisan impact on the war is well written, "It was the incessant and vigorous partisan warfare of Sumter, Marion, Harden, Lee, and, latterly, of 
Washington, breaking up the enemy's communication, destroying his posts, and carrying the war into his rear, which had compelled the abandonment of 
the country by the British." 545. 
" John Shy, Toward Lexing ron: The Role of the British Army in the Coming of the Revolution (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1965) 11. 
" Don Higginbotham. War and Society in the American Revolution: The Wider Dimensions o[Conflict (Columbia: University of South Carolina 
Press. 1988) I 02. 
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ABSTRACTS 
Teaching Using Archival Documents 
in a Middle School Setting 
Lynn McCuiston Burnett and Jane L. Eason 
In order to enable their middle school students better to understand history in the context of 
time and space the teachers augmented their students' reading with a practical hands-on approach to 
the past. Thus, in addition to the textbook, they integrated other historical sources in their teaching. 
Among them were historical novels such as To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee, Mildred D . 
Taylor's Mississippi Bridge, Song of the Trees, Let the Circle Be Unbroken, The Friendship, and 
Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry, Esther Forbes's Johnny Tremain, Avi's The Fighting Ground, Light 
in the Forest by Conrad Richter, and The House of Dies Drear by Virginia Hamilton. Recourse was 
also had to Family Data such as family Bibles, photos and letters, scrapbooks, journals, diaries, family 
histories, and genealogies. 
During the course of teaching South Carolina history, for example, students examined birth 
records and christening certificates in order to become aware of the importance of religious 
denominations, looked at marriage certificates to determine the relationship between parties being 
married, studied death certificates to learn about diseases and medical practices, and scrutinized wills 
and estate inventories for the purpose of tracing name changes and family relationships, comparing 
and contrasting people from different socio.:.economic backgrounds, and illuminating the differences 
between men and women, and slave owners and non-slave owners. 
In addition, students looked at immigration and naturalization rolls in connection with the 
histories of the countries of origin at the time, used store ledgers to learn about prices, goods, and 
the daily lives of people, and examined land records such as deeds, mortgages, leases, cemetery 
records and the like in order to understand where people lived and how their property affected the 
lives of their offspring. Additional sources of understanding came from court records, guardianship 
and orphan arrangements, adoption records, tax lists, military records, and church records. 
In this way inferential thinking skills and organizational skills were fostered among the 
children. The activities described are well suited to cooperative learning groups and obviate the need 
for any type of ability grouping. The approach used by the teachers was successful in making the 
students understand that history is a process of antecedents and consequences and that it is easier 
to understand the present by knowing the past. 
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STUDENT PERFORMANCE: 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN TECHNOLOGY 
ENTERS THE CLASSROOM 
Jamie W. Moore 
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Common statistical techniques (Analysis of Variance, T-Test, Stepwise Regression) were 
employed to analyze data from ongoing study conducted between 1989 and 1994 on impact of 
media-assisted lectures. There were statistically significant relationships between student GPRs prior 
to entering the course and course grades for students who earned grades of" A." Mean prior GPRs 
for students earning grades of "A" and "C" were significant. With one exception (year in college for 
students in the group designated "Low Rank"; i.e., those with low prior GPRs who earned low grades 
in the course), none of the demographic variables of race, high school record, SAT scores, major field 
of study, and year in college was significant. 
The following are among the statistically significant findings from analysis of detailed surveys 
of student opinion. There was a significant relationship by year-in-college for a statement that one 
learned more if the main lecture point were followed by a slide or video. This did not differ by the 
student's major field of study. Students earning grades of "A" and "B" agreed that all the teaching 
techniques (assigned texts and readings, lectures, media enhanced presentations) were necessary to 
convey the information. Students in the group designated "Top Rank" (those with high prior GPRs 
who earned grades of "A") stated more strongly than others that they had trouble picking out a single 
best teaching technique because all the course elements were necessary to convey the information. 
"A" students agreed more strongly than other groups that, compared to other teaching 
methodologies, the media-aided lectures gave better insights into the processes of historical change 
and analysis. "A" students also agreed that adding slides and videos to the 
lectures did a better job of giving them new insights into the process of historical change than a 
straight lecture. "C" students disagreed that they would have got more information from a straight 
lecture format and were less willing to disagree with a statement that they got about the same amount 
of course information and learned about as much as they usually did. Low-rank students agreed that, 
compared to a straight lecture format, the media-assisted lectures did a better job of giving them new 
information they thought important and believed they would retain. Compared to others, sophomores 
said they remembered the main lecture point better when it was followed immediately a media 
illustration, that the media lectures did a better job of giving them new insights into the processes of 
historical change and were better at conveying important information they would retain, and rejected 
statements that they would have learned more from straight lectures. 
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Although all students liked the media enhancements, findings suggest that those earning high 
grades tend to be active learners. Reluctant to pick out a single teaching technique, better students 
noted instead that all the course elements were necessary to convey the information. By comparison, 
students who earned lower grades placed less value on the assigned readings. 
The variable predicting student performance is prior GPR. A logical inference is that the 
better students have a better work ethic. As indicated by the differences between sophomores on the 
one hand and juniors and seniors on the other in reporting the effectiveness of the visuals in 
reinforcing lecture points, conveying information, and imparting insights, a maturity factor is also at 
work. A positive assessment of the effectiveness of visual media in reaching a broader student 
population is suggested in the significantly greater interest in the subject by students majoring in 
disciplines other than history and political science. 
Consistent with findings from research in other academic disciplines, analysis of data collected 
in undergraduate history courses in a separate study indicates that the introduction of computer 
technology into the college history classroom has little direct impact on student motivation and 
performance. 
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South Carolina Historical Association 
Minutes ofthe March 5, 1994 SCHA Meting 
The sixty-fourth annual meeting of the South Carolina Historical Association convened at the 
College of Charleston Conference Center in Charleston on March 5, 1994. And an estimated 65 
members attended the day-long meeting. Following registration, informal gathering, and coffee and 
pastries, members assembled for the morning sessions. 
Session I, entitled "European History," was chaired by John Newell of the University of 
Charleston and featured presentations by Kathleen S. Turner, The Citadel and University of 
Charleston, "The Debate over the Twelfth-Century Renaissance," and William S. Brockington, Jr., 
USC at Aiken, "Celtic Britain, A Redefinition: A Study of Cultural Diversity in Ulster in the 17th 
Century." Comments were given by Katherine Haldane of The Citadel. 
Session II was entitled "Strategies for Teaching History" and was chaired by Constance 
Schulz, USC at Columbia. "Teaching Using Archival Documents in a Middle School Setting," was 
co-authored by Lynn McCuiston Burnett and Jane L. Eason of Hopkins Middle School. Jamie W. 
Moore, The Citadel, presented "Student Performance: What Happens When Technology Enters the 
Classroom?" Comments were offered by Denis Paz, Clemson University, and Constance Schulz. 
After a morning coffee break members reassembled for the remainder of the morning sessions. 
Session III, chaired by George W. Hopkins of the University of Charleston, was entitled 
"National Politics and Community History." Presentations in this session included Will Huntley, 
Governor's School for Science and Mathematics, "Mendel Rivers and the Expansion of the 
Charleston Naval Station" and James 0 . Farmer, USC at Aiken, "A Collision of Cultures: Aiken, 
South Carolina, Meets the Nuclear Age, 1950-1960." Chairman Hopkins commented, and an 
unexpected bit of impromptu entertainment was given by Charles Joyner who accompanied himself 
on the guitar with a rendition of the "Ballad of Old Ellenton." Ellenton was one of the communities 
displaced when the Savannah River Atomic Energy Plant was built in the 1950s. 
Session IV, entitled "Military History," was chaired by Peter W. Becker of USC at Columbia. 
It featured papers by Dik A Daso, USC at Columbia, "Colonel William Harden: The Unsung Partisan 
Commander" and R . Wesley White, USC at Columbia, "Franz Six and the Einsatzgruppen: 
Insubordination in the SS and the Myth of Superior Orders." Richard Bodek, University of 
Charleston, provided the comment. 
Following the morning sessions, the membership recessed for lunch in the Conference Center 
Auditorium. After lunch, President Denis Paz called the Business Meeting to order. Amy 
McCandless, coordinator oflocal arrangements, introduced Conrad Festa, Provost and Senior Vice 
President of the University of Charleston, who welcomed the SCHA to the University of Charleston. 
President Paz expressed the gratitude of the SCHA to the University of Charleston for hosting the 
meeting and gave special thanks to Amy McCandless for the local arrangements and to Vice-
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President Marcia Synnott for putting together and an excellent and diverse program. Treasurer 
William Brockington reported that as of March 5, 1994 there were 115 paid members of the SCHA. 
The organization was reported to be in "modest but good" financial shape. 
President Paz then called on A. V. Huff, Furman University, to present the findings and 
recommendations of the Constitution and By-Laws Committee, appointed at the 1993 meeting. The 
following revisions in the Constitution were submitted for consideration. 
III. Membership shall be open to anyone interested in the objectives of the Association. Annual Dues 
shall be determined by the Executive Committee. 
After having been a member of the Association for ten years, and upon reaching the age of sixty-five any 
member may be designated and an emeritus member by the Secretary. Emeritus members have all the rights and 
privileges of membership without being required to pay the annual dues. 
Student members shall pay annual dues at half-rate. 
N . The officers shall be president, vice president, secretruy and treasurer; these shall be elected at each 
annual meeting. The Executive Committee shall normally nominate one person for each office. The vice 
president shall be the automatic nominee for president. Nomination from the floor may be made for any office. 
Officers shall have the duties and perform the functions customarily attached to their respective offices 
with such others as may from time to time be prescribed. 
IX. The Publication Endowment Fund exists to supplement the income available for the publication of 
the Proceedings. Contributions may be made by anyone and they will be acknowledged in writing. 
The Fund will be administered by three trustees : the president the treasurer and the editor of the 
Proceedings. The trustees shall invest the Fund so as to obtain a secure and stead,), income and report annually 
to the membership the status of the Fund. 
The trustees may designate annually a sum no greater than 80 percent of the earnings of the Fund to 
defray the cost of printing the Proceedings and add the surplus of earning each year to the principal. 
Should the Executive Committee determine that the Fund is no longer necessmy for the purpose for 
which it was established they shall recommend that this Article be removed from the constitution. If the Fund 
is liquidated, the Executive Committee shall make and an unrestricted gift of the principal to the endowment fund 
of the University of South Caroliniana Society or similar historical reposit01y in South Carolina and transfer the 
balance of the earnings to the treasuzy of the Association. 
X. The Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the members present at the annual meeting. 
After discussion, these changes to the Constitution were unanimously approved. 
President Paz then recognized Peter W. Becker, Editor of the Proceedings. The Editor, with 
the support of the Executive Committee, recommended converting the Proceedings to a refereed 
journal. The Proceedings would publish selected papers in entirety and other papers as abstracts each 
year from those presented at the annual meeting. Membership debate on the proposal followed . 
Accepting the logic that a refereed journal would add prestige (and library subscriptions), the 
membership approved the proposal unanimously. 
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The following slate of officers was then presented by t~e nominating committee for 1994-95: 
President - Marcia Synnott, USC at Columbia 
Vice President - Peter W. Becker, USC at Columbia 
Secretary - Calvin Smith, USC at Aiken 
Treasurer - William S. Brockington, Jr., USC at Aiken 
The slate was approved by acclamation. At-Large Members Terry Helsley and Amy 
McCandless will complete the third year of their three-year terms. J. Edward Lee will begin a term 
as At-Large Member. Peter W. Becker agreed to continue as editor of the Proceedings. 
Under Reports/Comments regarding the Association, President-elect Synnott presented the 
idea of having "Poster Sessions" (mini-papers and audio-visual presentations) on the topic of"History 
Teaching Tips and Techniques." The membership appeared receptive. Details for such a session will 
be worked out by the program chair (Peter Becker), the incoming president (Marcia Synnott), and 
at-large member Amy McCandless and provided to the Newsletter in time for the Annual Call for 
Papers. 
Announcements were made for the following meetings: 1) South Carolina Jewish Historical 
Society, a new association, will hold its first meetings on April 17. 2) Sierra Leone Society Joint 
Session will be held April 6-9. 3) South Carolina Consortium on International Studies will meet on 
March 26. Persons interested in attending were asked to see the announcers for details of time and 
place. 
The sixty-fifth annual meeting will be held at Lander University on Saturday, March 4, l 99S-. 
There being no further business, the business meeting adjourned for a special presentation by 
Charles Joyner, Burroughs Distinguished Professor of Southern History and Culture at Coastal 
Carolina University, entitled "A Southern Historian in the Modern World." It was and an excellent 
portrayal of the life, carer, and writing endeavors of the speaker as he struggled to reconcile Southern 
past with the modern ( changing) world. His speech was followed by the afternoon sessions. 
Session V was entitled "South Carolina History" and was chaired by Amy McCandless, 
University of Charleston. Katherine D. Cann, Spartanburg Methodist College, presented "The 
Wonderful Iodine State" and J. Edward Lee, UNC at Charlotte, presented "Through the Safety Net : 
A South Carolina Community Action Program Copes with the First Year of the Reagan Revolution." 
Comments were provided by A. V. Huff and by Amy McCandless. 
Session VI, entitled "Party Politics in the 20th Century," was chaired by Marcia Synnott, USC 
at Columbia, and featured presentations by Molly M. Wood, USC at Columbia, "'A Courageous 
Little Band' of Campaigners: Women for Hughes in 1916" and David G. Blick, USC at Columbia, 
"Beyond "The Politics of Color': Opposition to South Carolina's 1952 Constitutional Amendment 
to Abolish the Public School System." Robert J. Moore, Columbia College, provided comments. 
The sixty-fourth annual meeting then concluded with a congenial reception for members at 
the Blacklock House. 
Respectfully submitted 
Calvin Smith, Secretary 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT 1994 
South Carolina Historical Association 
Ready Assets and Expenditures 
Checking Account: 
Balance December 31, 1993 
Deposits January l - December 31, 1994: Individual Memberships, SCHA 
Annual Meeting Fees, Departmental Memberships, Library Memberships 
Total 
Expenditures J anumy 1 - December 31 1994 · 
Luncheon 
Speaker 
Printing Cost of The Proceedings 
Postage & Mailing 
Safety Deposit Box 
Work Assistant (Mailing Proceedings) 
Checks and Service Charges 
Total 
Total Checking Balance, December 3 1, 1994 
General Savings Account: 
Aiken County National Bank 
NCNBCD 
Total General Savings 
Proceedin~s Publication Endowment Fund: 
NCNBCD 
NCNBCD 
Total Endowment Fund 
Hollis Prize Account· 
Southern National Bank CD 
Southern National Bank CD 
Aiken County National Bank Savings 
Total Hollis Prize Account 
Other Assets 
$ 780.00 
$ 200.00 
$2,513.70 
$ 558.85 
$ 25.00 
$ 155.00 
$ 26.95 
$4,259.50 
$3,127.74 
$1 859.06 
$4,986.80 
$2,608.27 
$1 580.25 
$4,188.52 
$ 665 .79 
$ 998 .51 
$ 295.57 
$1,959.87 
Respectfully Submitted, 
William S. Brockington, Jr. 
Secretary/Treasurer 
December 31 , 1994 
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Index, 1991-1995 
Bailey, Harris M., Jr. 
The Only Game in Town: The South Carolina Republican Party in the Post-Reconstruction 
Era. 1992 
Barron, Robert G. 
Research in Modern Political Collections: A User's View. 1994 
Bast, Kirk K. 
'As Different as Heaven and Hell' : The Desegregation of Clemson College. 1994 
Becker, Peter W. 
The Revolution of 1989 and German Unification. 1991 
Blick, David G. 
Beyond "The Politics of Color:" Opposition to South Carolina's 1952 Constitutional 
Amendment to Abolish the Public School System. 1995 
Bonnin, Patricia Dora 
The Problem of Relief for the Families of Confederate Soldiers in South Carolina. 1994 
Brockington, William S., Jr. 
Scottish Military Emigrants in the Early Modern Era. 1991 
Brockington, William S., Jr. 
Celtic Britain, A Redefinition: A Study of Cultural Diversity in Ulster in the 17th Century. 
1995 
Brooks, Richard David 
Oral History at the Savannah River Site. 1994 
Browder, Tonya 
Oral History at the Savannah River Site. 1994 
Burnett, Lynn McCuiston 
Teaching Using Archival Documents in a Middle School Setting. 1995 
Cann, Katherine D. 
The Wonderful Iodine State. 1995 
Cann, Marvin L. 
Robert Quillen: A Champion of Traditional Values. 1994 
Cockrell, Philip 
International Civil Aviation and United States Foreign Policy. 1991 
Copp, Roberta VH. 
A Discovery, And an Encounter, And an Exchange: The Spanish and the English in South 
Carolina. 199 3 
Crangle, John V. 
E. A Freeman and Opposition to Victorian Anglo-Saxonism. 1991 
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Crangle, John V. 
South Carolina General Assembly Elections: 1988 Campaign Finance. 1992 
Crass, David Collin 
Oral History at the Savannah River Site. 1994 
Cross, James 
Stalking the Elephant (and the Donkey): Political Collections at Clemson University. 1994 
Daso, Dik A 
Colonel William Harden: The Unsung Patriot. 1995 
Davis Martin A 
Fifth-Century Bishops, their Travel Habits, and the Papacy. 1994 
Downey, Tom 
"The Light of Leaming Extinguished within our Borders:" The College Hospitals, Columbia, 
South Carolina, 1862-1865 . 1994 
Eason, Jane L. 
Teaching Using Archival Documents in Middle School Setting. 1995 
Edgar, Walter B. 
Reform and Reformers in South Carolina: A Historical Perspective. 1992 
Farmer, James 0 ., Jr. 
A Collision of Cultures: Aiken, South Carolina, Meets the Nuclear Age, 1950-1960. 1995 
Finnegan, Terrance 
"The Equal of Some White Men and the Superior of Others:" Racial Hegemony and the 1916 
Lynching of Anthony Crawford in Abbeville County, South Carolina 1994 
Godwin, John L. 
Taming A Whirlwind: Black Civil Rights Leadership in the Community Setting, Wilmington, 
North Carolina, 1950-1972. 1992 
Gamble, Richard M. 
'This Sad World:" Premillenialists and International Peace during the First World War. 1991 
Graham, Cole Blease, Jr. 
State Government Reorganization in South Carolina. 1992 
Green, Robert P. 
American History in the Schools. 1994 
Hamer, Fritz 
Barbecue, Farming and Friendship: German Prisoners of War and South Carolinians, 1943-
1946. 1994 
Hartsook, Herbert J. 
Documenting Political Activity in Modern South Carolina. 1994 
Hudson, Janet 
The Federal Government's Battle Against Venereal Disease During World War II : 
Implementation in South Carolina. 1994 
Huntley, William 
The Controversy Surrounding Mendel Rivers and his Battle with the Bottle. 199 2 
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